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FOREWORD

During recent years non-Pali readers anxious to study Early 
Buddhism have taken an interest, which is still growing, in the 
Theravada Abhidhamma tradition. But requests for work.s o f this 
nature have been impossible to meet adequately. In the first place 
Mrs. Rhys Davids’s very valuable A Buddhist Manual of Psycho
logical Ethics (Dhammasahgani), published under the patronage o f the 
Royal Asiatic Society, 1st ed. 1900, 2nd ed. 1923, with S. Z. Aung, 
Points of Controversy, 1915 (PTS), reprinted 1961, and B. C. Law’s 
Designation of Human Types (Puggalapannatti), 1922 (PTS), had 
all long been out o f print. In any case these two latter hardly 
present the core of the Abhidhamma teaching, which is a systematic 
arrangement and treatment, with elaborate classifications, o f the 
physical and mental elements and processes it analyses and regards 
as “  real ”  in the highest or absolute sense. Secondly, if one excepts 
the Abhidhammatthasangaha, translated as Compendium of Philo
sophy, 1910, reprinted 1956 (PTS), these are, as far as I know, the 
only Pali Abhidhamma works to have been rendered into English 
in their entirety.

Therefore it was a pleasant surprise when a learned Sayadaw 
wrote from Rangoon offering the PTS a translation o f the Dhatu- 
Tcathd, the third book of the Abhidhamma-Pitaka. I accepted this 
timely proposal with gratitude and confidence, both because the 
desirability of adding a translation of an essentially Abhidhamma 
work to the PTS’s list of publications was obvious, and because 
I was already aware of the Sayadaw’s reputation for erudition and 
scholarship in this particular field o f studies o f which Burma has 
been the home and centre for centuries.

In translating the present comparatively short but important 
work and clarifying its highly compressed classifications by the use 
o f charts and explanations accompanying the charts U Narada, 
Mula Patthana Sayadaw (Originator of the Abhidhamma Charts) 
has been assisted by U Thein Nyun of Rangoon. Thus they have, 
as Mrs  ̂ Rhys Davids wrote o f another contributor in her Intro
ductory Note to Buddhadatta's Manuals, “  rendered a service o f 
no slight value to the study o f that Abhidhamma tradition which 
has survived, in Theravada Buddhism, to the present day.”

I. B. H o r n e r .
London, 1961.

YU



NOTE

Translations ol Abhidhainma works publislicd by PT8 since I'JOl; 

Conditional Relations (Pailhhtia) by U. Narada, 11)09 

The Book of Analysis (Vibhanga) by U. Thittila, 1909 

A Buddhist Manual o f Psychological lOthics (Dhanvmasawjuni) by 

Mrs. Rhys Davids, 3rd. edn., 1974

I.B.H.
London 1970



PREFACE

It is extremely difficult for one to become a Supremely Enlightened 
Buddha. First o f all one must have qualified oneself to receive the 
prediction from a living Buddha. This, too, is difficult because the 
following eight conditions have to be satisfied :—

1. That one is a human being. (It is not possible for a Deva or
a Brahma to become a Buddha.)

2. That one is a man. (It is not possible for a woman, a hermaphro
dite and so on who do not possess the 32 bodily signs o f a 
great man.)

3. That the inherent qualities o f Arahatship have already been
acquired in the existence when the prediction was made.

4. That one meets with a living Enlightened Buddha. (The wish
cannot be fulfilled if it is made to an Enlightened Buddha 
who has passed away, to a Silent Buddha, to an Arahat or 
at a pagoda.)

5. That one is a Bhikkhu or, if  a hermit, one who has perfect
confidence in Kamma. (The wish to become an Enlightened 
Buddha made by an ordinary person will not be fulfilled.)

6. That one has acquired the 8 attainments and 5 supernormal
powers. (One who has not acquired these attainments and 
powers is not able to examine and select the perfections to be 
practised.)

7. That one is ready to give up one’s life to the Enlightened Buddha.
8. That one has the dominant desire to practise and attain the

perfections which are necessary for becoming an Enlightened 
Buddha.

With regard to the last condition, the nature o f that desire can be 
understood from the following examples ;—

If it is heard that one can become an Enlightened Buddha by :—

(а) Swimming from one end to another o f a world system filled
with water, or

(б) walking from one end to another o f a world system filled with
live coals, or

(c) walking from one end to another o f a world system filled with 
spears that pierce through the feet, or



{d) going from one end to another o f a world system of a thick and 
entangled forest o f bamboo groves and creepers o f thorns, or 

(e) suffering torment in hell for 4 incalculable aeons and 100,000 
world periods,

there will be no thought o f the immensity of the task or the extreme 
hardship but only the desire to undertake the feat without a 
moment’s hesitation.

After the prediction, the Buddha-to-be has to practise and attain 
the ten perfections o f charity, virtue and so on for the minimum 
l^eriod of 4 incalculable aeons and 100,000 world periods in order 
to become the Enlightened Buddha. He has to undergo all kinds 
o f hardship in practising them for the purification o f his mind, 
passing innumerable times from one existence to another and from 
one world to another. As a result he acquires perfect knowledge 
o f both matter and mind.

X  Discourse on Elements

B u d d h a ’ s  P e r f e c t  K n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  M a t e r ia l  W o r l d

It is abundantly clear from the expositions concerning matter 
in the Abhidhamma and the Suttas that the Buddha had perfect 
knowledge o f the material world which, out of His boundless 
compassion for all beings. He expounded for their welfare and 
prosperity.

In the Nana-Vibhanga of the Abhidhamma the Buddha revealed 
his profound knowledge o f the nature of all kinds of elements. Here 
are a few extracts concerning inanimate things. When the Buddha 
saw a tree He could tell what predominant elements caused (1) the 
trunk to be white, black or uniform in colour ; (2) the bark to be 
thick or thin ; (3) the flowers to be red, yellow, brown or white 
in colour and their scent to be good or b a d ; (4) the fruits to be 
small, big, long or round in shape; their interior good, fine or 
coarse ; their odour good or bad and their taste sweet, sour, hot 
or astringent; (5) the thorns to be sharp, blunt, straight or crooked 
and red, black, brown or white and so on in colour. The Pitakas 
also speak o f the Buddha’s perfect knowledge o f matter.



B u d d h a ’s  P e r f e c t  K n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  M i n d

There are numerous accounts in the Vinaya, Sutta and Abhi
dhamma Pitakas o f the Buddha’s perfect knowledge o f the mind. 
The sole purpose of His teaching was to reveal the methods for the 
destruction of unwholesome states such as greed, hatred and delusion 
and the overcoming o f the five hindrances so that beings would 
become purified in mind and thereby attain release from the suffering 
due to existence.

Preface xi

T h e  A b h id h a m m a  w a s  E x p o u n d e d  b y  t h e  B u d d h a

The Abhidhamma is so abstruse, profound and subtle that only 
Enlightened Buddhas are able to give a complete exposition o f it 
because of their Omniscience in three respects ;—

(1) Perfect knowledge o f all the things knowable which are (a) con
ditioned ; (6) subject to change ; (c) characteristics or qualities
of things ; (d) Nibbana, and (e) concepts.

(2) Perfect knowledge o f the various kinds o f expositions for
teaching the above in detail.

(3) Perfect knowledge of all beings who are worthy or unworthy
of instruction for deliverance, i.e. :—

(o) The nature of the minds in past existences. The Buddha 
knew who held the etemalist and annihilationist views 
or who held right views and practised to attain insight- 
knowledge ;

(6) the predominant nature o f the minds in past existences. 
The Buddha knew that it was because o f the predomin
ance of greed, anger or delusion in the past that a 
particular being is greedy, easily roused to anger or 
dull and distracted in his present existence. Similarly 
for those who are non-greedy, amiable or intelligent;

(c) the unwholesome tendencies that lie dormant in beings.
” The Buddha knew which of the following seven ten

dencies were predominant in a being: (1 ) sensual 
craving ; (2) anger ; (3) conceit; (4) wrong views ; 
(5) doubt; (6) craving for higher existence, and
(7) ignorance;



(d) the delight o f the mind to dwell on objects boldly and
freely. This delight is similar to that of deer to roam 
the forest or fish to live in water. The Buddha knew 
who delights in which particular sense ob ject;

(e) the traits inherited as the result of repetition in past
existences. The Buddha knew who had the traits of 
lust, harsh speech and so on, and the appropriate 
teaching to be expounded. Although the Arahats have 
destroyed the defilements they cannot overcome their 
traits. It is only the Buddha who destroys the traits 
together with the defilements ;

( / )  the habits formed in the present existence. These habits 
may be acquired from parents and companions just like 
contagious diseases. Environment plays a great part in 
the formation o f kabits. They are o f six types : (1 ) 
lu st; (2) anger ; (3) delusion ; (4) applied thought;
(5) faith ; (6) intelligence. The Buddha knew the par
ticular type of habit of a being and the proper teaching 
and meditation to be given ;

{g) the good deeds that were performed in past existences. 
The Buddha knew the kinds of good deeds performed 
by a being and the right kind o f teaching to be given 
for deliverance;

{h) the deeds done in past existences with the sole purpose of 
attaining release from suffering. These consist o f the 
10 perfections. The Buddha knew the level a being had 
attained in regard to them.

xii Discourse on Elements

M e t h o d s  o f  T e a c h in g

There are the Sutta and Abhidhamma methods of Teaching. In 
the Sutta method, the inclinations and mental status of the audience 
are considered by the Buddha. Will this person quickly realize 
the Four Noble Truths by an exposition o f the Teaching on the 
aggregates, or the bases or the elements ? If it is to be on the aggre
gates, wiU it be necessary to give the exposition briefly or at length ? 
When this has been decided, the mental disposition of the being in 
past existences is taken into account and the appropriate Teaching



Preface x u i

expounded. This Sutta method on the aggregates, bases and elements 
is to be found in the Sainyutta Nikaya. In this method the Buddha 
does not have the opportimity to display His Enlightened 
Knowledge.

In the Abhidhamma method, no attention is paid to the individual 
but only to the facts about the nature o f the ultimate truths as fully 
comprehended by Enlightened Knowledge. And even then only the 
Patthana gives the widest and fullest scope for this.

The Abhidhamma is presented in technical language where the 
philosophical terms, denoting ultimate truths, are defined and 
explained. The Suttas are presented in conventional language 
though philosophical terms are included. So a good knowledge 
of the Abhidhamma is essential for grasping the true significance 
of the Teaching o f the Suttas. Therefore it must be studied before 
the latter so that a deeper and clearer knowledge o f them may be 
gained.

T h e  A b h id h a m m a  w a s  E x p o u n d e d  i n  t h e  D e v a  W o r l d

In the Abhidhamma the triplets and couplets, which precede 
the exposition o f the Dhammasangani, form its framework for 
analytical and relational treatment in a systematic manner. At 
the very beginning the Dhammasangani deals with the first triplets, 
“  States which are wholesome, unwholesome and indeterminate,”  
but the exposition about them is completed only in Patthana, the 
end of the Abhidhamma. Therefore, in order to give a complete 
picture of Abhidhamma it has to be expounded from the beginning 
to the end to the same audience at one sitting lasting for three 
months. Only Devas and Brahmas are capable o f remaining in one 
posture for that length o f time and this is why the Buddha 
expounded the Abhidhamma in Tavatimsa, the abode o f the 
33 devas.

T h e  A b h id h a m m a  is  A b s t r u s e , P r o f o u n d  a n d  S u b t l e

The Abhidhamma Teaching, revealed by Enlightened Knowledge 
is abstruse, profound and subtle. The first chapter on the “  Risings 
o f Consciousness ”  in the Dhammasangani, which was expounded 
first, states :—

“  Whenever a wholesome consciousness belonging to the sensuous 
plane has arisen, which is accompanied by joy and associated with



X IV Discourse on Elements

The contact group o f 5 
(phassa-pancaka)

Factors of Jhana 
(jhanahga)

Faculties
(indriya)

knowledge and has as its object, sight, sound, smell, taste, tangible 
object, cognizable object or whatever, on that occasion there is :—

1 . Contact
2. Feeling
3. Perception
4. Volition

(5) Consciousness
6. Applied Thought
7. Sustained Thought
8. Rapture
9. Bliss

(10) One-pointedness o f mind
11. Faculty o f Faith
12. Faculty of Energy
13. Faculty o f Mindfulness
14. Faculty o f Concentration
15. Faculty o f Wisdom
16. Faculty o f Mind
17. Faculty o f Mental Joy 

(18) Faculty o f Vitality
19. Right Understanding
20. Right Thought
21. Right Effort
22. Right Mindfulness 

(23) Right Concentration
24. Power o f Faith
25. Power o f Energy
26. Power o f Mindfulness
27. Power of Concentration
28. Power o f Wisdom
29. Power o f Shame 

(30) Power o f Fear
31. Non-greed
32. Non-hatred 

(33) Non-delusion
34. Non-avarice
35. Non-illwill 

(36) Right Understanding 
37. Shame

(38) Fear

Path factors 
(maggahga)

Strengths
(bala)

Wholesome Roots 
(kusala-mula)

Wholesome action 
(Kammapatha ways of action) 

(kusala-kammapatha)
The guardians o f the world 

(lokapala)



Preface X V

39. Tranquillity o f Mental factors
40. Tranquillity of Consciousness
41. Agility o f Mental factors
42. Agility of Consciousness
43. Pliancy of Mental factors
44. Pliancy o f Consciousness
45. Adaptability of Mental factors
46. Adaptability o f Consciousness
47. Proficiency of Mental factors
48. Proficiency of Consciousness
49. Uprightness o f Mental factors 

(50) Uprightness of Consciousness 
51. Mindfulness

(52) Clear Comprehension 
53. Tranquillity 

(54) Insight 
55. Determination 

(56) Undistractedness

The Six Pairs 
(Yugalaka)

The Helpers (Upakaraka)

The Pairwise Combination 
(Yuganandha)

The Last Dyad 
(Pi^thi-duka)

According to this, the mental factors arise together with con
sciousness at the moment when one o f the six objects, say visible 
object, is taken. Although they arise together each exhibits its 
own characteristic and carries out its own fimction. For instance, 
consciousness exhibits its characteristic o f being aware o f an object, 
contact that o f touch and feeling that of experiencing the object. 
These mental factors always

(1 ) arise together with consciousness,
(2) cease together with consciousness,
(3) take the same object as consciousness,
(4) have the same base as consciousness.

These are their four characteristics o f association with conscious
ness as mentioned in the Explanation to Chapter V I o f the Dhatu- 
katha.

This will now be explained further. First of all, since conscious
ness must be aware of an object, it cannot arise without an object. 
This is in accordance with the object-condition o f the Patthana. 
In the case when consciousness does not arise as in sleep there is the



arising and ceasing o f the mental life-continuum which takes as 
object either a good or evil action (kamma), a sign of good or evil 
volition (kamma-nimitta) or a sign o f destiny (gati-nimitta). It 
is the object that was taken at the time of death in the previous 
existence. There are many accounts o f this mental life-continuum 
such as “  Bhavangam avajjanaya ”  and so on in the Patthana. 
So when wholesome consciousness arises as the result o f taking a 
visible object, the statement given above :—

(1) The mental factors arise together with that consciousness is 
in accordance with the co-nascence, mutuality, support, association, 
presence and non-disappearance conditions of the Patthana where 
it is stated that “  The four mental aggregates are related to one 
another by way o f co-nascence condition ”  and so on.

(2) The mental factors cease together with consciousness. Con
sciousness lasts for 3 momentary phases, nascent, static and ceasing. 
So the mental factors, which arise together with consciousness, also 
last for the same time and cease together with it. Only when one 
group o f consciousness and mental factors ceases can another arise. 
It is stated in the Truth, Mental Formation, States and Faculty 
chapters o f the Yamaka and in the proximity condition of Patthana 
that a process o f arisings and ceasings of these mental groups take 
place which is in accordance with their nature. Therefore, the whole
some consciousness together with the mental factors which arise as 
the result o f taking a visible object is only a part of this mental 
process. The complete process consists of (1 ) vibrating o f the life- 
continuum ; (2) arrest o f the life-continuum.; (3) 5 sense-door 
advertence ; (4) eye consciousness ; (5) recipient consciousness ;
(6) investigating consciousness; (7) seven successive wholesome 
impulsions, and (8) two successive moments o f registering con
sciousness. The first wholesome impulsion of the seven in the process 
is related to the second by way o f proximity, contiguity, decisive 
support, frequency, absence, disappearance conditions o f the 
Patthana. Thus the first impulsion of the consciousness and 
mental factors brings about the conditions for the second impulsion 
to arise. When this happens, the first impulsion has ceased and the 
second is present. It is the same with the remaining impulsions.

Except in the non-percepted plane of existence and at the time 
of the Attainment o f Cessation while alive (Nirodhasamapatti), 
i.e. on those occasions when there is suspension of consciousness 
and mental factors, the groups o f consciousness and mental factors in

xvi Discourse on Elements
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the remaining 30 planes o f existence are always arising and ceasing 
and immediately following one another by way o f proximity and 
other conditions. This goes on from one existence to another, from 
one world to another. At the end o f one existence the ceasing o f the 
death-consciousness is immediately followed by the arising o f rebirth- 
consciousness without any intervening period of time. And in the 
new existence the groups o f consciousness and mental factors which 
arise as the result o f taking different objects, succeed one another 
so long as the round o f rebirths is not ended. This also holds true 
even in the case of the living Arahat who has not attained final 
extinction (parinibbana). It is only with death-consciousness of 
the Arahat that the proximity condition no longer functions ; for 
since no new mental group will ever arise again, there is no more 
rebirth in any plane o f existence, i.e. materiality and mentahty will 
never manifest themselves again.

(3) The mental factors take the same object as consciousness. 
The visible object taken by consciousness is taken also by the mental 
factors which arise together with that consciousness. This is the 
same for all the other five objects. A detailed account o f these 
objects is given in the object-condition o f the Patthana.

(4) The mental factors have the same base as consciousness. 
In the 4 immaterial existences and the non-percepted existence 
rebirth can be avoided by the practice of mental culture ; but in 
the remaining 26 planes of existence the consciousness and mental 
factors cannot arise without a physical base. For example, eye- 
consciousness is dependent on the eye-base, ear-consciousness on the 
ear-base and so on for the other sense-consciousnesses. Thus, 
excluding the 4 types of immaterial resultant consciousness, the 
mind element and the remaining 72 types of mind-consciousness 
can only arise in dependence on the heart-base. The fact that con
sciousness and mental factors arise dependent on the six bases is 
to be found in the Patthana imder support, pre-nascence, faculty, 
dissociation, presence and non-disappearance conditions. There it 
is stated that “  the eye-base is related to eye-consciousness, ear- 
base is related to ear-consciousness . . .  bodily consciousness, physical 
base is related to wholesome states, physical base is related to un
wholesome states, physical base is related to resultant indeterminate, 
inoperative indeterminate states ”  by way of the above conditions.



T h e  B a s e  S p e c if ie d  a s  H e a r t -B a s e  i n  t h e  C o m m e n t a r ie s

The physical base mentioned above in the support condition and 
others o f the Patthana is not specified as heart-base. There is no 
dispute about the locations o f eye-base, ear-base, etc., but only 
about the location of the physical base on which the mind-element 
and mind-consciousness are dependent. Does it reside in the brain, 
lung, heart or anywhere else in the human system ? The com
mentaries state that in the centre o f the heart there is a cavity 
the size of the hollow o f a punnaga seed (the Alexandrian laurel 
tree) which is filled with blood spread throughout which is the 
physical base. Its specific locality, therefore, is designated as the 
heart base.

* * *

T h e  B a s e  is  n o t  E x p o u n d e d  i n  t h e  D h a m m a s a n g a n i

Why was this physical base o f mind-consciousness which was 
expounded by the Buddha in the Patthana not expounded in the 
Dhammasangani ? The reason is that the symmetry o f the twofold 
classification o f object-couplets would not be upheld. In the 
materiality section o f the Dhammasangani, where the table of 
contents is laid down by means o f unitary, twofold and so on up to 
elevenfold classification, it is stated in the twofold classification 
on base-couplets that “  There is materiality (eye-base) which is 
the base o f eye-consciousness. There is materiality (all materiality 
except eye-base) which is not the base o f eye-consciousness ” . 
Similar statements are also made for the remaining 4 bases of ear- 
consciousness and so on up to bodily-consciousness. But there is 
no mention o f the twofold classification o f the sixth base which 
would have to be stated as follows :—

“  There is materiality which is the base of mind-consciousness. 
There is materiality which is not the base o f mind-consciousness.”  
I f  this had been done, the physical base, specified as heart-base 
in the commentaries, would be inferred.

With regard to the object-couplet, which comes after the base- 
couplet, similar statements are also made. “  There is materiality 
(visible-object) which is the object of eye-consciousness. There is 
materiality (all materiality except visible-object) which is not the 
object o f ear-consciousness and so on up to bodily-consciousness. 
But the twofold classification that “  There is materiality (all

xviii Discourse on Elements



Preface X IX

materiality) which is the object o f mind-consciousness. There is 
materiality which is not the object o f mind-consciousness ”  is not 
included, because since all materiality, without exception, is the 
object o f mind-consciousness, the second part is not admissible. 
Hence this sixth twofold classification o f object-couplets is excluded, 
or there would have been 6 twofold classifications for base-couplets 
and 5 for object-couplets. The symmetry would have been lost 
and those who were being instructed confused. Therefore, the 
sixth twofold classification o f base-couplets was left out, but not 
because there is no physical base o f mind element and mind- 
consciousness.

The above gives an idea o f the perfect knowledge o f the general 
characteristics o f consciousness and mental factors and o f their 
individual characteristics, functions and so on which is realized only 
by the Enlightened Buddha. The Elder Nagasena in the Milinda- 
panha (p. 133) gives an illustration to point out how extremely 
difficult it is to attain such knowledge.
The Elder : “ A  hard thing there is, 0  King, which the Blessed 

One has done.”
“  And what is that ? ”
“  The fixing o f all those mental groups which depend 

on one organ of sense, telling us that such is contact, 
such is feeling, and such perception, and such 
volition and such consciousness.”

“  Give me an illustration.”
“  Suppose, 0  King, a man were to wade down into the 

ocean and, taking some water in the palm o f his 
hand, were to taste it with his tongue. Could he 
distinguish whether it were water from the Ganges, 
Yamuna, Aciravatl, Sarabhu or from the Mahi ? ”

“  Impossible! Sir.”
“  More difficult than that, great King, is it to have 

distinguished between the mental groups which 
follow on the exercise o f any one o f the organs o f 
sense.”

* 4>

Milinda : 
The Elder :

Milinda : 
The Elder :

Milinda : 
The Elder :

T h e  M e t h o d s  o f  E x p o s it io n  o f  t h e  A b h i d h a m m a

The Abhidhamma cannot be understood without knowing the 
methods o f the exposition. In expounding it the Buddha provided



these wherever necessary. For instance, in the Dhammasangani 
each type o f consciousness is classified, e.g. “  Now, on that occasion, 
the aggregates are four, the bases are two and the elements are two 
This method is then applied to the classification of states under 
aggregates, bases and elements in the first chapter o f the Dhatu- 
katha and the four subsequent chapters are based on the method 
o f this chapter. In this manner the Buddha provided methods right 
up to Patthana. Here the subject is treated in numerous ways 
but the methods are always given. Therefore, the Abhidhamma, 
unlike the Sutta and Vinaya, must be studied under a teacher who 
is conversant with the methods. The translator of this text was the 
first to devise charts of the Abhidhamma for easy understanding. 
In fact the Patthana, in the form o f charts, is being easily studied 
at present in different parts o f Bmma. In this connection the author 
suggests that the Pah Text Society publish Charts o f its “  Com
pendium of Philosophy ”  as an aid to the proper understanding 
o f this text. It is beheved that by doing so it will become a much 
more popular publication.

XX LHscmrse on Elements

D is c o u r s e s  o n  t h e  E l e m e n t s

The Buddha’s discourses on the elements, besides being found 
in the Dhatu-katha, occur also in other Texts o f the Abhidhamma 
Pitaka such as the Dhatu-Vibhanga and Dhatu-Yamaka o f the 
Vibhanga and Yamaka Texts respectively. They are also contained 
in such Sutta Pitaka passages as Dhatu-Manasikara in the Maha- 
Satipatthana Sutta o f the Digha and Majjhima Nikayas; in the 
Maha-Hatthipadopama, Dhatu-Vibhanga and Rahulovada Suttas 
o f the Majjhima and in the Dhatu-Sarnyutta o f the Samyutta. 
The treatment of the elements in each o f these discourses is briefiy 
as follows :—

1. Dhatu-Vibhanga o f Abhidhamma Vibhariga.
This chapter consists o f the Sutta, Abhidhamma and Catechism 

Sections.
(a) The Sutta Section deals with three sets of 6 elements making a 

total of 18. They are (1) earth, wind, heat, water, space and 
consciousness ; (2) pleasant feeling, painful feeling, mental 
joy, grief, indifferent feeling and ignorance; (3) lust, ill- 
will, cruelty, renunciation, non-ill-will, non-cruelty.
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(6) The Abhidhamma Section deals with the kind and nature o f 
the 18 elements.

(c) The Catechism Section deals, in detail, with questions and 
answers on the elements that are wholesome, unwhole
some and indeterminate and so on in accordance with the 
classifications of the 22 triplets and 100 couplets.

2. Dhatu-Yamaka o f Abhidhamma Yamaka.
This chapter consists o f Sections on Terms, Process and 

Penetration.
(a) Terms : The 18 elements are dealt with in this section in the

following form of question and answer :—
(i) Is that which is called eye also called eye-element ?

The Divine Eye and the Eye o f Wisdom are called 
eye but they are not called eye-element. The eye- 
element is called eye as well as eye-element.

(ii) Is that which is called eye-element also" called eye ?
That which is called eye-element is also called eye.

(b) Process: 11 elements (excluding sound-element, eye-con
sciousness, ear-consciousness, nose-consciousness, tongue- 
consciousness, body-consciousness and mind element o f the 
present existence) which arise at birth and death are dealt 
with in the following form o f question to which the answer 
is provided.

When the eye-element arises in a person, does the ear- 
element also arise ? This is with reference not only to 
the person as above but also to existence and both person 
and existence at six periods o f time, the present, past, 
future, present and past, present and future, past and 
future.

(c) Penetration : The 18 elements are dealt with in the following
form o f question to which the answer is provided. “  Does 
the person who penetrates the eye-element, also penetrate 
the ear-element ? Does the person who penetrates the ear- 
element also penetrate the eye-element ? ”  This is with 

, regard to the six periods o f time as above.

3. Digha and Majjhima Nikayas.
The four elements, earth, heat, water and wind, are dealt with 

under the contemplation o f body in the Maha-Satipatthana Suttas 
o f these two Nikayas.
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4. Majjhima Nikaya.
The four elements, earth, heat, water and wind, which are internal 

and external, are dealt with in detail in the Maha-Hatthipadopama 
and Maha-Rahulovada Suttas; and six elements, earth, heat, 
water, wind, space and consciousness are dealt with in Dhatu- 
Vibhanga Sutta.
5. Samyutta Nikaya.

The 18 elements in groups o f three such as eye, visible object, 
eye-consciousness ; ear, sound, ear-consciousness, etc. are dealt with 
to show their diverse natures and as a result o f which diverse results 
are produced. The following is an example taken from the trans
lation by Mrs. Rhys Davids, Kindred Sayings, ii, pp. 101, 103 :— 

The Exalted One said this : “  What, brethren, is the diversity 
in elements ? The elements of eye, of visible object, o f eye-con
sciousness : the elements o f ear, o f sound, of ear-consciousness . . . 
the elements of mind, o f cognizable objects, of mind-consciousness ; 
this, brethren, is called diversity in elements, 
f^ e ca u s e  o f the diversity in elements, brethren, arises diversity 
in perceptions ; because o f diversity in perceptions arises diversity 
in intentions (aim s); because of diversity in intentions (aims) arises 
diversity in desires ; because o f diversity in desires arises diversity 
in distress (yearnings); because o f diversity in distress (yearnings) 
prises diversity in quests.”

Besides these, there are many other discourses on the radiant 
elements, the lustre elements, the elements of infinity o f space, 
infinity o f consciousness, nothingness, neither perception nor non- 
lerception, attainment of cessation and so on.

The Dhatu-katha, however, deals with the classification and non- 
lassification, etc. divided into 14 chapters, of the 22 triplets and 

‘100 couplets, already expoimded in the Dhammasahgani, and of the 
f aggregates, bases and elements, etc. already expounded in the 
Ij^ibhahga.

T h e  E l e m e n t s

An element is defined as that which bears its own intrinsic nature. 
It carmot be split up or transformed into another. The elements 
are abstract qualities and as such are empty and void of substance, 
self, soul. I, being, person and life. Except for Nibbana, which is
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permanent and unconditioned, the rest o f the elements are the 
ultimate constituents o f ah things which are said to be animate 
and inanimate. These latter elements will be briefly dealt with 
here. For when one has really grasped their true natures in a 
practical way for oneself, they will be realized as suffering and 
given up. Only then will Nibbana be attained.

T h e  Co n d it io n e d  N a t u r e  o f  E l e m e n t s

The elements are not permanently present. They arise to exhibit 
their own characteristic natures and perform their own characteristic 
functions when the proper conditions are satisfied, and they cease 
after their span o f duration. Thus no being has any control over the 
arising and ceasing of the elements and they are not at his mercy 
or will however mighty and powerful he may be. In other words, 
the elements have no regard for anyone, show no favour to anyone 
and do not accede to the wishes o f anyone. They are entirely 
dependent on conditions.

For example, when the four conditions : a visible object, the 
sense o f sight, light and attention, are present, the eye-consciousness 
element arises. No power can prevent this element from arising when 
these conditions are present or cause it to arise when one of them 
is absent.

E l e m e n t s  a r e  t h e  U l t im a t e  Co n s t it u e n t s  o f  T h in g s

What is conventionally known as a piece o f wood consists of 
eight material elements, earth, heat, wind, water, visibility, odour, 
taste and nutriment. The sense o f touch reveals (1) that it is hard 
which is the characteristic o f the earth * element; (2) that it is cold 
which is the characteristic o f the heat element; (3) that it is resistant 
to the touch which is the characteristic o f the wind* element. 
The cohesion of the above three elements is the characteristic o f the 
water * element. The sense o f sight reveals that it is visible which

• The elements are termed earth, wind and water according to popular Abhi- 
dhammic usage but they are not to be taken in their literal senses of solid earth, 
gaseous wind and liqmd water.
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is the characteristic o f the visible object element. The sense of 
odour reveals that it has some odour which is the characteristic of 
the odour element. The sense of taste reveals that it has a slight 
taste which is the characteristic of the taste element. And since it 
has some nutritive value it has the characteristic of the nutriment 
element. This piece of wood may be split up into its ultimate 
components such as protons, electrons, etc. ,̂__bi  ̂th£se still c 
oTthe pi^^^Iem enSr

All things said to~Be inanimate invariably consist o f groups of 
these eight inseparable material elements. Each carries out its 
own function but does not assist the other elements in carrying out 
their own functions. However, they are dependent upon one another 
for their arising in accordance with the co-nascence, mutuality, 
support, presence and non-disappearance conditions of the Pattahna. 
For example, dependent upon the earth element, the remaining 
three primary elements, heat, wind and water arise ; dependent on 
the three primary elements, earth, heat and wind, the water element 
arises; dependent on two primary elements, the remaining two 
primary elements arise. Again, dependent on the four primary 
elements, there arise visibility, odour, taste and nutriment, which 
belong to the twenty-four derived elements of matter aggregate, 
in accordance with the co-nascence, support, presence and non
disappearance conditions of the Patthana.

All things said to be animate consist of material and mental 
elements comprising (1) 28 material qualities such as the eight 
inseparable elements given above, the five senses, masculinity, 
femininity, bodily and verbal intimations; (2) 52 mental factors 
such as feeling, perception, intention, attention, applied thought, 
sustained thought, decision, greed, wrong views, conceit, anger, 
envy, stinginess, worry, restlessness, delusion, shame, fear, faith, 
mindfulness, non-greed, amity, knowledge, sympathy, and (3) con
sciousness. Only the appropriate material and mental elements arise 
together on each occasion. As said before, only an Enlightened 
Buddha perceives each one of them at the same time. Others, who 
know how to observe them practically, perceive only the predominant 
element. For example, when greed arises in one’s continuity other 
material and mental elements also arise but only greed is observed. 
It is possible to observe another mental element accompanying 
greed when it is looked for in succeeding mental groups o f greed. 
When greed, anger or mental joy is predominantly manifested in
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another person it is conventionally said that he is greedy, angry 
or happy. The details about these elements cannot be given here 
but are to be found in the Abhidhamma.

T h e  E l e m e n t s  a r e  V o id  o f  S u b s t a n c e

I The elements, beftSfTibs^racrquSR^ISj^^ empty and void o f  ̂
\ substance. Since only these elements really exist, no solid, substantial 
I things are to he found outside them. So, in the ultimate sense, (
I there are no such things but only the abstract elements. But in |
( conventional language it has to be said that inanimate things are \ 

made up of eight material elements. Most people, ignorant o f the 
nature of elements, interpret this to mean that substantial inanimate 
things exist built up o f the eight elements. This belief has come /  
about partly owing to a lack o f proper knowledge o f the conscious- j 
ness elements.

tie 5 sense-consciousness elements and the mind element are 
conscious of sense objects which are material elements. Mind- 
consciousness element, however, is conscious of objects o f thought 
which are either of the past, present or future, material or mental, 
real or imaginary. AU these consciousness elements occur in mental 
processes. A  mental process of sense-consciousness element is 
foUowed by several mental processes o f mind-consciousness element. 
For example, after the mental process of eye-consciousness element, 
which can only have a visible object element as object, several 
mental processes o f mind-consciousness element follow : the objects 
taken separately and in succession are (1 ) the past visible object 
element that was taken in parts by eye-consciousness element;
(2) the visible object element taken as a w hole; (3) the form and 
associated solid ob je ct ; (4) the name o f the object. The first and 
second objects are the true, abstract elements but the third and 
fourth objects are just concepts and t^^rmiixespectiyely. It has to be 
remembered that visible object element simply carries out its charac
teristic function o f visibility. It does not carry out the function 
(which is that o f mind-consciousness element) of collecting together 
to give form and solidity. Nor do the elements carry out the function 
o f naming. Therefore only mind-consciousness element is conscious 
o f the concepts o f form, solidity and terms which do not really 
exist. For, a cco^np] to Abhidhamma, there are no solid substances
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But since they occur in varying degrees and quantities, distinctions 
are made between the various solid form concepts taken as objects 
by mind-consciousness element and given names such as tree, 
mountain, sun, moon, star, etc. The explanation has been imavoid- 
ably brief but it should give an idea of how this belief in the existence 
of a world of inanimate things has come to be accepted. Similarly, 
living beings, persons, men and women and their names are concepts 
taken up as objects o f mind-consciousness element as the result of 
the manifestations o f material and mental elements that are mere 
qualities.

xxvi Discourse on Elements

T h e  E l e m e n t s  a r e  V o id  o f  A t t a

When the proper conditions are present, the elements arise and 
carry out their respective functions. There is no atta, i.e. no ego- 
entity, soul, self, or I, that is independent o f these elements and con
trolling them. The Brahmajala Sutta describes how this belief 
in atta came about; it then goes on to say that later some heretics 
took the view that when Maha-Brahma created beings he put 
a part o f himself, which they called atta, into their bodies ; that it 
was this atta which has the characteristic o f (1) “  doer ”  because 
it performs all actions and causes happiness and suffering; (2) 
“  controller ”  because the physical and mental elements in beings 
have to accede to its wishes ; (3) “  independence ”  because it does 
not follow the dictates o f the physical and mental elements in beings;
(4) “  ruler ”  because it governs the physical and mental elements 
in beings ; (5) “  lord ”  because it is the master ; (6) “  substan
tiality ”  because it cannot be destroyed by any means. This view 
o f atta, held by heretics, is opposed to the view that elements are 
empty and void o f atta.

Two K in d s  o f  A t t a

1. The Buddha, in the light o f right understanding, did not 
reject the conventional mode of speech. He explained that atta 
(or self) is a conventional term used to denote the combination of
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the five khandha or aggregates. It is used in this sense in the 
Atta-vagga o f Dhammapada.

The Buddha, in the light o f heretical views, rejected the atta 
(or self) view held by heretics.

T h e  E l e m e n t s  a r e  V o id  o p  B e in g s

The elements do not possess the characteristic functions o f living 
beings. They arise and cease within an exceedingly short period 
o f time. In the wink o f an eye or a flash of hghtning, which lasts 
for a microsecond (10-* second), the mental elements arise and cease 
a trilhon (10^*) times. This is just an estimate. The subcommentary 
takes the higher figure o f lÔ ®. Thus the mental elements arise 
and cease 10'* x  10® =  10*' times per second. Their extremely short 
duration is also mentioned in the Anguttara Nikaya. As regards 
the material elements, since they endure for 17 thought-moments, 

10*'
they arise and cease —  (app =  58,823,530,000,000,000,000) times

per second. But because the functions o f the elements give rise to 
the concepts o f continuity, collection and form the ideas arise of
(1 ) the initial effort that has to be exerted when a deed is about 
to be performed and (2) the care that has to be taken while the 
deed is being performed to its completion. And this leads to the 
subsequent ideas (3) “  I can perform ”  and (4) “  I can feel ” . Thus 
these 4 imaginary characteristic functions of being have brought 
about a deep-rooted belief in their existence. But the elements have 
not the time or span o f duration to carry out such functions.

T h e  E l e m e n t s  a r e  V o id  o p  L if e

The elements arise and cease without any movement taking 
place. The life characteristics o f the elements are physical life, 
psychical life, heat produced by kamma and mental life-continuum. 
These arise and cease as stated above. When they cease and do not 
arise again in the present existence this is known as death. But 
because the concepts o f walking, speaking, breathing and other 
physical actions can be performed without assistance, it is imagined



that there is life. So it is conventionally said that a being lives for 
7 days, 8 months, 10 years, 50 years, etc. The heretics hold several 
views o f life, such as life is the being, the being is life or the being 
has both life and body. Such views relate to the life o f the atta.

xxviii Discourse on Elements

T h e  I l l u s o r y  N a t u r e  o f  t h e  W o r l d

The material and mental elements may be compared to the 
shadows on the cinema screen, which appear and disappear in rapid 
succession. The mind-consciousness element (of what is conven
tionally said to be the spectator) takes the actors, actresses, rivers, 
mormtains, etc., as objects, and a drama is built up from them. 
This is due to a perverted belief that the actors, etc., exist, and 
the shadows serve as stimuli for imagining them. Similarly the 
material and mental elements arise and cease in rapid succession 
and the mind-consciousness element takes men, women, trees, 
mountains, etc., as objects, and a drama o f a world o f animate 
and inanimate things is built up from them. This is due to the 
perverted belief in the existence o f a living world o f persons and 
things and the elements serve as stimuli for imagining them. Here 
the difference from the cinema is that there are no spectators as 
the mind-consciousness element is also like the shadow on the 
screen, i.e. it is always arising and ceasing. I f  the mind-conscious
ness element is not seen in this manner according to reality it will 
be believed that it permanently resides in the body and that it is 
the same mind-consciousness element that (1 ) seeks and takes 
objects ; (2) is present throughout the day ; (3) was present yester
day, is present now and will be present tomorrow— in other words, 
that from birth to death the mind-consciousness element is the same 
and is conscious of all daily actions, speech and thoughts.

Co n c l u s io n

The Dhatu-katha was expounded by the Buddha in order to 
dispel wrong views o f atta, i.e. o f substantiality, ego-entity, self, 
soul. I, being, person, man, woman, and life. It deals with the 
states (dhamma), which are the only things to be found, under the
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categorie'S of aggregates, bases and elements which are all anatta, 
i.e. not atta. Therefore there is no atta but only the arising and 
ceasing o f states that are either aggregates, bases or elements. 
Being, person, self. I, etc. are mere concepts expressed in conven
tional terms which the vast majority believe correspond with 
reality. As there will be no great attachment to concepts, a deeper 
practical study will be made o f the aggregates, bases and elements. 
I f  it is realized that these are impermanent, and therefore unsatis
factory, burdensome, and, in short, are suffering, they will be 
given up and release from suffering, Nibbana, attained. And this 
is the sole purpose o f the Buddha’s Teaching.

T h e i n  N y u n .





INTRODUCTION

The Buddha is said to have expounded the Abhidhanuna in 
Tavatimsa, the abode o f the 33 devas. Dhatu-katha was the subject 
of discourse following Vibhanga. Therefore, its contents form the 
third book o f the Abhidhamma Pitaka. Dhatu (element) is defined 
as that which bears its own nature. Thus all the states o f enquiry 
of the text beginning with the aggregates and ending with the 
couplet on lamentation come under the elements. This also implies 
that elements are not living beings and are not concerned with them. 
Dhatu-katha (Discourse on Elements) deals with the classification, 
unclassification, association and dissociation of the above states 
o f enquiry with reference to the three categories o f 5 aggregates, 
12 bases and 18 elements. Although these elements are expounded 
in the Dhammasangani and Vibhanga, they are not treated exclu
sively and in detail there as they are in this text.

A  literal translation o f the Dhatu-katha is simple enough but 
unless the readers have mastered the relevant portions o f the first 
two Abhidhamma texts, the Dhammasangani and Vibhanga, they 
will not be able to understand it by themselves. So, in order to 
help them, charts and explanations are provided at the end o f  each 
chapter. First o f all, the reader must know the analytical units 
o f the states o f enquiry o f the text and the general system o f clas
sification o f these units xmder the aggregates, bases and elements. 
This information is provided after the translation o f Chapter I 
by the Chart and the Internal and External Tables. In the latter 
tables, the analytical units are given so as to show why a state is 
classified and unclassified under the given aggregates, bases and 
elements. Unless a proper study is made o f this Chapter, it wiU 
be o f no use to proceed further with the text. Then in the following 
four chapters, where the states o f enquiry are compared with other 
states, it is necessary to know what “  these states ”  and “  those 
states ”  stand for. This is the most difficult part of the text. The 
Charts and Explanations show the methods, give reasons why 
certain states o f enquiry are dealt with in a particular chapter, and 
reveal" what “  these states ”  and “  those states ”  stand for. This is 
also done for the association o f states with and dissociation o f states 
from the aggregates, bases and elements in Chapters VI to X  and 
for the remaining four chapters which are combinations o f classifica
tion, unclassification, association and dissociation.

x x x i
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The text consists o f two parts, (1) the Table o f Contents and
(2) the Catechetical Exposition. The first part lists not only the 
methods and the subject-matter but also the bases o f the methods. 
It gives an outline of the treatment o f the text under the headings ;
(1) Methods, (2) Internal States of Enquiry, (3) Principles o f the 
Methods, (4) Characteristics of the Methods, and (5) External States 
o f Enquiry.

(1) Methods : This gives the list of the 14 methods which are 
discussed, chapter by chapter, in the catechetical exposition which 
forms the main body o f the text.

(2) Internal States of Enquiry : This gives a table of 105 states 
o f enquiry which are treated together as a group only in the Dhatu- 
katha. In the Vibhanga they are found scattered here and there. 
Hence they are known as the internal states o f enquiry in this text.

It will be noted that instead of 12, there are 28 states o f dependent 
origination. This is because (1) 10 becomings are included under 
rebirth-becoming and (2) ageing, death, sorrow and the 4 states 
ending with despair are taken separately.

The 4 applications of mindfulness and so on up to the Noble 
Eightfold Path are each dealt with as a group and taken as one state 
o f enquiry.

The contact group of 7 consists of some o f the primary mental 
factors which, though they already have been included in dependent 
origination and others, are again taken as separate states o f enquiry 
because they are associated with every mental grouping. The two 
remaining primary mental factors, psychical life and one-pointedness, 
are excluded because in the case o f psychical life, physical life 
(materiality) is involved and in the case o f one-pointedness, it is 
not associated with every mental grouping nor with a great number 
o f them when it is considered under two kinds, the common and the 
special. The common kind which is associated with twice fivefold 
sense consciousness 10, doubt-associated consciousness 1 , mind 
element 3, investigation consciousness 3, i.e. 17 types o f conscious
ness, is different from the one-pointedness factor o f the 5 strengths, 
the special kind which is associated with the remaining 72 types of 
consciousness.

Decision is not a primary mental factor but is included in the 
contact group because it is associated with the greatest number of 
mental groupings (78 types o f consciousness).

(3) Principles of the Methods : This shows that all the states o f
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enquiry (1) are to be classified and unclassified under the 3 cate
gories o f aggregates, bases and elements. This is not possible with 
other categories such as truths, faculties, e tc .; (2) are to be associ
ated with and dissociated from the 4 mental aggregates. Materiality 
and Nibbana are not considered because the two are neither 
mutually associated nor dissociated and are always dissociated from 
the 4 mental aggregates.

(4) Characteristics of the Methods : This shows that the states 
o f enquiry (1 ) either possess or do not possess the common charac
teristic o f classification under the same aggregate or base or element. 
For example, the eye base and ear base possess the common physical 
characteristic o f classification under matter aggregate; pleasant 
feeling and painful feeling possess the common characteristic o f 
classification under feeling aggregate. But eye base and painful 
feeling do not possess the common characteristic o f  classification 
under the same aggregate ; (2) either possess or do not possess the 
foiur common characteristics of association, i.e. arising together, 
ceasing together, having the same object and the same base.

(5) External States of Enquiry : All the 22 triplets and 100 
couplets dealt with in the text are also the states o f enquiry o f the 
Dhammasangani and are not peculiar to the Dhatu-katha. Hence 
they are known as the external states of enquiry.

T h e  Ca t e c h e t ic a l  E x p o s it io n

In the Abhidhamma the ultimate realities, which are merely 
abstract qualities, are dealt with in an exhaustive and comprehen
sive manner. And in the Dhatu-katha they are treated imder the 
three categories of aggregates, bases and elements. These are 
explained in detail in Abhidhamma Vibhanga. There are no descrip
tions o f beings, persons, men, women, trees, mountains, oceans, 
etc. as in the Suttas where conventional language is employed, 
for it is held that these things, both inanimate and animate, are mere 
terms and concepts based on the ultimate realities and have no 
real existence whatsoever.

The inanimate things which are known as trees, mountains, 
stones, etc. are, in reality, eight material qualities which come under 
matter aggregate, 5 bases and 5 elements. As regards animate 
things, when a person is said to have :
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(1) A fair or brown complexion, this refers to the ultimate
material quality, the visible object element, which comes 
under matter aggregate, visible object base and visible 
object element.

(2) A smooth or rough skin, this refers to the ultimate material
quality, the earth element, which comes under matter 
aggregate, tangible object base and tangible object element.

(3) A good voice, this refers to the ultimate material quality,
sound element, which comes under matter aggregate, sound 
base and sound element.

Again, when a person is said :
(1) To be happy or sad, this refers to the ultimate mental quality,

the mental factor o f feeling, which comes under feeling 
aggregate, cognizable base and cognizable element.

(2) To have a good or bad memory, this refers to the ultimate
mental quality, the mental factor o f perception, which 
comes under perception aggregate, cognizable base and 
cognizable element.

(3) To be thinking, speaking or acting; to be greedy, angry,
bewildered, envious, etc., these refer to the ultimate 
mental realities which are part of the 50* mental factors 
o f mental formation which come under mental formation 
aggregate, cognizable base and cognizable element.

Also when a person is said to be ;
(1) Looking at the cinema, this refers to the ultimate mental

reality, eye-consciousness, which comes under consciousness 
aggregate, mind base and eye-consciousness element.

(2) Listening to the radio, this refers to the ultimate mental
reality, sound-consciousness, which comes under con
sciousness aggregate, mind base and ear-consciousness 
element.

(3) Smelling a rose, this refers'to the ultimate mental reality,
nose-consciousness, which comes under consciousness 
aggregate, mind base and nose-consciousness element.

(4) Eating cakes, this refers to the ultimate mental reality,
tongue-consciousness, which comes under consciousness 
aggregate, mind base and tongue-consciousness element.

* These have been explained in the Dhammasangani.
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(5) Touching the table, this refers to the ultimate mental reality,
body-consciousness, which comes under consciousness 
aggregate, mind base and body-consciousness element.

(6) Thinking o f a problem, this refers to the ultimate mental
reality, mind-consciousness, which comes under conscious
ness aggregate, mind base and mind-consciousness element.

The majority o f people, because o f perverted notions, thoughts 
and views, really believe in the existence o f the inanimate world of 
concrete things and the animate world of beings and so they think, 
speak and act accordingly. They also assume that there is a 
possessor o f the mind, physical body and external things and a 
performer o f deeds, and mistake terms and concepts for realities. 
It is the purpose o f the first chapter o f this text to dispel these 
wrong beliefs about persons and things by revealing that the 
8'ggregates, bases and elements are the only things which reaUy 
exist.

I. C l a s s if ic a t io n  a n d  U n c l a s s if ic a t io n

There are 4 kinds o f classification, namely :
(1) Rank or Class, e.g. kings, brahmas, ministers, etc. Also

the group o f morality (virtue), the classes o f which are 
right speech, right action and right livelihood.

(2) Origin or Source, e.g. people o f Kosala, o f Magadha. Also
the group o f concentration, the sources o f which are right 
effort, right mindfulness and right concentration.

(3) Profession or Function, e.g. mahouts, horsemen, carpenters.
Also the group of wisdom, the functions o f which are right 
understanding and right planning.

(4) Number, e.g. Matter aggregate is classified imder 1 aggregate,
11 bases and 11 elements, the numbers being specified.

It is this numerical classification which is employed here. The 
numbers o f the aggregates, bases and elements under which a state 
o f enquiry is classified is given and the remaining numbers o f the 
aggreghtes, bases and elements are those which are unclassified. 
Each o f the 371 states o f enquiry o f the text is classified and un
classified in this manner. The Method and Explanation o f this first 
chapter are given after the translation as has been done with the 
13 chapters that follow.



T h e  F o u r  C h a p t e r s  B a s e d  o n  C h a p t e r  I
4

Based upon the first chapter there are 4 chapters concerned with 
classified and unclassified states and they go in the following 
order :

(1) The classified states form the basis for a pair o f unclassified
states, i.e. classified and unclassified.

(2) The unclassified states form the basis for a pair of classified
states, i.e. unclassified and classified.

(3) The classified states form the basis for a pair o f classified
states, i.e. classified and classified.

(4) The unclassified states form the basis for a pair o f unclassified
states, i.e. unclassified and unclassified.

This method o f exposition is employed to provide systematic 
and complete information about the ultimate realities from one 
particular aspect. Examples o f  this method are also found in the 
Yamaka and Patthana texts. For instance, the Khandha-yamaka 
has a catechetical section about (1) those in whom the matter 
aggregate does arise but not the feeling aggregate; (2) those in 
whom the feeling aggregate does arise but not the matter aggregate ;
(3) those in whom both the matter and feeling aggregates do arise ;
(4) those in whom both the matter and feehng aggregates do not 
arise. The treatment is in respect o f person, plane o f existence and 
both person and plane of existence. And, with regard to the con
dition-dependent states, the Patthana has a catechetical section 
about (1) those states that are dependent on root condition but 
not on object condition; (2) those states that are dependent on 
object condition but not on root condition; (3) those states that 
are dependent on both root and object conditions ; (4) those states 
that are not dependent on both root and object conditions. Also 
in the chapter on investigations, the catechetical section about
(1) those states that are root condition but not predominance 
condition; (2) those states that are predominance condition but 
not root condition; (3) those states that are both root and pre
dominance conditions; (4) those states that are not root and 
predominance conditions. This is merely one example o f the 
innumerable sections on conditions.

xxxvi Discourse on Elements
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The second chapter deals with the states that are classified 
under the same aggregate but not under the same base or element, 
and also with those states that are classified imder the same aggre
gate and base but not under the same element. This method is 
applicable only to 37 states o f materiality which are classified under 
the same aggregate and 7 states o f mentality which are classified 
under the same aggregate and base. Thus 42 states out o f the total o f 
371 states o f enquiry in the first chapter form the subject matter 
in this case.

The five aggregates cannot be subjects o f enquiry because each 
is a separate aggregate and could never be classified under the 
same aggregate. For instance, if matter aggregate is the subject 
o f enquiry, it will have to be compared with one o f the remaining 
four mental aggregates. Matter aggregate comes under matter 
aggregate and the mental aggregates come under their own respective 
aggregates, such as feeling aggregate, perception aggregate, etc., 
and they could never be classified under the same aggregate as 
required by this method. This is also the case if any other aggregate 
is the subject of enquiry.

The states o f enquiry consist o f 10 gross bases, 10 gross elements 
and 7 consciousness elements and others that come under one of 
them. Mind base, cognizable base and cognizable element are 
excluded. Mind base consists of 89 types o f consciousness comprising 
consciousness aggregate and, as explained above, aggregates cannot 
be the subjects o f enquiry. Similarly for cognizable base and 
cognizable element which consist of subtle matter 16, mental factors 
52 and Nibbana, all o f which come under matter, feeling, perception 
and mental formation aggregates except Nibbana which is aggregate- 
freed. This will be readily imderstood if reference is made to the 
Chart o f Chapter I and for similar reasons it will be seen also that 
the rest of the 329 states o f enquiry are excluded as well.

The pair of unclassified states have reference to the states o f 
comparison which are not classified under :—

(1)* The same base and the same element or under the same element
under which the state o f enquiry is classified.

(2) The 3 categories o f aggregates, bases and elements.

II. Classified and Unclassified



III. U n c l a s s if ie d  a n d  C l a s s if ie d

The third chapter deals with the states that are not classified 
under the same aggregate but are classified under the same base 
and same element. This method is applicable only to 90 states out 
o f the total o f 371 states o f enquiry. The 3 mental factor aggregates,
i.e. feeling, perception and mental formation aggregates, are included 
but not matter and consciousness aggregates. Although matter 
aggregate is not classified with the 4 remaining aggregates or with 
any one o f  them, it cannot be classified with any o f those aggregates 
under the same base and the same element. For matter aggregate 
is classified under 11 bases and 11 elements whereas the other aggre
gates cannot be classified under all these bases and elements as 
required in this system of classification. Similarly for consciousness 
aggregate which is also not classified with the other 4 aggregates or 
with any one of them under the same aggregate. For consciousness 
aggregate is classified under mind base and 7 consciousness elements 
whereas the others are classified under the remaining 11 bases and 
11 elements. Thus classification with the other aggregates under 
the same base and same element is not possible. For similar reasons, 
the 12 bases, 18 elements and the rest of the 281 states of enquiry 
are excluded. In the case o f cognizable base, parts o f it, such as 
feeling, perception, mental formation, subtle matter and Nibbana 
are included but not the base taken as a whole.

The pair o f classified states have reference to the states o f com
parison which are classified under ;—

(1) The same base and the same element under which the state
o f enquiry is classified.

(2) The 3 categories of aggregates, bases and elements.
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IV. C l a s s if ie d  a n d  C l a s s if ie d

The fourth chapter deals with two cases o f classified states under 
the same aggregate, the same base and the same element: (1) with 
the state o f enquiry and the states under comparison ; (2) when they 
are interchanged. This method is applicable to 69 states which are 
the parts o f mental formation aggregate, of the 5 feeling faculties, of 
subtle matter and o f three kinds o f audible object. The remaining 
302 states are not applicable.

The five aggregates are excluded because each o f them comes
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under a separate aggregate and so they could never be classified 
under the same aggregate. And so also the bases, e.g. eye-base 
which is classified with the other states o f materiality under the 
same aggregate but not under the same base and the same element. 
The reasons for excluding the other states can be investigated.

The pair o f classified states have reference to the state o f enquiry 
which is classified under :—

(1) The same aggregate, the same base and the same element as
the states under comparison.

(2) The 3 categories of aggregates, bases and elements.

V. U n c l a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d

The fifth chapter deals with two cases o f unclassified states under 
the same aggregate, the same base and the same element. They 
are (1) the state of enquiry with the states o f comparison, and
(2) the latter states of comparison with all other possible states. 
This method is applicable to 257 states o f enquiry which are a part 
o f the aggregates or those that stand for Nibbana.

Those states which include both subtle matter and consciousness 
aggregate, such as “  States not visible and not impinging ”  are 
excluded. The latter consists o f consciousness 89, mental factors 
52, subtle matter 16, Nibbana. These come under the 5 aggregates 
and, therefore, there are no other aggregates to be taken as states 
of comparison for imclassification under the same aggregate. Here 
the only remai^ng states are gross matter which comes imder 
matter aggregate. Suffering truth also comes under the 5 aggre
gates and is also excluded. For the same reason, the rest o f the 114 
states are excluded.

The second verse of the Mnemonic is not that o f the states of 
enquiry o f the chapter but o f the 22 states starting with matter 
aggregate which have the same question and answer.

The pair of unclassified states has reference to the other possible 
states, mentioned above, which are unclassified under :—

(1) The same aggregate, the same base and the same element
with the states o f comparison.

(2) The 3 categories of aggregates, bases and elements.



VI. A s s o c ia t io n  a n d  D is s o c ia t io n

The sixth chapter deals with the states that are associated with 
and dissociated from the aggregates, bases and elements. Only 
the 4 mental aggregates are mutually associated at a time in one’s 
continuity in accordance with the association condition o f Patthana.

In this text materiality is dissociated from the 4 mental aggre
gates, Nibbana is dissociated from the 4 mental aggregates, the 
4 mental aggregates are dissociated from materiality and Nibbana. 
But in the Patthana materiality is dissociated from mentality and 
mentality is dissociated from materiality. It is there stated 
“  Materiality is related to mentality by way o f dissociation con
dition. Mentality is related to materiality by way o f dissociation 
condition ” .

This method is applicable to 250 states which are (1) pure 
materiality, (2) Nibbana, (3) pure mental aggregates, (4) con
sciousness involved with both materiality and Nibbana and (5) 
parts of tbe mental factor aggregates. Those states which are
(1) consciousness involved with materiality, (2) consciousness 
involved with Nibbana and (3) mental factor aggregates are 
excluded.

One of the states mentioned in the Mnemonic as not being 
included in this chapter is cognizable base. This comprises subtle 
matter 16, mental factors 52 and Nibbana and therefore it has no 
associated states. Again, though subtle matter and Nibbana are 
dissociated from the 4 mental aggregates, tbe 52 mental factors are 
associated with consciousness aggregate and, therefore, cognizable 
base is not totally dissociated. The other states of the Mnemonic 
are similar to cognizable base in that they are not totally associated 
or totally dissociated.

P a r t ia l  A s s o c ia t io n  a n d  P a r t ia l  D is s o c ia t io n

When the state of enquiry is mentality, the associated states 
are the mental factors of cognizable base and is therefore partially 
associated with this base. On the other hand, the dissociated states 
are materiality and Nibbana of cognizable base and are therefore 
partially dissociated from this base. I f  the state o f enquiry is a part 
o f mental formation aggregate, then it is associated with the latter 
aggregate o f cognizable base and is, therefore, partially associated 
with this base. When materiality and Nibbana are the states of
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enquiry there is no association but only dissociation from the mental 
factors o f cognizable base and they are, therefore, partially dissoci
ated from this base. The detailed explanation is given in the 
Explanation o f the Method and Chart of Chapter VI.

Introduction xli

T h e  4  Ch a p t e r s  B a s e d  o n  C h a p t e r  VI

Based on Chapter VI, there are 4 chapters concerned with 
associated and dissociated states and they go in the following order 
as given for classified and unclassified states :—

(1) The associated states form the basis for a pair o f dissociated
states, i.e. associated and dissociated.

(2) The dissociated states form the basis for a pair o f associated
states, i.e. dissociated and associated.

(3) The associated states form the basis for a pair o f associated
states, i.e. associated and associated.

(4) The dissociated states form the basis for a pair o f dissociated
states, i.e. dissociated and dissociated.

VII. A s s o c ia t e d  a n d  D is s o c ia t e d

The seventh chapter deals with the dissociation o f the states 
associated with the state o f enquiry. This method is applicable to 
37 states o f enquiry which are mental factors either associated (1) 
with the seven consciousness elements ; (2) with both mind element 
and mind-consciousness element, or which are pure consciousness 
aggregate. The remaining 334 states o f enquiry are excluded. 
Materiality is one o f them because it is not associated with any 
state.

In the previous chapter, states o f enquiry which are not associated 
with other states but are only dissociated can be considered because 
separate questions are asked about the associated and dissociated 
states. Here only those states o f enquiry which are both associated 
witli or dissociated from other states can be considered because 
this chapter deals with dissociation o f  associated states. I f  there 
were no associated states, then there could not be dissociation. I f  
Chapter VI is understood, then this chapter and the others that 
follow will be clear.



The pair o f dissociated states has reference to the states of 
comparison which are dissociated from :—

(1) The states associated with the state o f enquiry.
(2) The 3 categories o f aggregates, bases and elements.
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VIII. D is s o c ia t e d  a n d  A s s o c ia t e d

The eighth chapter deals with the association o f the states 
dissociated from the state o f enquiry. This method is applicable to 
324 states o f enquiry which are pure materiality, Nibbana, and 
mental aggregates and those that involve both materiality and 
mentality but are dissociated. The remaining 47 states o f enquiry, 
which are excluded, are given in the Mnemonic.

It will be found that all the questions have negative answers. 
Matter aggregate is dissociated from the 4 mental aggregates. But 
these mental aggregates are not associated with any state, i.e. with 
any aggregate, base and element and the answer to this question 
is negative. Also feeling aggregate is dissociated from materiality 
and Nibbana but the latter two are not associated with any state 
and the answer is negative.

Cognizable base is not included because it comprises subtle 
matter 16, mental factors 52 and Nibbana. These are not dissociated 
from or associated with other states. For similar reasons the other 
states are excluded.

Here there are no pairs o f associated states since the states 
dissociated from the state o f enquiry are not associated with any 
state.

IX . A s s o c ia t e d  a n d  A s s o c ia t e d

The ninth chapter deals with two cases o f associated states :
(1) with the state o f enquiry and the states o f comparison, and
(2) when they are interchanged. This method is applicable to 120 
states o f enquiry which are a part of mental aggregate. For example, 
feeling aggregate is associated with the other 3 mental aggregates 
and the latter are associated with feeling aggregate. The remaining 
251 states o f enquiry which are Nibbana, pure materiality and 
materiality that is involved with mentahty are excluded. For 
example, pure materiality has no associated states.



The pair o f associated states has reference to the state o f enquiry 
which is associated with :—

(1) The states o f comparison.
(2) The 3 categories o f aggregates, bases and elements.
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X . D is s o c ia t e d  a n d  D is s o c ia t e d

The tenth chapter deals with two cases o f dissociated states : 
(1) the state o f enquiry with the states o f comparison, and (2) the 
latter states o f comparison with all other possible states. This 
method is applicable to the 250 dissociated states o f enquiry o f 
Chapter VI. For example, matter aggregate is dissociated from the 
4 mental aggregates and the latter are dissociated from matter 
aggregate and Nibbana.

The pair o f dissociated states has reference to the other possible 
states, mentioned above, which are dissociated from :—

(1) The states o f comparison.
(2) The 3 categories o f aggregates, bases and elements.

T h e  R e m a in in q  F o u r  C h a p t e r s

The remaining four Chapters are suitable combinations o f the 
four general methods o f classification, undassification, association 
and dissociation, and they go in the following order :—

(1) The classified forms the basis for association and dissociation,
i.e. associated with, and dissociated from, the classified. 
It is a combination o f Chapters IV  and VI.

(2) The associated forms the basis for classification and un
classification, i.e. classified and imclassified concerning the 
associated. It is a combination o f Chapters IX  and I.

(3) The unclassified forms the basis for association and dissocia
tion, i.e. associated with, and dissociated from, the un
classified. It is a combination of Chapters V  and VI.

(4) The dissociated forms the basis for classification and un
classification, i.e. classified and unclassified concerning the 
dissociated. It is a combination o f Chapters V III and I.



X I. A s s o c ia t e d  W i t h , a n d  D is s o c ia t e d  F r o m , t h e  Cl a s s if ie d

All the states o f comparison, which are classified with the states 
o f enquiry under the same aggregate, the same base and the same 
element in Chapter IV, are treated under association and dissociation 
as in Chapter VI.

X II. C l a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d  C o n c e r n in g  t h e  A s s o c ia t e d

All the states o f comparison, which are associated with the states 
o f enquiry in Chapter IX , are treated imder classification and un
classification as in Chapter I. The Charts of Chapters IX  and X II  
are combined together for convenience and to show their relation.

X III . A s s o c ia t e d  W i t h , a n d  D is s o c ia t e d  F r o m , t h e  
U n c l a s s if ie d

The states o f comparison, which are not classified with the states 
o f enquiry under the same aggregate, the same base and the same 
element in Chapter V, are treated under association and dissociation 
as in Chapter VI. No more than 130 states o f enquiry out o f 257 in 
Chapter V  are dealt with. Moreover only the 22 states beginning 
with matter aggregate are mentioned in the second verse o f the 
Mnemonic o f Chapter V, the 108 states beginning with immaterial 
becoming have been left out. But the latter must be included as 
given in Chapter V. The Charts of Chapters X I and X III  are 
combined together as the latter is a small one and can be combined 
with that o f the former.

X IV . Cl a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d  Co n c e r n in g  t h e  D is s o c ia t e d

All the states o f comparison, which are dissociated firom the states 
o f enquiry in Chapter VIII, are treated under classification and 
unclassification as in Chapter I. The Charts of Chapters V III and 
X IV  are combined together for convenience and to show their 
relation.

With the end o f Chapter X IV  the catechetical exposition o f the 
Dhatu-katha text is concluded. The subject has been systematically 
and exhaustively expounded by the Buddha, as is the case with 
the other Abhidhamma subjects, and there is nothing that needs to 
be supplemented.

xUv Discourse on Elements
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Veneration to that Exalted One, the Arahat, the Enlightened Bvddha 
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II. C l a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d
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IV. C l a s s if ie d  a n d  C l a s s if ie d

V. U n c l a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d

VI. A s s o c ia t io n  a n d  D is s o c ia t io n
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I I .  I n t e r n a l  St a t e s  o f  E n q u i r y  *

5 Aggregates =  5
12 Bases =  12
18 Elements =  18
4 Truths =  4

22 Faculties =  22
Dependent Origination =  28

4 Applications of Mindful
ness =

4 Great Efforts =
4 Roads to Psychic Power =
4 Trances (Jhanas) =
4 Illimitable States =

5 Faculties =
5 Strengths =
7 Factors of Enlightenment =
8 The Noble Eightfold Path =  

Contact 
Feeling 
Perception 
Volition 
Consciousness 
Decision 
Attention

=  7

Total =  105

III. P r in c ip l e s  o f  t h e  M e t h o d s

1. Classification under the three categories o f aggregates, bases and
elements.

2. Undassification imder the three categories o f aggregates, bases
and elements.

3. Association with the four mental aggregates.
4. Dissociation from the four mental aggregates.

IV. C h a r a c t e r is t ic s  o f  t h e  M e t h o d s

1. The common characteristic of conforming with the Classification
and Association principles.

2. The common characteristic of not conforming with the Classifica
tion and Association principles.

V. E x t e r n a l  St a t e s  o f  E n q u i r y  •

All the 22 Triplets and 100 Couplets o f the Dhammasangani table 
o f contents.

• Internal states of enquiry 105. External states of enquiry: Triplets 22 X 3 =  66. 
Couplets 100 X 2 =  200 =  266. Total =  105 +  266 =  371 states ; all are treated 
in Chapter I.



Ch a p t e r  I

1. C l a s s if ic a t io n  a n d  U n c l a s s if ic a t io n

1. a g g r e g a t e s  

By Ones

6. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Matter aggregate classified ? Matter aggregate 
is classified under 1 * aggregate, under 1 1 ' bases and under 11 * 
elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
7. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Feeling aggregate classified ? Feeling aggre
gate is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 
element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
8. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Perception aggregate classified ? Perception 
aggregate is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 
1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
9. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Mental-formation aggregate classified ? 
Mental-formation aggregate is classified under 1 aggregate, imder 
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
10. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Consciousness aggregate classified ? Con
sciousness aggregate is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base 
tfnd under 7 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

'■ The kinds of aggregates, bases and elements which are indicated by the figures 
can be seen in the Chart.



By Twos

11. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are Matter and Feeling aggregates classified ? 
Matter and Feeling aggregates are classified under 2 aggregates, 
under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
12. . . .  Matter and Perception aggregates are classified under 
2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
13. . . .  Matter and Mental-forraation aggregates are classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
14. Matter and Consciousness aggregates are classified under 2 
aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates; they are not non-classified imder any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

2 Discourse on Elements

By Threes

15. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are Matter, Feeling and Perception aggregates 
classified ? Matter, Feeling and Perception aggregates are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
16. Matter, Feeling and Mental-formation aggregates are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
17. Matter, Feehng and Consciousness aggregates are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates ; they are not non-classified under any bases and 
not non-classified under any elements.



By Fours

18. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are Matter, Feeling, Perception and Mental- 
formation aggregates classified ? Matter, Feeling, Perception and 
Mental-formation aggregates are classified imder 4 aggregates, under 
11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
19. Matter, Feeling, Perception and Consciousness aggregates are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate ; they are not non-classified under any bases and 
not non-classified under any elements.

By Fives

20. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are iMatter, Feeling, Perception, Mental-forma
tion and Consciousness aggregates classified ? Matter, Feeling, 
Perception, Mental-formation and Consciousness aggregates are 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
21. Under how many aggregates, imder how many bases and under 
how many elements are the 5 aggregates classified ? The 5 aggregates 
are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

2. BASES 

By Ones

22. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Eye base classified ? Eye base is classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.
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Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
23. Ear base ; Nose base ; Tongue base ; Body base ; Visible 
Object base ; Sound base; Odour base ; Taste base ; Tangible 
Object base is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 
1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
24. Mind base is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and 
under 7 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.
25. Cognizable base, excluding Nibbana  ̂ from the classification 
o f aggregates, is classified under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and 
under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
1 aggregate, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.

By Twos

26. Eye base and Ear base are classified under 1 aggregate, under
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
27. Eye and Nose bases ; Eye and Tongue bases ; Eye and Body 
bases; Eye and Visible Object bases; Eye and Sound bases ; Eye 
and Odour bases; Eye and Taste bases; Eye and Tangible Object 
bases are classified under 1 aggregate, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
28. Eye and Mind bases are classified under 2 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
29. Eye and Cognizable bases, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 2 elements.

1 “  Asankhataib khandhatothapetva.”  Nibbana is not classified as an aggregate.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.* . . .

By Twelves

30. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are the 12 bases classified ? The 12 bases, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
imder 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

Classification and Undassification 5

3. ELEMENTS 

By Ones

31. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Eye element classified ? Eye element is 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
32. Ear element; Nose element; Tongue element; Body element; 
Visible Object element; Sound element; Odour element; Taste 
element; Tangible Object element; Eye consciousness element; 
Ear consciousness element; Nose consciousness element; Tongue 
consciousness element; Body consciousness element; Mind ele
ment ; Mind consciousness element is classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
33. Cognizable element, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, is classified under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and 
under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
1 aggregate, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.

* And 80 on in the cases of By Threes, By Fours, etc., up to By Twelves, only 
the last of the latter being mentioned.



By Twos

34. Eye element and Ear element are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
35. Eye and Nose elements ; Eye and Tongue elements ; Eye and 
Body elements ; Eye and Visible Object elements ; Eye and Sound 
elements ; Eye and Odour elements ; Eye and Taste elements ; Eye 
and Tangible Object elements are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
36. Eye and Eye consciousness elements are classified under 
2 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
37. Eye and Ear consciousness elements ; Eye and Nose conscious
ness elements ; Eye and Tongue, consciousness elements ; Eye and 
Body consciousness elements ; Eye and Mind elements ; Eye and 
Mind consciousness elements are classified under 2 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and tmder 16 elements.
38. Eye and Cognizable elements, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 
2 bases and imder 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.* . . .

By Eighteens

39. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are the 18 elements classified ? The 18 elements, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

1 And so on in the cases of By Threes, By Fours, etc., up to By Eighteens, 
only the last of the latter being mentioned.
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4. TRUTHS 

By Ones

40. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Suffering truth classified ? Suffering truth is 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not non-classified under 
any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases and not non- 
classified under any elements.
41. Origin truth ; Path truth is classified under 1 aggregate, under 
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
42. Cessation truth is not classified under any aggregates; it is 
classified under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
5 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.

By Twos

43. Suffering truth and Origin truth are classified under 5 aggre
gates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
44. Suffering truth and Path truth are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
45. Suffering truth and Cessation truth, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 

»and not non-classified under any elements.

By Threes

46. Suffering truth. Origin truth and Path truth are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
47. Suffering truth, Origin truth and Cessation truth, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

By Fours

48. Suffering truth, Origin truth. Path truth and Cessation truth, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
49. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are the 4 truths classified 1 The 4 truths, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

5. FACULTIES 

By Ones

50. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements is Eye faculty classified ? Eye faculty is classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
51. Ear faculty ; Nose faculty ; Tongue faculty ; Body faculty; 
Female faculty ; Male faculty is classified under 1 aggregate, under 
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified 1 It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
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52. Mind faculty is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and 
under 7 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.
53. Life faculty is classified under 2 aggregates, under 1 base and 
under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
3 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
54. Bodily pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy 
faculty ; Grief faculty ; Indifference faculty ; Faith faculty ; 
Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Concentration faculty; 
Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculty ; 
Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known faculty is classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.

By Twos

55. Eye faculty and Ear faculty are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
56. Eye and Nose faculties ; Eye and Tongue faculties ; Eye and 
Body faculties ; Eye and Female faculties ; Eye and Male faculties 
are classified under 1 aggregate, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
57. Eye faculty and Mind faculty are classified under 2 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
58. Eye faculty and Life faculty are classified under 2 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
59. Eye and Bodily pleasure faculties; Eye and Bodily pain 
faculties ; Eye and Mental joy faculties ; Eye and Grief faculties ; 
Eye and Indifference faculties; Eye and Faith faculties; Eye 
and Energy faculties; Eye and Mindfulness faculties; Eye and
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Concentration faculties; Eye and Wisdom faculties; Eye and 
I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculties; Eye and Higher 
realization faculties; Eye and He-who-has-known faculties are 
classified under 2 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.* . . .

By Twenty-twos

60. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are the 22 faculties classified ? The 22 faculties 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 7 bases and under 13 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 5 bases and under 5 elements.

6 . DEPENDENT ORIGINATION AND SO ON

61. Ignorance is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and 
under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
62. Conditioned by ignorance. Formations are classified under 
1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
63. Conditioned by formation. Consciousness is classified under 
1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.
64. Conditioned by consciousness, mentahty-materiality is classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
65. Conditioned by mentality-materiahty, 6 bases are classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 6 bases and under 12 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, imder 6 bases and under 6 elements.

* And 80 on in the cases of By Threes, By Fours, etc., up to By Twenty-twos, 
only the last of the latter being mentioned.
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66. Conditioned by 6 bases, Contact; Conditioned by contact, 
Feeling; Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by 
craving. Clinging; Kamma becoming is classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
67. Rebirth becoming; Sensuous becoming ; Percepted becoming ; 
Five-aggregate becoming is classified under 5 aggregates, under 11 
bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not non-classified under 
any aggregates; it is not classified under 1 base and under 1 
element.
68. Fine-material becoming is classified under 5 aggregates, under
5 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not non-classified 
under any aggregates ; it is not classified under 7 bases and under 
10 elements.
69. Immaterial becomiag ; Neither perception nor non-perception 
becoming; Four-aggregate becoming is classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
70. Non-percepted becoming ; One-aggregate becoming is classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
71. Birth is classified under 2 aggregates . . . Ageing is classified 
under 2 aggregates . . . Death is classified under 2 aggregates, under
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
3 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
72. Sorrow ; Lamentation ; Suffering ; G rief; Despair ; Applica
tion o f mindfulness ; Great effort is classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4*aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
73. Road to psychic power is classified under 2 aggregates, under
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
3 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
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74. Trance or Jhana is classified under 2 aggregates, under 1 base 
and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
3 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
75. Illimitables; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors o f En
lightenment ; Noble Eightfold Path ; Contact; Feeling; Percep
tion ; Volition ; Decision ; Attention is classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 4 
aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
76. Consciousness is classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and 
under 7 elements.

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under
4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.
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77. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and 
under how many elements are Wholesome states; Unwholesome 
states classified ? Wholesome states; Unwholesome states are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 16 elements.
78. Indeterminate states, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
79. States associated with pleasant feeling ; States associated with 
painful feeling are classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 15 elements.
80. States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant are classified under 3 aggregates, imder 2 bases and under 
7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 11 elements.



81. Resultant states are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases 
and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
82. States producing resultant states; Corrupt and corrupting 
states are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
83. States which are neither resultant nor producing resultant 
states, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 5 elements.
84. States which are acquired by clinging and favourable to 
clinging are classified under 5 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 
17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 1 base 
and under 1 element.
85. States which are not acquired by clinging but favourable to 
clinging are classified under 5 aggregates, under 7 bases and under 
8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates; they are not classified under 
5 bases and under 10 elements.
86. States which are not acquired by clinging and not favourable 
to clinging; Not corrupt and not corrupting states, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
87. Not corrupt but corrupting states are classified under 5 
aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.
" Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 

classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
88. States with applied thought and sustained thought are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 15 elements.
89. States without applied thought but with sustained thought; 
States accompanied by rapture are classified imder 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
90. States without applied thought and sustained thought, ex
cluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element.
91. States accompanied by pleasure are classified under 3 aggre
gates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 15 elements.
92. States accompanied by indifference are classified under 3 
aggregates, under 2 bases and under 7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 11 elements.
93. States eradicated by  First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by First Path; States 
together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States leading 
to rebirth and death; States leading to Nibbana; States appertain
ing to Learners; States appertaining to Arahatta; Lofty states are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
94. States eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths ; 
States together with roots eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths; States neither leading to rebirth and death nor to 
N ibbana; States appertaining to neither Learners nor Arahatta, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
95. Limited states are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases 
and imder 18 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified imder any aggregates, not non-classified imder any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
96. Incomparable states ; Exalted states, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 .elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
97. States with limited objects are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
98. States with Lofty ob jects; States with incomparable objects ; 
Low states ; States with fixed destiny due to wrong views ; States 
with fixed destiny due to right view s; States with Path ob je ct ; 
States conditioned by the Path ; States dominated by the Path are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
99. Medium states are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases 
and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
100. States with no fixed destiny, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification of aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
101. States arisen are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases 
and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
1D2. States not arisen are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
7 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 5 bases 
and under 10 elements.
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103. States bound to arise are classified under 5 aggregates, under
11 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 1 base 
and under 1 element.
104. Past states ; Future states ; Present states; Internal states; 
Internal and external states are classified under 5 aggregates, under
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
105. External states, excluding Nibbana from the classification of 
aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
106. States with past ob ject; States with future object are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
107. States with present ob ject; States with internal ob ject; States 
with external ob ject; States with internal and external object are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
108. States both visible and impinging are classified under 1 
aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
109. States invisible but impinging are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 9 bases and under 9 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 3 bases and under 9 elements.
110. States not visible and not impinging, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification of aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates; they are not classified imder 
10 bases and under 10 elements.
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8 . COUPLETS 100

I. Root Clusters 6
111. States which are roots; States which are roots and also have 
associated roots; States which are roots and also associated with 
roots are classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 
1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
112. States which are not roots; States which have no roots; 
States which are dissociated from roots ; States which are neither 
roots nor have associated roots, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification of aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
113. States which have associated roots ; States which are associ
ated with roots; States which have associated roots but are not 
roots; States which are associated with roots but are not roots; 
States which are not roots but have associated roots are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.

II. Lesser IrUermediate Couplets 7
114. States arising from 4 causes; States conditioned by 4 causes are 
classified under 5 aggregates, imder 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
115. States not arising from 4 causes ; States not conditioned by 
4 causes are not classified under any aggregates ; they are classified 
under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
finder 5 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
116. States with visibility are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
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117. States without visibility, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
11 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non-
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 1 base
and under 1 element.
118. States with impinging are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
10 bases and under 10 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.
119. States without impinging, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification of aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non-
classified under any aggregates; they are not classified under 10
bases and under 10 elements.
120. States which have physical change are classified under 1 
aggregate, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how mapy are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
imder 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
121. States which have no physical change, excluding Nibbana 
from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggre
gates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
122. States which are mundane are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
123. States which are Supramundane, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
124. States * cognizable by any one of the eye-consciousness, e t c .;

• The six kinds of consciousness are to be taken in turns. When the states 
cognizable by eye-consciousness are taken, the states not cognizable are the 
remaining 5 kinds of consciousness with the mental factors, Nibbana and physical 
states.
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States not cognizable by any one of the eye-consciousness, etc., 
excluding Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

III. Canker Clusters 6

125. States which are cankers; States which are both cankers and 
objects o f cankers ; States which are both eankers and associated 
with cankers are classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 
1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
126. States which are not cankers ; States which are dissociated 
from cankers, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggre
gates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 
18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
127. States which are objects of cankers ; States which are objects 
o f cankers but not cankers; States which are dissociated from 
cankers but are objects o f cankers are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
128. States which are not objects o f cankers ; States which are 
dissociated from cankers and are not objects o f cankers, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
129. States which are associated with cankers ; States which are 
associated with cankers but are not cankers are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
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IV to IX. Fetter, Tie, Flood, Bond, Hindrance and Misapprehension
Clusters

130. Statea which are fetters . . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances . . .  States which are misapprehensions ; States which are 
both misapprehensions and objects o f misapprehensions are classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
131. States which are not misapprehensions; States which are 
dissociated from misapprehensions, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
132. States which are objects o f misapprehensions ; States which 
are objects o f misapprehensions but are not misapprehensions; 
States which are dissociated from misapprehensions but are objects 
o f  misapprehensions are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 
bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified imder any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
133. States which are not objects o f misapprehensions; States 
which are dissociated from misapprehensions and are not objects 
o f misapprehensions, excluding Nibbana from the classification of 
aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
134. States which are associated with misapprehensions are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.

X. Greater Intermediate Couplets 14

135. States which have objects are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements.
136. States which have no objects, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
137. States which are consciousness are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 1 base and under 7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.
138. States which are not consciousness, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
139. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with consciousness 
are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
140. States which are not mental factors, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification of aggregates, are classified under 2 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates; they are not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
141. States which are dissociated from consciousness; States which 
are not conjoined with consciousness, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements.
142. States which are generated by consciousness are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 6 bases and imder 6 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 6 bases and under 12 elements.
143. States which are not generated by consciousness; States 
which do not arise together with consciousness; States which do not 
arise successively with consciousness, excluding Nibbana from the
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classification of aggregates, are classified under 2 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates; they are not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
144. States which arise together with consciousness ; States which 
arise successively with consciousness are classified under 4 aggre
gates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
imder 1 aggregate, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
145. States which are both conjoined with and are generated by 
consciousness; States which are conjoined with, are generated by 
and arise together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined 
with, are generated by and arise successively with consciousness 
are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
146. States which are not conjoined with and are not generated 
by consciousness; States which are not conjoined with, are not 
generated by and do not arise together with consciousness ; States 
which are not conjoined with, are not generated by and do not arise 
successively witb consciousness, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 2 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates; they are not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
147. States which are internal are classified under 2 aggregates, 
under 6 bases and under 12 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 6 bases and under 6 elements.
148. States which are external, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 
6 bases and under 6 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 6 bases and under 12 elements.
149. States which are derived are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 10 bases and under 10 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.
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150. States which are not derived, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
3 bases and under 9 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 
9 bases and under 9 elements.
151. States which are acquired by clinging are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates ; they are not classified under 1 base 
and under 1 element.
152. States which are not acquired by clinging, excluding Nibbana 
from the classification o f aggregates, are' classified under 5 aggre
gates, under 7 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates; they are not classified under 
5 bases and under 10 elements.

XI. Clinging Clusters

XII. Corruption Clusters 8

153. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions; States 
which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are both 
corruptions and associated with corruptions are classified under 
1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements.
154. States which are not corruptions; States which are not 
corrupt; States which are dissociated from corruptions, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
ahd not non-classified under any elements.
155. States which are objects o f corruptions; States which are 
objects o f corruptions but are not corruptions; States which are 
dissociated from corruptions but are objects o f corruptions are 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
156. States which are not objects of corruptions; States which 
are dissociated from corruptions and are not objects of corruptions, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
157. States which are corrupt; States which are associated with 
corruptions; States which are corrupt but are not corruptions; 
States which are associated with corruptions but are not corrup
tions are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.

XIII. Last Couplets 18

158. States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
Three Paths ; States together with roots eradicated by First Path ; 
States together with roots eradicated by Higher Three Paths are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
159. States not eradicated by First Path ; States not eradicated 
by Higher Three Paths ; States together with roots not eradicated 
by First Path ; States together with roots not eradicated by Higher 
Three Paths, excluding Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, 
are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
160. States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and imder 15 elements.
161. States without applied-thought; States without sustained- 
thought, excluding Nibbana from the classification of aggregates,
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are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 17 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element.
162. States with rapture; States which are accompanied by 
rapture are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
163. States without rapture ; States which are not accompanied 
by rapture; States which are not accompanied by pleasure, ex
cluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
164. States which are accompanied by pleasure are classified under
3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and imder 15 elements.
165. States which are accompanied by indifference are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 11 elements.
166. States which are not accompanied by indifference, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases; 
they are not classified under 5 elements.
167. States which belong to the sensuous plane ; States which are 
included in the round o f existences ; States which are with beyond 
are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.
168. States which do not belong to the sensuous plane ; States 
which are not included in the round o f existences ; States which are
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not with beyond, excluding Nibbana from the classification of 
aggregates, are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
imder 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
169. States which belong to the fine-material plane ; States which 
belong to the immaterial plane ; States which lead out from the 
round of existences ; States which have fixed destiny yielded after 
decease or after their own occurrence ; States which are causes o f 
lamentation are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements.
170. Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and 
under how many elements are States which do not belong to the fine- 
material plane ; States which do not belong to the immaterial plane ; 
States which do not lead out from the round of existences ; States 
which have not fixed destiny as above*; States which are not causes 
o f lamentation classified ?

States which do not belong to the fine-material plane . . . States 
which are not causes o f lamentation, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter I

Subject Matter : All the 371 states o f enquiry o f the Dhatukatha, 
which are either pure materiality, mental factor, consciousness and 
Nibbana or a combination o f them, form the subject matter o f this 
chapter. Each state o f enquiry is classified under aggregates, bases 
and elements and the remaining aggregates, bases and elements out 
o f a total o f 5 aggregates, 12 bases and 18 elements are those under 
which it is not classified. The 371 states include all the 105 internal 
states o f enquiry listed in the Internal Tables and all the 66 triplets 
and 200 couplets which are the external states o f enquiry listed in 
the External Tables.

* See 16(ii) of last couplets in External Tables.
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The Chart: The chart shows the classification of the 28 states o f 
matter aggregate, 52 mental factors, Nibbana and 89 types o f con
sciousness under aggregates, bases and elements. The 28 states of 
matter aggregate are divided into gross matter 12 and subtle matter 
16 as the former comes under 10 gross bases (eye base, ear base—  
tangible object base) and under 10 gross elements (eye element, ear 
element— tangible object element) and the latter comes under 
cognizable base and under cognizable element. Subtle matter 16, 
mental factors 52 and Nibbana come under cognizable base and 
under cognizable element.

It is seen from the chart th a t:—
(1) sensitive eye is classified under matter aggregate, under eye base 

and under eye element (read down the same column o f the chart);
(2) greed, which is one o f the 50 states o f mental formation aggre

gate, is classified under mental formation aggregate, under 
cognizable base and under cognizable element;

(3) hate-rooted consciousness, which is one o f the remaining 76 tjrpes 
o f consciousness, is classified imder consciousness aggregate, 
under mind base and under mind-consciousness element.

A thorough acquaintance with this chart is o f fundamental import
ance because the classification o f aggregates, bases and elements 
shown therein forms the basis of all the methods given in the 
14 chapters o f this Discourse on Elements (Dhatu-katha).

Unless the kinds o f aggregates, bases and elements under which 
each state o f enquiry is classified is known, their numbers, as 
provided in the Text, cannot be found out. And to be able to classify 
each state o f enquiry in this manner, its analytical components under 
the heads o f matter, mental factor, consciousness and Nibbana 
must be known. This can be found in the Dhammasangani but 
for ready reference it is given in the Internal and External Tables 
that follow. The following examples are provided to show, with the 
aid o f the chart, the application o f the information given in those 
tables to the classification o f the states o f enquiry under the kinds 
and numbers o f aggregates, bases and elements.
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28
A. Inleryml Tables

Discourse on Elements

1. Matter Aggregate (No. 1 under Five 
Aggregates)

The 28 states of matter aggregate 
consist of gross matter 12 and 
subtle matter 16. The chart shows 
th a t:
Gross matter 12 is classified under 
Subtle matter 16 is classified 

u n d er.............................................

.'. Matter aggregate is classified under

Aggregate Base Element

Matter

Matter

10 Gross 

Cognizable

10 Gross 

Cognizable

1 11 11

2. Cognizable base (No. 12 under 
Twelve Bases)

This consists of subtle matter 16, 
mental factors 52 and Nibbana. 
The Chart shows th a t:
Subtle matter 16 is classified

u n d er.............................................
Mental factors 52 are classified 

under .............................................

Nibbana . . . . .

Matter 
Feeling 

Perception 
Mental 

Formation.

Cognizable

9*

9»

Cognizable

ft

99

.•. Cog. base is classified under .

ficeed

4* 1 1

3. Suffering truth (No. 1 under Four 
Truths)
Mundane consciousness 81 .

Oreedless mental factors 62 ex
cluding greed =  51 

Matter 28 . . . .

.*. Suffering truth is classified under .

Conscious
ness

F., P., M.-F. 
Matter

Mind

Cog.
10 Gross 
and Cog.

7 Conscious
ness

Cog.
10 Cross 
and Cog.

5 12 18

4. Bebirth becoming (No. 10 under 
Dependent Origination)
Mundane resultant consciousness

3 2 ............................................
Mental factors 35 . . . 
Kamma-produced matter 20. 

This excludes sound

Bebirth becoming is olassifled under

Cons.
F., P., M.-F.

Matter

Mind
Cog.

9 Gross 
and Cog.

7 Cons. 
Cog.

9 Cross 
ahd Cog.

6 11 17



A. Internal Tables (continued)
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Aggregate Base Element

6. The 4 roads to psychic power (under 
Applications of Mindfulness and 
others 9)
Intention, energy, wisdom, mental 

factors . . . . M .-r. Cog. Cog.
Consciousness . . . . Cons. Mind Mind Cons.

.'. 4  roads to psychic power are classi
fied under . . . . 2 2 2

B.  External Tables

Aggregate Base Element

1. States associated with pleasant 
feeling (No. 2 (i) under Triplets) 
Consciousness accompanied hy 

pleasure . . . .

Mental factors 46 excluding 
feeling, hate, envy, stinginess, 
worry and doubt .

Cons. 

P., M.-F.

Mind

Cog.

Body Cons. 1 
Mind Cons. 1

Cog.

.•. States associated with pleasant 
feeling are classified under 3 2 3

2. Resultant states (No. 3 (i) under 
Triplets)
Resultant consciousness 36 Cons. Mind 7 Cons.
Mental factors 38 . . . F., P., M.-F. Cog. Cog.

Resultant states are classified under 4 2 8

3. States which are not mental factors 
(No. 3 (ii) under Greater Inter
mediate Couplets)
Consciousness 89 . . . CJons. Mind 7 Cons.
Matter 28 . . . . Matter 10 Gross 10 Gross

Nibbana ............................................ Aggregate
and Cog. 

Cog.
and Cog. 

Cog.
freed

.‘. States which are not mental factors
are classified under . 2* 12 18
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B. External Tables (continued)

Aggregate Base Element

4. States which are generated by con
sciousness (No. 6 (i) under Greater 
Intermediate Couplets)
Mental factors 62 . . . 
Mind-produced matter 17 (this 

excludes sensitive eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, body)

P., P., M.-F. 

Matter

Cog.

5 Gross 
and Cog.

Cog.

5 Gross 
and Cog.

.'. States which are generated by con
sciousness are classified under . 4 6 6

6. States which are not derived
(No 13 (ii) under Greater Inter

mediate Couplets) 
Consciousness 89 . . . 
Mental factors 52 . . . 
Great primaty matter 4 .

N ib ban a............................................

Cons.
F., P., M.-F. 

Matter

Aggregate
freed

Mind 
Cog. 

Tang. Ob. 
and Cog. 

Cog.

7 Cons. 
Cog. 

Tang. Ob. 
and Cog. 

Cog.

States which are not derived are 
classified under 6 3 9

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under how 
many elements is Matter aggregate classified ? Matter aggregate is 
classified under 1 aggregate (matter aggregate), under 11 bases 
(10 gross bases and cognizable base) and under 11 elements (10 gross 
elements and cognizable element).

Under how many is it not classified ? It is not classified under 
4 aggregates (feeling, perception, mental formation and consciou- 
ness aggregates), under 1 base (mind base) and under 7 elements 
(7 consciousness elements).
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I n t e r n a l  T a b le s  (A b b h a n ta b a  Matiea) 

Five Aggregaies (Paficakkhandha)

A. B. B.
1. Matter aggregate (Bupakkhandho) =  28 states of matter
2. Feeling aggregate (Vedanakkhandho) =  Feeling mental factor 1
3. Perception aggregate (Sannakhandho) =  Perception mental

factor 1
4. Mental formations aggregate (Sankharakkhandho) =  50

remaining mental factors 1
6. Consciousness aggregate (Vinnaoakkhandho) =  89 consciousness 1

Aggregate freed (Khandha vimutto) =  Nibbana (thus Nibbana 
is not classified as an aggregate)

Twelve Bases (Dvadasa Ayatanani)

1. Eye base (Cakkbayatanaih) =  Sensitive eye
2. Ear base (Sotayatanaiii) =  Sensitive ear
3. Nose base (Ghanayatanam) =  Sensitive nose 
4-. Tongue base (Jivbayatanaih) =  Sensitive tongue 
6. Body base (Kayayatanam) =  Sensitive body
6. Visible Object base (Bupayatanaiii) =  Visible object
7. Sotmd base (Saddayatanaib) =  Sound or audible object
8. Odour base (Gandbayatanarh) =  Odour or olfactory object
9. Taste base (Bssayatanam) =  Taste or gustatory object

10. Tangible Object base (Phottbabbayatanaib) =  Tangible object
(Earth, beat, wind)

11. Mind base (Manayatanam) =  89 consciousness
12. Cognizable base (Dbammayatanaiii) -  62 mental factors, 16

subtle matter (i.e. water, femininity, mMcuIinity, heart basis, 
physical life, nutriment, separated space, bodily-intimation, 
vocal intimation, buoyancy of matter, plasticity of matter, 
wieldiness of matter, growth, continuity, decay, impermanence) 
and Nibbana *4

11
1

Eighteen Elements (Attbarasa dbatuyo)

1. Eye element (Cakkbu dhatu) =  Sensitive eye
2. Ear element (Sota dhatu) =  Sensitive ear
3. Nose element (Ghana dhatu) =  Sensitive nose
4. Tongue element (Jivba dhatu) =  Sensitive tongue 
6. Body element (Kaya dhatu) =  Sensitive body
6. Visible Object element (Bupa dhatu) =  Visible object
7. Sound element (Sadda dhatu) =  Sound
8. Odour element (Candba dhatu) =  Odour

t  Matter aggregate is classified under 1 aggregate, 11 bases and II elements. 
There are altogether 5 aggregates, 12 bases and 18 elements. Therefore, matter 
aggregate is unclassified under the remaining 4 aggregates, 1 base and 7 elements. 
This is to be applied to all the other cases.

* Nibbana is not classified as an aggregate according to the Pali Text. “  Aaafikba-
taih khandbatotbapetva.”  This is signified by an asterisk in all the Aggregate
columns.
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A. B. E.

9. Taifte element (Kasa dhatu) =  Taste
10. Tangible object element (Photthabba dhatu) =  Tangible object
11. E y e  consciousness element (Cakkhuvifiaana dhatu) =  Eye cons. 2
12. E ar consciousness element (Sotavinnapa dhatu) =  Ear cons. 2
13. Nose .consciousness element (Ghanavianaoa dhatu) =  Nose

cons. 2
Tongue consciousness element (Jivhavihaana dhatu) =  Tongue 

cone. 2
Body consciousness element (Kayaviaaaija dhatu) =  Body 

cons. 2
16. Mind element (Mano dhatu) =  5-door advertence ; recipient 2
17. Mind consciousness element (Manoviahaoa dhatu) =  Remaining-

consciousness 76
18. Cognizable element (Dhamma dhatu) =  52 mental factors,

16 subtle matter and Nibbana

14.

15.

Four Truths (Cattari saccani)

1. Suffering truth (Dukkba eaccam) =  Mundane consciousness 81,
greedless mental factors 52 excluding greed (i.e. 52 — 1 =  51), 
matter 28

2. Origin truth (Samudaya saccaih) =  Greed mental factor
3. Cessation truth (Nirodha saccam) =  Nibbana
4. Path truth (Magga sAccam) =  8 path factors present at 4 Path

consciousness namely: Right view, Right thought, Right 
speech, Right action. Right livelihood. Right endeavour, Right 
mindfulness. Right concentration

12
1

—  1

18
1
1

Twenty-two Faculties (Bavisatindriyani) ^

1. Eye faculty (Cakkhundriyaih) =  Sensitive eye 1 1 1
2. Ear faculty (Sotindriyam) =  Sensitive ear 1 1 1
3. Nose faculty (Ghanindriyath) =  Sensitive nose 1 1 1
4. Tongue faculty (Jivhindriyam) =  Sensitive tongue 1 1 1
5. Body faculty (Kayindriyam) =  Sensitive body 1 1 1
6. Female faculty (Itthindriyaib) =  femininity 1 1 1
7. Male faculty (Purisindriyaifa) =  masculinity 1 1 1
8. Life faculty (Jivitindriyam) =  Physical and *Psychical life 2 1 1
9. Mind faculty (Manindriyarti) =  89 consciousness 1 1 7

10. Bodily pleasure faculty (Sukhindriyam) =  Feeling mental factor
present at bodily pleasure consciousness 1 1 1

11. Bodily pain faculty (Dukkhindriyam) =  Feeling mental factor
present at bodily pain consciousness 1 1 1

12. Mental joy faculty (Somanassindriyam) =  Feeling mental factor
present at 62 mental joy oonsoiousness 1 1 1

13. Grief faculty (Domanassiudriyam) =  Feeling mental factor
present at two hate-rooted consciousness 1 1 1

14. Indifference faculty (Upekkhindriyaifa) =  Feeling mental factor
present at 55 indifference consciousness 1 1 1

* Psychical life, the mental factor of life faculty, comes imder the mental 
formation aggregate.
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15. Faith faculty (Saddhindriyam) =  Faith mental factor present
at 59 beautiful consciousness

16. Energy faculty (Viriyindriyam) =  Energy mental factor present
at 89 consciousness excluding 2 x 5  consciousness 10, mind 
element 3, investigation consciousness 3 (i.e. 89 — 16 =  73)

17. Mindfulness faculty (Satindriyaih) =  Mindfulness mental factor
present at 59 beautiful consciousness

18. Concentration faculty (Samadhindriyaih) =  Oiie-pointedness
mental factor present at 89 consciousness excluding doubt 
consciousness 1, 2 x 5 consciousness 10, mind element 3, 
investigation consciousness 3 (i.e. 89 — 17 =  72)

19. Wisdom faculty (Pannindriyam) =  Wisdom mental factor
present at 39 mundane three-rooted consciousness

20. I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculty (Anannatanassamit-
indriyarii) =  Wisdom mental factor present at stream winning 
Path (i.e. first Path)

21. Higher realization faculty (Annindriyaih) =  Wisdom mental
factor present at three Higher Paths and three Lower Fruitions

22. He-who-has-known faculty (Annatavindriyam) =  Wisdom
mental factor present at Arahatta Fruition

Dependent Origination (Paticcasamuppada)
Factors 12, Kinds 17 (Anga 12, Bheda 17)

1. Ignorance (Avijja) =  Delusion mental factor present at 12 un
wholesome consciousness

2. Conditioned by ignorance are the formations (Avijjapaoeaya sah-
khara) =  Volition mental factor present at 12 unwholesome 
consciousness and 17 mundane wholesome consciousness

3. Conditioned by formation is consciousness (Sankharapaccaya
vifinapaiii) =  89 consciousness

4. Conditioned by consciousness is mentality-materiality (Vinnana-
paccaya nama-rupam) =  Mental factors 52, matter 28

5. Conditioned by mentality-materiality are 6 bases (Nama-rupa-
paccaya sa]ayatanaih) =  89 consciousness and 5 sensitive 
organs

6. Conditioned by 6 bases is contact (Sajayatana-paccaya phasso)
=  Contact mental factor present at 89 consciousness

7. Conditioned by contact is feeling (Phassa-paccaya vedana)
=  Feeling mental factor present at 89 consciousness

8. Conditioned by feeling is craving (Vedana-paccaya tapha)
=  Greed mental factor present at 8 greed-rooted oonsoioustioss

9. Conditioned by craving is oUnging (Tapha-paccaya upadanam)
=  Greed mental factor present at 8 greed-rooted consciousness 
and wrong-view mental factor present at 4 consciousness 
associated with wrong-view 

dO. Kamma becoming (Kamma bhavo) =  Volition mental factor 
present at 12 unwholesome and 17 mundane wholesome con
sciousness

Bebirth becoming 9 (Upapatti bhava 9)
Rebirth becoming (Upapatti bhavo) =  Mundane resultants 32, 

mental factors 35, kamma-produced matter 20 5

A . B. B.

12

17
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(а) Sensuous becoming (Kama bhavo) =  Sensuous resultants 23,

mental factors 38, excluding 3 abstinences and two illimitables
(i.e. 38 — 5 =  33), kamma-produced matter 20 6 11 17

(б) Fine-material becoming (Bupa bhavo) =  Fine-material resultant
5, eye consciousness 2, ear consciousness 2, reception con
sciousness 2, investigation oonsciousness 3, mental factors 35, 
kamma-produced matter 20 excluding femininity, masculinity, 
nose, tongue and body (i.e. 20 — 5 =  15) 6 6 8

(c) Immaterial becoming (Arupa bhavo) =  Immaterial resultant 4,
mental factors 30 4 2 2

(d) Percepted becoming (Safifia bhavo) =  Mundane resultant 32
excluding neither perception nor non-perception resultant 1 
(i.e. 32 — 1 =  31), mental factors 35, kamma-produced 
matter 20 5 11 17

(e) Non-percepted becoming (Asanfla bhavo) =  Ninefold vitality-
group matter 1 2  2

( / )  Neither perception nor non-perception becoming (Nevasaflfia na 
sanfia bhavo) =  Neither perception nor non-perception 
resultant 1, mental factors 30 4 2 2

(g) One-aggregate becoming (Ekavokara bhavo) =  Same as non-
percepted becoming 1 2  2

(ft) Fonr-aggregate becoming (Catuvokara bhavo) =  Same as im
material becoming 4 2 2

(i) Five-aggregate becoming (Paficavokara bhavo) =  Sensuous 
resultant 23, fine-material resultant 6, mental factors 36, 
kamma-produced matter 20 6 11

11. Birth (Jati) =  The arising of 18 produced matter is the birth of
matter, the arising of 4 mental aggregates is the birth of 
mentality 2

12. Ageing (Jara) =  The oldness of 18 produced matter is the ageing
of matter, the oldness of 4 mental aggregates is the ageing of 
mentality 2

(12) Death (Maranam) =  The exhaustion of 18 produced matter is the 
death of matter, the exhaustion of 4 mental aggregates is the 
death of mentality 2

„  Sorrow (Soko) =  Grevious feeling present at 2 hate-rooted oon
sciousness 1

„  Lamentation (Paridevo) =  Audible object bom of perverted
mind 1

„  Suffering (Dukkhaih) =  Feeling present at body-oonsciousness
associated with suffering 1

„  Grief (Domanassaib) =  Grevious feeling present at 2 hate-rooted
odnsciousness 1

„  Despair (Upayajso) =  Hate mental factor present at 2 hate-rooted
consciousness 1

The Applications of Mindfulness and Others 9 (Satipatthanadi 9)

The 4 applications of mindfulness (Cattaro satipatthana) =  Milid- 
fulness mental factor present at 8 supramnndane consciousness 1 

The 4 great efforts (Cattaro sammappadhana) =  Energy mental 
factor present at 8 Supramnndane consciousness 1
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The 4 roads to psychic power (Cattaro iddhipada) =  Intention, 

energy, consciousness and wisdom mental factors present at 
8 supramundane consciousness 2 - 2  2

The 4 trances or Jhana (Cattari Jhanani) =  Applied-thought, 
sustained-thought, rapture, bliss and one-pointedness of mind 2 1 1

The 4 illimitable states (Cattassoappamanfiayo) =  Mental factors 
of loving-kindness, compassion, sympathy which are present at 
first, second, third and fourth fine-material Jhanas and in
difference mental factor present at fifth Jhana 1 1 1

The 5 facidties (paficindriyani) =  Faith, energy, mindfulness, 
one-pointedness and wisdom mental factors present at 8 supra- 
mimdane consoiousness 1 1 1

The 6 strengths (Paficabalani) =  Faith, energy, mindfulness, one- 
pointedness and wisdom mental factors present at 8 supra
mundane consciousness 1 1 1

The 7 factors of Enlightenment (Satta bojjhanga) =  Mindfulness, 
wisdom, energy, rapture, tranquility (of mental factors and of 
consciousness), one-pointedness and equanimity mental factors 
present at 8 supramundane consciousness 1 1 1

■ The Noble Eightfold Path (Ariyo Atthahgiko Maggo) =  Wisdom, 
applied-thought, the 3 abstinences, energy, mindfulness, and 
one-pointedness mental factors present at 4 Path-consciousness 1 1 1

Contact Group 7

1. Contact (Phasso) =  Contact mental factor present at 89 con
sciousness 1 1 1

2. Feeling (Vedana) - Feeling mental factor present at 89 oon-
sciousness 1 1 1

3. Perception (Saniia) =  Perception mental factor present at 89
consoiousness 1 1 1

4. Volition (Cetana) =  'Volition mental factor present at 89 con
sciousness 1 1 1

5. Consciousness (Cittaih) =  89 Consoiousness 1 1 7
6. Decision (Adhimokkho) — Decision mental factor present at

89 consoiousness excluding 2 x 6  consciousness 10 and doubt- 
accompanied consciousness (i.e. 89 — 11 =  78) 1 1 1

7. Attention (Manasikaro) =  Attention mental factor present at 89
consoiousness 1 1 1

E x t e r n a l  T a b l e s  (BAh ib a  MAt ik a )

I. Tripleta 22 (Tika 22)

1. (i) Wholesome states (Kusala dhamma) =  'Wholesome con
sciousness 21, mental factors 38 4 2 2

(ii) Unwholesome states (Akusala dhamma) =  Unwholesome
consciousness 12, mental factors 27 4 2 2

(iii) *Indeterminate states (Abyakata Dhamma) =  Restdtant
consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental
iaotors 38, matter 20 and Nibbana *6 12 18

* This means neither wholesome nor unwholesome.
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2. (i) States associated with pleasant feeling (Sukhaya vedanaya-

sampayutta dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by 
pleasure 63, mental factors 52 excluding feeling, hate, 
envy, stinginess, worry and doubt (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 3

(ii) States associated with painful feeling (Dukkhaya vedanaya- 
sampayutta dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by 
pain 3, mental factors 27 excluding feeling, rapture, greed, 
wrong-view, conceit and doubt (i.e. 27 — 6 =  21) 3  2 3

(iii) States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant (Adukkhamasukhaya vedanaya sampayutta 
dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by indifference 
65, mental factors 62 excluding feeling, rapture, hate, 
envy, worry and stinginess (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 7

3. (i) Resultant states (Vipaka dhamma) =  Resultant conscious
ness 36, mental factors 38 4 2 8

(ii) States producing resultant states (Vipaka dhamma dhamma)
=  Unwholesome consciousness 12, wholesome conscious
ness 21, mental factors 52 4 2 2

(iii) States which are neither resultant nor producing resultant
states (Nevavipaka navipaka dhamma dhamma) =  In
operative consciousness 20, mental factors 35, matter 28,
Nibbana *5 12 13

4. (i) States which are acquired by clinging and favourable to
clinging (Upadiimupadaniya dhamma) =  Mundane re
sultant consciousness 32, mental factors 35, kamma- 
produced matter 20 6 11 17

(ii) States which are not acquired by clinging but favourable to
clinging (Anupadinnupadaniya dhamma) =  Unwhole
some consciousness 12, mundane wholesome conscio^hiess 
17, inoperative consciousness 20, mental factors 52, mind- 
produced matter 17, temperature-produced matter 15, 
nutriment-produced matter 14 6 7 8

(iii) States which are not acquired by clinging and not favourable
to clinging (Anupadinna anupadaniya dhamma) =  Supra
mundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36, Nibbana *4 2 2

5. (i) Corrupt and corrupting states (Saihkilittha saihkilesika
dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12, mental
factors 27 4 2 2

(ii) Not corrupt but corrupting states (Asamkilittha saihkilesika
dhamma) =  Mundane wholesome consciousness 17, mun
dane resultant 32, inoperative consciousness 20, mental 
factors 38, matter 28 5 12 18

(iii) Not Corrupt and not corrupting states (Asaihkilittlu^
saihkilesika dhamma) =  Supramundane oonsoiousness 8,
mental factors 36, Nibbana *4 2 2

6. (i) States with applied-thought and sustained-thought (Savit-
takka savicara dhamma) =  Consciousness with applied- 
thought and sustained-thought 56, mental factors 52 
excluding applied-thought and sustained-thought (i.e.
52 -  2 =  60) 4 2 3

(ii) States without applied-thought but with sustained-thought 
(Avitakka vicaramatta dhamma) =  Second Jhana con-
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sciousness 11, mental factors 38 excluding applied-thought 
and sustained-thought (i.e. 38 — 2 =  36), 55 applied- 
thought mental factors present at 55 applied and sustained- 
thought consciousness 4 2 2

(iii) States without applied-thought and sustained-thought 
(Avitaklca avicara dhamma) =  55 consciousness without 
applied-thought and without sustained-thought, mental 
factors 38 excluding applied-thought and sustained- 
thought (i.e. 38 — 2 =  36), 11 sustained-thought mental 
factors present at 11 consciousness of the Second Jhana, 
matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 17

7. (i) States accompanied by rapture (ITtisahagata dhamma)
■ Consciousness accompanied by rapture 51, mental 

factors 52 excluding rapture, hate, envy, stinginess, 
worry and doubt (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 4 2 2

(ii) States accompanied by pleasure (Sukhasahagata dhamma)
- Consciousness accompanied by pleasure 63, mental 

factors 52 excluding feeling, rapture, hate, envy, stingi
ness, worry and doubt (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 3

(iii) States accompanied by indifference (Upekkhasahagata 
dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by indifference 
65, mental factors 62 excluding feeling, rapture, hate, 
envy, worry and stinginess (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 7

8. (i) States eradicated by First Path (Dassanena pahatabba
dhamma) - Consciousness rooted in greed *8, con
sciousness rooted in hate 2, doubt consciousness 1, mental 
factors 27 4 2 2

(ii) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths (Bhavanaya pahatabba
dhamma) =  ‘  Consciousness dissociated from wrong- 
view 4, * consciousness rooted in hate 2, '  restlessness con
sciousness 1, mental factors 27 excluding wrong-view and 
doubt (i.e. 27 -  2 =  25) 4 2 2

(iii) States eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3
Paths (Nevadassanena na bhavanaya pahatabba dhamma)
=  Wholesome consciousness 21, resultant oonsciousness 
36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental factors 38, matter 
28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

9. (i) States together with roots eradicated by First Path (Das
sanena pahatabba hetuka dhammh) =< Consciousness 
rooted in greed 8, consciousness rooted in hate 2, doubt 
consciousness 1, mental factors 27 excluding delusion 
present at doubt consciousness 4 2 2

(ii) States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
(Bhavanaya pahatabba hetuka dhamma) =  Conscious-

.  * 4 cons, dissociated from wrong-view and 2 hate-rooted consciousness are 
not eradicated by First Path but these consciousness leading to the lower planes 
(Apftya) are annnlled (tanukara) by First Path.

1 and 2 attenuated by Second Path.
2 eradicated by Third Path.
1 and 3 eradicated by Fourth Path.
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neas dissociated from wrong-view 4, consciousness rooted 
in hate 2, restleseness consciousness 1, mental factors 27 
excluding wrong-view, doubt and only delusion present at 
restlessness consciousness (i.e. 27 — 2 =  25) 4 2 2

(iii) States together with roots eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths (Nevadaasanena na bhavanaya 
pahatabba hetuka dhamma) =  Wholesome consciousness 
21, resultant consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 
20, mental factors 38, delusion present at 2 roots of delusion, 
matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

10. (i) States leading to rebirth and death (Acayagamino dhamma)
=  Unwholesome consciousness 12, mundane wholesome 
consciousness 17, mental factors 52 4 2 2

(ii) States leading to Nibbana (Apacayagamino dhamma)
=  Path consciousness 4, mental factors 36 4 2 2

(iii) States leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana
(Nevacayagaminapacayagamino dhamma) =  Resultant 
consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental 
factors 38, matter 28, Nibbana *5 12 18

11. (i) States appertaining to Learners (Sekkha dhamma) =  8
Supramundane consciousness excluding Arahatta Fruition,
mental factors 36 4 2 2

(ii) States appertaining to Arahatta (Asekkha dhamma)
=  Arahatta Fruition consciousness 1, mental factors 36 4 2 2

(iii) States appertaining to neither Learners nor Arahatta
(Nevasekkha-na-sekkha dhamma) =  Mundane conscious
ness 81, mental factors 52, matter ̂  and Nibbana *5 12 18

12. (i) Limited states (Paritta dhamma) =  Sensuous consciousness
54, mental factors 52, matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) Lofty states (Mahaggata dhamma) =  Lofty consciousness
27, mental factors 35 4 2  2

(iii) Incomparable states (Appamapa dhamma) == Supramun
dane consciousness 8, mental factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

13. (i) States with limited objects (Paritarammapa dhamma)
=  Sensuous consciousness 64, supernormal powers 2,
mental factors 52 4 2 8

(ii) States with lofty objects (Mahaggatarammapa dhamma)
=  Unwholesome consoiousness 12, mind door advertence 
1, great wholesome consciousness 8, great inoperative con
sciousness 8, infinity of consciousness 3, neither perception 
nor non-perception consciousness 3, supernormal powers 2, 
mental factors 52 excluding abstinences 3, illimitables 2 
(i.e. 52 -  5 =  47) 4  2 2

(iii) States with incomparable objects (Appamaparammapa
dhamma) =  Mind-door advertence consciousness 1, great 
wholesome consciousness 4 associated with knowledge, 
great inoperative consciousness 4 associated with know
ledge, supernormal powers 2, supramundane conscious
ness 8, mental factors 38 excluding illimitables 2  (i.e.
38 -  2 =  36) 4  2 2

14. (i) Low states (H ^a dhamma) =  Unwholesome oonsciousness
12, mental factors 27 4 2  2
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(ii) Medium states (Majjhima dhamma) =  Mundane wholesome 

consciousness 17, mundane resultant consciousness 32, 
inoperative consciousness 20, mental factors 38, matter 28 5 12 18

(iii) Exalted states (Papita dhamma) =  Supramundane con
sciousness 8, mental factors 36, Nibbana *4 2 2

16. (i) States with fixed destiny due to wrong views (Micchattani-
yata dhamma) =  Seventh impulsion of wrong-view 
associated consciousness 4, seventh impulsion of 2 hate 
consciousness, mental factors 27 excluding conceit and 
doubt (i.e. 27 -  2 =  25) 4 2 2

(ii) States with fixed destiny due to right views (Sammatta-
niyata dhamma) =  Path consciousness 4, mental factors 
36 4 2  2

(iii) States with no fixed destiny (Aniyata dhamma) =  12 un
wholesome consciousness excepting 7th impulsions of
(i) above, mundane wholesome consciousness 17, resultant 
consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental 
factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *6 12 18

16. (i) .States with Path object (Maggarammapa dhamma) =  Mind-
door advertence consciousness 1, great wholesome con
sciousness associated with knowledge 4, great inoperative 
consciousness associated with knowledge 4, supernormal 
powers 2, mental factors 38 excluding abstinences 3, 
and illimitables 2 (i.e. 38 — 6 =  33) 4 2  2

(ii) States conditioned by the Path (Maggahetuka dhamma)
=  Path consciousness 4, mental factors 38 excluding 
2 illimitables (i.e. 38 — 2 =  36) 4 2 2

(iii) States dominated by the Path (Maggadhipatino dhamma)
=  Great wholesome consciousness associated with know
ledge 4, great inoperative consciousness associated with 
knowledge 4, Path consciousness 4, mental factors 38 ex
cluding illimitables 2 (i.e. 38 — 2 =  36) 4 2 2

17. (i) States arisen (Uppanna dhamma) =  Present consciousness
89, mental factors 62, matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) States not arisen (Anuppanna dhamma) =  Future unwhole
some consciousness 12, wholesome consciousness 21, in
operative consciousness 20, mental factors 62, mind- 
produced matter 17, temperature-produced matter 15, 
nutriment-produced matter 14 6 7 8

(iii) States bound to arise (Uppadino dhamma) =  Future
resultant consciousness 36, mental factors 38, kamma- 
produced matter 20 5 11 17

18. (i) Past states (Atita dhammii) =  Past consciousness 89,
mental factors 62, matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) Future states (Anagata dhamma) =  Future consciousness
.  89, mental factors 62, matter 28 5 12 18

(iii) Present states (Paocuppanna dhamma) =  Present con
sciousness 89, mental factors 62, matter 28 6 12 18

19. (i) States with past object (AtitarammaQa dhamma) — Mind-
door advertence consciousness 1, sensuous impulsions 29, 
registering consciousness 11, supernormal powers 2, 
infinity of consciousness 3, neither perception nor
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non-perception consciousness 3, mental factors 52 exclud
ing abstinences 3, and illimitables 2 (i.e. 52 — 5 =  47) 4 2 2

(ii) States with future object (Anagatarammana dhamma)
=  Mind-door advertence consciousness 1, sensuous impul
sions 29, registering consciousness 11, supernormal powers 
2, mental factors 52 excluding illimitabies 2 (i.e. 52 — 2 
=  50 4 2 2

(iii) States with present object (Paccuppannarammana dhamma)
=  2 X 5 consciousness 10, mind element 3, mind-door 
advertence consciousness 1, sensuous impulsions 29, 
registering consciousness 11, supernormal powers 2, mental 
factors 52 excluding illimitables 2 (i.e. 52 — 2 =  50) 4 2 8

20. (i) Internal states (Ajjhatta dhamma) =  Consciousness 89,
mental factors 62, matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) External states (Bahiddha dhamma) =  Consciousness 89,
mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *3 12 18

(iii) Internal and external states (Ajjhatta bahiddha dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52, matter 28 5 12 18

21. (i) States with internal object (Ajjhattarammaiia dhamma)
=  Sensuous consciousness 54, Supernormal powers 2, 
infinity of consciousness 3, neither perception nor non- 
perception consciousness 3, mental factors 52 excluding 
envy and illimitables 2 (i.e. 52 — 3 =  49) 4 2 8

(ii) States with external object (Bahiddharammapa dhamma)
=  Sensuous consciousness 54, supernormal powers 2, 
fine-material consciousness 15 excluding 2 supernormal 
powers, infinity of space 3, supramundane consciousness 8, 
mental factors 62 excluding stinginess (i.e. 52 — 1 =  51i) 4 2 8

(iii) States with internal and external object (Ajjhatta bahid-
dharammapa dhamma) =  Sensuous consciousness 54, 
supernormal powers 2, mental factors 52 excluding 
stinginess, envy and illimitables 2 (i.e. 52 — 4 =  48) 4 2 8

22. (i) States both visible and impinging (Sanidassana sappafigha
dhamma) =  Visible object 1 1 1

(ii) States invisible but impinging (Anidassanasappa(igba
dhamma) =  Gross matter 12 excluding visible object
(i.e. 12 -  1 =  11) 1 9  9

(iii) States not visible and not impinging (Anidassana-appatig-
ha dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52,
subtle matter 16 and Nibbana *5 2 8

II. Couplets 100 (Duka 100)

I. Root Clusters 6 (Hetu goccbakam 6)

(i) States which are roots (Hetu dhamma) =  6 states of roots
namely: greed, hate, delusion, non-greed, non-hate, 
non-delusion 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not roots (Nahetu dhamma) =  Conscious
ness 89, mental factors 62 excluding 6 roots, matter 28,
Nibbana *5 12 18
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2. (i) States which have associated roots (Sahetuka dhamma)

=  Consciousness which have associated roots 71, mental 
factors 52 excluding delusion from two delusion-rooted 
consciousness 4 2 2

(ii) States which have no roots (Ahetuka dhamma) =  Con
sciousness without roots 18, mental factors t l3  excluding 
intention, delusion present at 2 delusion-rooted conscious
ness, matter 28, Nibbana *5 12 18

3. (i) States which are associated with roots (Hctu sampayutta
dhamma) =  same as 2 (i) above 4 2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from roots (Hetu vippayutta
dhamma) =  same as 2 (ii) above *5 12 18

4. (i) States which are roots and also have associated roots
(Hetu ceva sa-hetuka ca dhamma) =  6 roots excluding 
delusion present at two delusion-rooted consciousness 1 1 1

(ii) States which have associated roots but are not roots (Sahe
tuka ceva na ca hetu dhamma) =  Consciousness which 
have associated roots 71, mental factors 52 excluding 
6 roots 4 2 2

6. (i) States which are roots and also associated with roots (Hetu
ceva hetu sampayutta dhamma) =  same as 4 (i) above 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with roots but are not roots 
(Hetu sampayutta ceva na ca hetu dhamma) ;= same as 
4 (ii) above 4 2 2

6. (i) States which are not roots but have associated roots (Nahetu
sahetuka dhamma) =  same as 4 (ii) above 4 2 2

(ii) States which are neither roots nor have associated roots
(Nahetu ahetuka dhamma) =  same as 2 (ii | above *5 12 18

II. Lesser Intermediate Couplets 7 (Cu|antara dukaih 7)

1. (i) States arising from 4 causes (Sappaccaya dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89, mental factors 52, matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States not arising from 4 causes (Appaccaya dhamma)
=  Nibbana —  1 1

2. (i) States conditioned by 4 causes (Sahkhata dhamma) =  same
as 1 (i) above 5 12 18

(ii) States not conditioned by 4 causes (A-sahkhata dhamma)
=r same as 1 (ii) above —  1 1

3. (i) States with visibility (Sa-nidassana dhamma) =  visible
object 1 1 1

(ii) States without visibility (A-nidassana dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89, mental factors 52, matter 28 excluding 
visible object (i.e. 28 — 1 =  27), and Nibbana *5 11 17

4. (i) States with impinging (Sappa^igha dhamma) =  Gross
matter 12 1 10 10

(ii) States without impinfpi^; (Appa(igha dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89, mental factors 52, subtle matter 16 and 
Nibbftna * 5 2 8

t  13 mental factors are 7 primary (Sabba oitta sadhararia) and 6 secondary 
(Pakippaka) mental factors.
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5. (i) States which have physical change (Rupino dhamma)
=  Matter 28 1 11 11

(ii) States which have no physical change (Arupino dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, m ental factors 52 and N ibbana *4 2 8

6. (i) States which are mundane (Lokiya dhamma) =  Mundane
consciousness 81, mental factors 52 and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are Supramundane (Lokuttara dhamma)
=  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36 and
Nibbana * 4 2 2

7. (i) States cognizable by any one of the eye-oonsoiousness, etc.
(Kenacivinneyya dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, mental 
factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *6 12 18

(ii) States not cognizable by any one of the eye-consciousness, 
etc. (Kenaci na vinneyya dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, 
mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

III. Canker Clusters 6 (Asava gocchakam 6)
1. (i) States which are cankers (Asava dhamma) =  Greed,

wrong-view and delusion 1 1 1
(ii) States which are not cankers. (No asava dhamma) =  Con

sciousness 89, mental factors 52 excluding 3 states of 
cankers (i.e. 52 — 3 =  49), matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of cankers (Sasava dhamma)
=  Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of cankers (A-nas,^a dhamma)
=  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental Sctors 36 and
Nibbana * 4 2 2

3. (i) States which are associated with cankers (Asavasampayutta
dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12, mental 
factors 27 excluding delusion present at 2 hate-rooted 
consciousness and 2 delusion-rooted consciousness 4 2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from cankers (Asava vippayutta 
dhamma) =  Wholesome consciousness 21, resultant 36, 
inoperative 20, mental factors 38, delusion present at 2 
hate-rooted consciousness and 2 delusion-rooted con
sciousness, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

4. (i) States which are both cankers and objects of cankers
(Asava ceva sasava ca dhamma) =  3 states of cankers 
namely : greed, wrong-view and delusion 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of cankers but not cankers (Sasava 
ceva no ca asava dhamma) =  Mundane consciousness 81, 
mental factors 62 excluding 3 states of cankers (i.e.
52 -  3 =  49) and matter 28 5 12 18

6. (i) States which are both cankers and associated with cankers
(Asava ceva asava sampayutta ca dhamma) =  3 cankers 
namely: greed, wrong-view and delusion present at 
8 greed-rooted consciousness 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with cankers but are not cankers 
(Asava sampayutta ceva no ca asava dhamma) =  Un
wholesome consciousness 12, mental factors 27 excluding 
3 cankers (i.e. 27 — 3 =  24) 4 2 2
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0. (i) States which are dissociated from cankers but are objects of

cankers (Asava vippayutta sasava dhamma) =  Mundane 
wholesome consciousness 17, mundane resultant 32, 
inoperative 20, mental factors 38, delusion present at 2 
hate-rooted and 2 delusion-rooted consciousness and 
matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) States which are dissociated from cankers and are not objects 
of cankers (Asava vippayutta aniisava dhamma) =  Supra
mundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 3

IV .t Fetter Clusters 6 (Samyojana goccbakam 6)

1. (i) States which are fetters (Samyojana dhamma) =  8 states
of fetters namely : greed, hate, conceit, wrong-view, 
doubt, envy, stinginess and delusion 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not fetters (No samyojana dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52 excluding 8 fetters
(i.e. 52 — 8 =  44), matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of fetters (Samyojaniya dhamma)
=  Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of fetters (A-s»myojaniya
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental
factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

3. (i) States which are associated with fetters (Samyojana sam-
payutta dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12, 
mental factors 27 excluding delusion present at rest
lessness-accompanied consciousness 4 2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from fetters (Samyojana
vippayutta dhamma) =  Wholesome oonsoiousness 21, 
resultant 36, inoperative 20, mental factors 38, delusion 
present at restlessness-accompanied consciousness, matter 
28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

4. (i) States which are both fetters and objects of fetters (Sam-
yojana ceva samyojaniya oa dhamma) =  8 states o f fetters 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of fetters but are not fetters 
(Samyojaniya ceva no ca samyojana dhamma) =  Mundane 
consciousness 81, mental factors 62 excluding 8 states of 
fetters (i.e. 62 — 8 =  44) and matter 28 5 12 18

6. (i) States which are both fetters and associated with fetters 
(Samyojana ceva samyojana sampayutta oa dhamma)
=  8 states of fetters excluding delusion present at rest
lessness-accompanied consciousness 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with fetters but are not fetters 
(Samyojana sampayutta ceva no oa samyojana dhamma)
- Unwholesome consciousness 12, mental factors 27 
excluding 8 states of fetters (i.e. 27 — 8 =  19) 4 2 2

6. (i) States which are dissociated from fetters but are objects of 
fetters (Samyojana vippayutta samyojaniya dhamma)
=  Mundane wholesome consciousness 17, mundane re-

t Only mentioned and not expanded.
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aultant 32, inoperative 20, mental factors 38, delusion 
present at restlessness-accompanied oonsoiousness and 
matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) States which are dissociated firom fetters and are not objects 
of fetters (Samyojana vippayutta a-samyojaniya dhamma)
— Supramundane oonsciouaness 8, mental factors 30 and
Nibbana * 4 2 2

V -t Tie Clusters 6 (Gantha gocchakaih 6)
1. (i) States which are ties (Ganth& dhamma) =  3 states of ties

namely: greed, hate and wrong-view 1 1 1
(ii) States which are not ties (No gantha dhamma) — Conscious

ness 89, mental factors 62 excluding 3 states of ties (i.e.
62 — 3 =  49), matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of ties (Ganthaniya dhamma)
=  Mimdane consciousness 81, mental factors 62 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of ties (A-ganthaniya dhamma)
=  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36
and Nibbana *4 2 2

3. (i) States which are associated with ties (Gantha sampayutta
dhamma) =  Greed-rooted oonsoiousness 8, hate-rooted 
consciousness 2, mental factors 27 excluding greed present 
at 4 consciousness dissociated from wrong-view, hate 
present at 2 hate-rooted consciousness and doubt (i.e.
27 -  2 =  25) 4 2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from ties (Gantha vippayhtta
dhamm&) == Delusion-rooted consciousness 2, wholesome 
consciousness 21, resultant 36, inoperative 20, mental 
factors 52 excluding greed, wrong-view, conceit, hate, 
envy, stinginess, worry, sloth, torpor (i.e. 52 — 9 =  43), 
greed present at 4 consciousness dissociated from wrong- 
view, hate present at 2 hate-rooted consciousness, matter
28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

4. (i) States which are both ties and objects of ties (Gantha ceva
ganthaniya oa dhamma) =  3 states of ties 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of ties but are not ties (Ganthaniya 
ceva no oa gantha dhamma) =  Mundane oonsoiousness 81, 
mental factors 52 excluding 3 states of ties (i.e. 62 — 3 
=  49) and matter 28 6 12 18

6. (i) States which are both ties and associated with ties (Gantha
ceva gantha sampayutta ca dhamma) — 2 states of ties 
nam ely: greed and wrong-view present at 4 consdousness 
associated with wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with ties but ate not ties 
(Gantha sampayutta ceva no oa gantha dhamma) =  Greed- 
rooted oonsoionsness 8, hate-rooted consciousness 2, 
mental factors 27 excluding 3 states of ties and doubt 
(i.e. 27 -  4 =  23) 4  2 2

6. (i) States Tdiioh are dissociated from ties but are objects of ties 
(Gantha vippayutta ganthaniya dhamma) =  Delusion- 
rooted consciousness 2, mundwe wholesome conscious- 

Not expanded in the Text.
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ness 17, mundane resultant 32, inoperative 20, mental 
factors 62 excluding greed, wrong-view, conceit, hate, 
envy, stinginess, worry, sloth and torpor (i.e. 62 — 9 =  43), 
greed pi-esent at 4 consciousness dissociated from wrong- 
view, hate present at 2 hate-rooted consciousness and 
matter 28 6 12 18

(ii) States which are dissociated from ties and are not objects of 
ties (Gantha vippayutta a-ganthaniya dhamma) =  Supra
mundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36 and Kibbana *4 2 2

V I.*  Flood Clusters 6 (Ogha gocchakam 6)

V II .*  Bond Clusters 6 (Yoga gocchakam 6)

V ll l .t  Hindrance Clusters 6 (Nivarapa gocchakam 6)

1. (i) States which are hindrances (Nivarapa dhamma) =  8 states
of hindrances namely : greed, hate, sloth, torpor, rest
lessness, worry, doubt and delusion 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not hindrances (No nivarapa dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, mental factors 62 excluding 8 states 
of hindrances (i.e. 62 — 8 =  44), matter 28 and Nibbana *6 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of hindrances (Nivarapiya dhamma)
=  Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 62 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of hindrances (A-nivarapiya 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental 
factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

3. (i) States which are associated with hindrances (Nivarapa
sampa3rutta dhamma) — Unwholesome consciousness 12, 
mental factors 27 4  2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from hindrances (Nivarapa 
vippayutta dhamma) =  Wholesome consciousness 21, 
resultant 36, inoperative 20, mental factors 38, matter 28,
Nibbana *6 12 18

4. (i) States which are both hindrances and objects of hindrances
(Nivarapa ceva nivarapiya ca dhamma) =  8 states of 
hindrances 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of hindrances but are not hindrances 
(Nivarapiya ceva no ca nivarapa dhamma) =  Mundane 
consciousness 81, mental factors 62 excluding 8 states of 
hindrances (i.e. 52 — 8 =  44) and matter 28 5 12 18

6. (i) States which are both hindrances and associated with
hindrances (Nivarapa ceva nivarapa sampa30itta ca 
dhamma) ^  8 states of hindrances 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with hindrances but are not 
hindrances (Nivarapa sampayutta ceva no ca nivarapa 
dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12, mental 
factors 27 excluding 8 states of hindrances (i.e. 27 — 8 
=  19) 4 2 2

• They are the same as Canker clusters.
f  Not expanded in the Text.
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6. (i) States which are dissociated from hindrances but are objects 

of hindrances (Nivaraija vippayutta nivaraqiiya dhamma)
=  Mundane wholesome consciousness 17, mundane 
resultant 32, inoperative 20, mental factors 38 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are dissociated from hindrances and are not 
objects of hindrances (Nivaraija vippayutta no nivarapiya 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental 
factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

IX . Misapprehension Clusters 5 (Paramasa gocchakaifa 5)

1. (i) States which are misapprehensions (Paramasa dhamma)
=  Misapprehension state which is wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not misapprehensions (No paramasa 
dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52 ex
cluding wrong-view (i.e. 52 — 1 =  51), matter 28 and 
Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of misapprehensions (Paramatfha
dhamma) =  Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 
and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of misapprehensions (A-para- 
maUha dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, men
tal factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2  2

3. (i) States which are associated with misapprehensions (P^ra-
masa sampayutta dhamma) =  Consciousness 4 accom
panied with wrong-view, mental factors 27 excluding 
wrong-view, conceit, hate, envy, stinginess, worry and 
doubt (i.e. 2 7 - 7  =  20) 4 2 2

(ii) States which are dissociated from misapprehensions (Para
masa vippayutta dhamma) =  Consciousness 4 dissociated 
from wrong-view, hate-rooted consciousness 2, delusion- 
rooted consciousness 2, wholesome consciousness 21, 
resultant consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, 
mental factors 52 excluding wrong-view (i.e. 52 — 1 =  51), 
matter 28 and Nibbana *6 12 18

4. (i) States which are both misapprehensions and objects of mis
apprehensions (Paramasa ceva paramat^ha oa dhamma)
=  Misapprehension state which is wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of misapprehensions but are not 
misapprehensions (Paramaftba ceva no ca paramasa 
dhamma) =  Mtmdane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 
excluding wrong-view (i.e. 62 — 1 =  51) and matter 28 6 12 18

6. (i) States which are dissociated frum misapprehensions but are
objects of misapprehensions (Paramasa vippayutta para- 
maftha dhamma) =  Consciousness 4 dissociated from 
wrong-view, hate-rooted consciousness 2, delusion-rooted 
consdousnesB 2, mundane wholesome consciouBness 17, 
mundane resultant consciousness 32, inoperative oon- 
soiousness 20, mental factors 62 excluding wrong-view 
(i.e. 62 — 1 = 6 1 )  and matter 28 6 12 18



A. B. E.
(ii) States which are dissociated from misapprehensions and are 

not objects of misapprehensions (Paramasa vippayutta 
a-paramattha dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 
8, mental factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

X . Greater Intermediate Couplets 14 (Mahantara dukam 14)

1. (i) States which have objects (Sarammapa dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89 and mental factors 62 4 2 8

(ii) States which have no objects (Anarammaea dhamma)
=  Matter 28 and Nibbana *1 11

2. (i) States which are consciousness (Citta dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89 1 1

(ii) States which are not consciousness (No citta dhamma)
=  Mental factors 62, matter 28 and Nibbana *4 11

3. (i) States which are mental factors (Cetasika dhamma)
=  Mental factors 62 3 1

(ii) States which are not mental factors (A-cetasika dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, matter 28 and Nibbana *2 12 18

4. (i) States which are associated with consciousness (Citta-
sampayutta dhamma) =  Mental factors 52 3 1

(ii) States which are dissociated from consciousness (Citta-
vippayutta dhamma) =  Matter 28 and Nibbana *1 11

5. (i) States which are conjoined with consciousness (Citta-
samsattha dhamma) =  same as 4 (i) above 3 1

(ii) States which are not conjoined with consciousness (Citta-
visaihsa^tha dhamma) =  same as 4 (ii) above *1 11

6. (i) States which are generated by consciousness (Citta-samut-
thana dhamma) =  Mental factors 62 and mind-produoed 
matter 17 4 6 6

(ii) States which are not generated by consciousness (No-citta- 
samutthana dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, kamma- 
produced matter 20, temperature-produced matter 16, 
nutriment-produced matter 14 and Nibbana *2 12 18

7. (i) States which arise together with consciousness (Citta-
sahabhuno dhamma) =  Mental factors 62, and intima
tions 2 4 1 1

(ii) States which do not arise together with consciousness (No- 
citta-sahabhuno dhamma) =  Consciousness 89, matter 28 
excluding 2 intimations (i.e. 28 — 2 =  26) and Nibbana *2 12 18

8. (i) States which arise successively with consciousness (Citta-
nuparivattino dhamma) =  same as 7 (i) above 4 1 1

(ii) States which do not arise successively with consciousness
(No-citta-nuparivattino dhamma) =  same as 7 (ii) above. *2 12 18

9. (i) States which are both conjoined with and are generated by
consciousness (Citta-samsat(ha-samu(thana dhamma)
=  same as 3 (i) above 3 1 1

(ii) States which are not conjoined with and are not generated by 
consciousness (No-citta-samsattba samutthana dhamma)
- same as 3 (ii) above *2 12 18

10. (i) States which are conjoined with, are generated by and arise 
together with consciousness (Citta-saiiisattha samu(thana 
sahabhuno dhamma) =  same as 9 (i) above 3 1 1
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(ii) States which are not conjoined with, are not generated by 
and do not arise together with consciousness (No-citta- 
sadisattha-samutthana-sahabhuno dhamma) — same as 
9 (ii) above

11. (i) States which are conjoined with, are generated by and arise
successively with consciousness (Citta-samsattha-samut- 
thana-nuparivattino dhamma) =  same as 9 (i) above 

(ii) States which are not conjoined with, are not generated by 
and do not arise successively with consciousness (No-citta- 
saihsaftha-samutthana-nuparivattino dhamma) =  same 
as 9 (ii) above

12. (i) States which are internal (Ajjbattika dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89, sensitive matter 5 

(ii) States which are external (Bahira dhamma) =  Mental 
factors 52, matter 28 excluding 5 sensitive matter (i.e. 
28 — 5 =  23) and Nibbana

13. (i) States which are derived (Upada dhamma) =  Derived
matter 24

(ii) States which are not derived (No-upada dhamma) =  Con
sciousness 89, mental factors 52, great primary matter 4 
and Nibbana

14. (i) States which are acquired by clinging (Upadinna dhamma)
=  Mundane resultant consciousness 32, mental factors 35 
and kamma-produced matter 20 

(ii) States which are not acquired by clinging (AnupMinna 
dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12, wholesome 
consciousness 21, inoperative consciousnese 20, Fruition 
consciousness 4, mental factors 52, mind-produced matter 
17, temperature-produced matter 15, nutriment-produced 
matter 14 and Nibbana

A. B. S.

*2 12 18

•2 12 18

2 6 12

»4 6 6

1 10 10

*5 3 9

5 11 17

*5

X I. f  Clinging Clusters 6 (Upadana gocchakaih 6)

1. (i) States which are clinging (Upadana dhamma) == Clinging
states namely : greed and wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not clinging (No-upadana dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52 excluding 2
clinging states (i.e. 62 — 2 =  50), matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (j) States which are objects of clinging (Upadaniya dhamma)
- Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 62 and 
matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of clinging (Anupadaniya 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental 
factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

3. (i) States which are associated with clinging (Upadana-sam-
payutta dhamma) =  Greed-rooted consciousness 8, mental 
factors 27 excluding greed present at 4 consciousness 
dissociated from wrong-view, hate, envy, stinginess, 
worry and doubt (i.e. 27 — 5 =  22) 4 2 2

I It is only mentioned but not expanded.
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(ii) States which are dissociated from clinging (Upadana-vippa

yutta dhamma) =  Hate-rooted consciousness 2, delusion- 
rooted consciousness 2, wholesome consciousness 21, 
resultant consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, 
mental factors 52 excluding greed, wrong-view and conceit 
(i.e. 52 — 3 =  49), greed present at 4 consciousness dis
sociated from wrong-view, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

4. (i) States which are both clinging and objects of clinging
(Upadana ceva upadaniya ca dhamma) =  Clinging states 
namely : greed and wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are objects of clinging but are not clinging 
(Upadaniya ceva no ca upadana dhamma) =  Mundane 
consciousness 81, mental factors 52 excluding 2 states of 
clinging (i.e. 52 — 2 =  50) and matter 28 5 12 18

5. (i) States which are both clinging and associated with clinging
(Upadana ceva upadana sampayutta oa dhamma) =  2 
states of clinging present at 4 consciousness accompanied 
with wrong-view 1 1 1

(ii) States which are associated with clinging but are not clinging 
(Upadana sampayutta ceva no ca upadana dhamma)
=  Greed-rooted consciousness 8, mental factors 22 ex
cluding two states of clinging (i.e. 22 — 2 =  20) 4 2 2

6. (i) States which are dissociated from clinging but are objects of
clinging (Upadana-vippayutta upadaniya dhamma)
=  Hate-rooted consciousness 2, delusion-rooted con
sciousness 2, mundane wholesome consciousness 17, 
mundane resultant consciousness 32, inoperative con
sciousness 20, mental factors 52 excluding greed, wrong- 
view and conceit (i.e. 52 — 3 =  49), greed present at 4 
consciousness dissociated from wrong-view and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are dissociated from clinging and are not 
objects of clinging (Upadana-vippayutta anupadaniya 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental fac
tors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2
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X II. Corruption Clusters 8 (Kilesa goccbakam 8)

1. (i) States which are corruptions (Kilesa dhamma) =  Ten states
of corruption namely : greed, hate, delusion, conceit, 
wrong-view, doubt, sloth, restlessness, shamelessness and 
fearlessness 1 1 1

(ii) States which are not corruptions (No-kilesa dhamma)
=  Consciousness 89, mental factors 52 excluding 10
states of corruptions (i.e. 52 — 10 =  42), matter 28 and 
Nibbana *5 12 18

2. (i) States which are objects of corruptions (Samkilesika
dhamma) =  Mundane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 
and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not objects of corruptions (A-saihkilesika 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental fac
tors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2
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3. (i) States which are corrupt (Samkilittts dhamma) =  Un
wholesome consciousness 12, mental factors 27 

(ii) States which are not corrupt (A-samkilittha dhamma) 
=  Wholesome consciousness 21, resultant consciousness 
36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental factors 38, matter 
28 and Nibbana

4. (i) States which are associated with corruptions (Kilesa-sara-
payutta dhamma) =  Same as 3 (i) above 

(ii) States which ai-e dissociated from corruptions (Kilesa- 
vippayutta dhamma) =  Same as 3 (ii) above

5. (i) States which are both corruptions and objects of corruptions
(Kilesa ceva samkilesika ca dhamma) =  10 states of 
corruptions

(ii) States which are objects of corruptions but are not corrup
tions (Samkilesika ceva no ca kilesa dhamma) =  Mun
dane consciousness 81, mental ihctors 52 excluding 10 
states of corruptions (i.e. 52 — 10 =  42), matter 28

6. (i) States which are both corruptions and corrupt (Kilesa ceva
samkilittha ca dhamma) =  Ten states of corruptions 

(ii) States which are corrupt but are not corruptions (Samki
littha ceva no ca kilesa dhamma) =  Unwholesome con
sciousness 12, mental factors 27 excluding 10 states of 
corruptions (i.e. 27 — 10 =  17)

7. (i) States which are both corruptions and associated with
corruptions (Kilesa ceva kilesa-sampayutta ca dhamma) 
=  Same as 6 (i) above 

(ii) States which are associated with corruptions but are not 
corruptions (Kilesa-sampayutta ceva no ca kilesa 
dhamma) =  Same as 6 (ii) above

8. (i) States which arc dissociated from corruptions but are objects
of corruptions (Kilesa-vippayutta samkilesika dhamnla) 
=  Mundane wholesome consciousness 17, mundane re
sultant consciousness 32, inoperative consciousness 20, 
mental factors 38 and matter 28 

(ii) States which are dissociated from corruptions and are not 
objecta of corruptions (Kilesa-vippayutta a-samkilcsika 
dhamma) =  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental 
factors 36 and Nibbana

X III. Last Couplets 18 (Pitthi dukam 18)
1. (i) States eradicated by First Path (Dassancna-pahatabba

dhamma) =  fGieed-rooted consciousness 8, hate-rooted 
consciousness 2, doubt consciousness 1 and mental 
factors 27

(ii) States not eradicated by First Path (Na-dassanena-paha- 
tabba dhamma) =  4 consciousness dissociated from wrong- 
view and 2 hate-rooted consciousness which do not lead to 
lower planes, restlessness consciousness 1, wholesome con
sciousness 21, resultant consciousness 36, inoperative 
consciousness 20, mental factors 52 excluding wrong-view, 
doubt (i.e. 52 — 2 =  50), matter 28 and Nibbana

I  R efer to trip let 8 (i).

A. B. E. 

4 2 2

»5 12 18

4 2 2

*5 12 18

1 1 1

5 12 18 

1 1 1

4 2 2

1 1 1

4 2 2

5 12 18 

*4 2 2

4 2 2

*5 12 18



A. B. E.
2. (i) States eradicated by Higher Three Paths (Bhavanaya-

pahatabba dhamma) =  * 4 consoiouaneas diaaociated from 
wrong-view, * hate-rooted conaciousneaa 2, ’  reatleaaneaa 
consciouaneaa 1, mental factora 27 excluding wrong-view 
and doubt (i.e. 27 — 2 =  25) 4 2 2

(ii) Statea not eradicated by Higher Three Patha (Na-bhava- 
naya-pahatabba dhamma) =  4 consciouaneaa dissociated 
from wrong-view and 2 hate-rooted consciouaneaa which 
lead to the lower planes, 4 consciousness accompanied by 
wrong-view, doubt conaeiousness 1, wholesome con
sciousness 21, resultant consciousness 36, inoperative con
sciousness 20, mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

3. (i) States together with roots eradicated by First Path (Das-
sanena-pahatabba hetuka dhamma) =  f  Greed-rooted con
sciousness 8, hate-rooted consciousness 2, doubt con
sciousness 1, mental factors 27 excluding delusion present 
at doubt consciousness 4 2 2

(ii) States together with roots not eradicated by First Path (Na- 
dassanena-pahtttabba hetuka dhamma) =  4 consciousness 
dissociated from wrong-view and 2 hate-rooted conscious
ness which do not lead to the lower planes, restlessness 
consciousness 1, wholesome consciousness 21, resultant 
consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental 
factors 52 excluding wrong-view and doubt (i.e. 6 2 — 2 
=  50), delusion present at doubt consciousness, matter 
28 and Nibbana *5 13 18

4. (i) Statea together with roots eradicated by Higher Three Paths
(B havan aya-p ah atabba hetuka dhammfl) Sam e as 
trip let 9 (ii) 4 2 2

(ii) S tates together w ith  roots not eradicated b y H igher 'I'hree 
P ath s (N a-bhavanaya-pabatabba hetuka dham m a) 4 
consciousness dissociated from w rong-view  and 2 hate- 
rooted consciousness w hich do not lead to  the low er 
planes, 4 consciousness accom panied w ith  wTong-view, 
d ou bt consciousness 1 , wholesome consciousness 2 1 , 
resultant consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, 
m ental factors 52, delusion present a t  restlessness con
sciousness, m atter 28 and N ibbana *5 12 18

5. (i) S tates w ith  applied-thought (Sa-vitakka dham m a) =  Con
sciousness present with applied-thought 55, mental 
factors 52 excluding applied thought (i.e. 52 — 1 =  51) 4 2 3

(ii) States without applied-thought (A-vitakka dhamma) =  Con
sciousness without applied-thought 66, mental factors 38 
excluding applied-thought (i.e. 38 — 1 =  37), 55 applied- 
thoughts present at applied thought consciousness 55, 
matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 17

6. (i) Statea with sustained-thought (Sa-vicara dhamma) =  Con
sciousness present with sustained-thought 66, mental
factors 52 excluding sustained-thought (i.e. 5 2 — I = 5 1 ) 4 2 3

Refer to triplet 8 (ii).
■f R efer to  trip let 8 (i).
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A. B. E.
(ii) States without sustained-thought (A-vicara dhamma)

=  Consciousness without sustained thought 55, mental 
factors 38 excluding applied-thought and sustained- 
thought (i.e. 38 — 2 =  36), 66 sustained-thoughts present 
at sustained-thought consciousness 66, matter 28 and 
Nihbana *5 12 17

7. (i) States with rapture (Sappitika dhamma) =  Consciousness
present with rapture 51, mental factors 52 excluding 
rapture, hate, envy, stinginess, worry and doubt (i.e.
52 -  6 =  46) 4 2 2

(ii) States without rapture (A-ppitika dhamma) =  Conscious
ness without rapture 70, mental factors 52 excluding 
rapture, 51 raptures present at rapture accompanied con
sciousness 51, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

8. (i) States which are accompanied by rapture (Piti-sahagata
dhamma) =  Same as 7 (i) above* 4 2 2

(ii) States which are not accompanied by rapture (Na-piti-saha-
gata dhamma) =  Same as 7 (ii) above *5 12 18

9. (i)*States which are accompanied by pleasure (Sukha-sahagata
dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by pleasure 63, 
mental factors 52 excluding feeling, hate, envy, stinginess, 
worry, and doubt (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 3

(ii) States which are not accompanied by pleasure (Na-sukha- 
sahagata dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by 
pain 3, consciousness accompanied by indifference 55, 
mental factors 52 excluding rapture, pleasurable feeling 
present at pleasure accompanied consciousness 63, matter 
28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

10. (i) States which are accompanied by indifference (Upekkha-
sahagata dhamma) =  Consciousness accompanied by in
difference 55, mental factors 52 excluding feeling, rapture, 
hate, envy, stinginess and worry (i.e. 52 — 6 =  46) 3 2 7

(ii) States which are not accompanied by indifference (Na- 
upekkha-sahagata dhamma) =  Consciousness accom
panied by pleasure 63, consciousness accompanied by pain 
3, mental factors 52 excluding doubt, 55 indifferent feeling 
present at 55 consciousness accompanied by indifference, 
matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 13

11. (i) States which belong to the sensuous plane (Kamavacara
dhamma) =  Sensuous consciousness 54, mental factors 52 
and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which do not belong to the sensuous plane (Na-kama- 
vacara dhamma) =  Lofty consciousness 27, Supramun
dane consciousness 8, mental factors 38 and Nibbana *4 2 2

12. (i) States which belong to the fine-material plane (Rupavacara
dhamma) =  Fine-material consciousness 15, mental 
factors 35 4 2 2

(ii) States which do not belong to the fine-material plane (Na- 
rupavacara dhamma) =  Sensuous consciousness 54, im
material consciousness 12, Supramundane consciousness 8, 
mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18



A. B. E.
13. (i) States which belong to the immaterial plane (A-rupavaoara

dbamm§) =  Immaterial consciousness 12, mental factors 
30 4 2 2

(ii) States which do not belong to the immaterial plane (Na-a- 
rupavacara dhamma) =  Sensuous consciousness 54, fine- 
material consciousness 15, Supramundane consciousness 8, 
mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana *5 12 18

14. (i) States which are included in the round of existences (Pari-
yapanna dhamma) =  Mundane consciousness 81, mental 
factors 52 and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not included in the round of existences 
(A-pariyapanna dhamma) =  Supramundane conscious
ness 8, mental factors 36 and Nibbana *4 2 2

15. (i) States which lead out from the round of existences (Niyya-
nika dhamma) =  4 Path consciousness, mental factors 36 4 2 2

(ii) States which do not lead out from the round of existences 
(A-niyyanika dhamma) — Mundane consciousness 81,
Fruition consciousness 4, mental factors 52, matter 28
and Nibbana *5 12 18

16. (i) States which have fixed destiny yielded after decease or after
their own occurrence (Niyata dhamma) =  7th impulsion 
of wrong-view associated consciousness 4, 7th impulsion of 
hate-rooted consciousness 2, mental factors 27 excluding 
conceit, doubt (i.e. 27 — 2 =  25), 4 Path consciousness, 
mental-factors 36 4 2 2

(ii) States which have not fixed destiny as above (A-niyata 
dhamma) =  Unwholesome consciousness 12 excluding 
7th impulsion from wrong-view associated consciousness 4 
and hate-rooted consciousness 2, mundane wholesome 17, 
resultant consciousness 36, inoperative consciousness 20, 
mental factors 52, matter 28 and Nibbana »5 12 18

17. (i) States which are with beyond (Sa-uttara dhamma) =  Mun
dane consciousness 81, mental factors 52 and matter 28 5 12 18

(ii) States which are not with beyond (Anuttara dhamma)
=  Supramundane consciousness 8, mental factors 36 and
Nibbana * 4 2 2

18. (i) States which are causes of lamentation (Sa-rana dhamma)
=  Unwholesome consciousness 12, mental factors 27 4 2 2

(ii) States which are not causes of lamentation (A-rapa dhamma)
=  Wholesome consciousness 21, resultant consciousness 
36, inoperative consciousness 20, mental factors 38, matter 
28 and Nibbana *5 12 18
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C h a p t e r  II

2. C l a s s i f i e d  a n d  U n c l a s s i f i e d  *

8  q u e s t io n s  a n d  a n s w e r s

171. Eye base is classified with these states . . . Tangible Object 
base is classified with these states; Eye element is classified with 
these states . . .  Tangible Object element is classified with these states 
under the same aggregate, but not classified under the same base 
and under the same element. Under how many aggregates, under 
how many bases and under how many elements are those states not 
classified ? They are not classified jinder 4 aggregates, under 2 bases 
and under 8 elements (20).
172. Eye consciousness element is classified with these states; 
Ear consciousness element; Nose consciousness elemeSt; Tongue 
consciousness element; Body consciousness element; Mind ele
ment ; Mind consciousness element is classified with these states 
imder the same aggregate and under the same base, hut not classified 
under the same element. . . . They are not classified under 4 aggre
gates, under 11 bases and under 12 elements (7).
173. Eye faculty is classified with these states; Ear faculty ; 
Nose faculty ; Tongue faculty ; Body faculty ; Female faculty ; 
Male faculty is classified with these states under the same aggregate, 
but not classified under the same base and under the same ele
ment. . . . They are not classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases 
and under 8 elements (7).
174. Non-percepted becoming is classified with these states ; One- 
aggregate becoming is classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, hut not classified under the same base and under the 
same element. . . . They are not classified under 4 aggregates, under 
3 bases and under 9 elements (2).
175. Lamentation is classified with these states; States both 
visible and impinging are classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, but not classified under the same base and under the 
same element. . . . They are not classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements (2).
176. States invisible but impinging are classified with these states 
under the same aggregate, but not classified under the same base

•  R efer to  the Charts for details o f the Chapters.



and under the same element. . . . They are not classified under 
4 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
177. States with visibility are classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, but not classified under the same base and 
under the same element. . . . They are not classified under 4 aggre
gates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements (1).
178. States with impinging are classified with these states ; States 
which are derived are classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, but not classified under the same base and under the 
same element. Under how many aggregates, imder how many bases 
and under how many elements are those states not classified ? They 
are not classified under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (2).

Mnemonic 

Ten bases, seventeen elements.
Seven faculties, non-percepted becoming, one-aggregate becoming. 
Lamentation, both visible and impinging,
Invisible but impinging, visibility, with impinging, derived states.

Classified and Unclassijied 55

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter I I

Subject Matter : 42 states form the subject matter o f this chapter. 
35 of these, each o f which is only a part o f matter aggregate, can 
be classified with the other parts o f matter aggregate (known as 
“  these states ”  in the text) under the same aggregate (matter 
aggregate) but not under the same base and under the same element. 
The remaining 7, each of which is a part o f consciousness aggregate, 
can be classified with the other parts o f consciousness aggregate 
(known as “  these states ”  in the text) under the same aggregate 
(consciousness aggregate) and under the same base (mind base) but 
not under the same element. All the remaining states o f enquiry 
o f the text are excluded because they comprise the whole o f 
materiality and mentality and cannot, therefore, be classified in 

•this manner. Out o f the 42 states 37 belong to the internal and 
5 to the external tables which give all the states o f enquiry o f the 
text.

Questions and Answers : The 42 states are dealt with in 8 sets of 
questions and answers as shown below, the states being grouped
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together in one set wherever the answers are the same with regard 
to the numbers o f aggregates, bases and elements :—

1. One group o f 10 bases and 10 elements, i.e. the 12 gross physical
states (171).*

2. One group of 7 consciousness elements (172).
3. One group o f 7 faculties (173).
4. One group o f 2 becomings (174).
5. One group o f 2, namely : lamentation ; states both visible and

impinging (175).
6. States invisible but impinging (176).
7. States with visibility (177).
8. States with impinging and spates which are derived (178).

“  These states ”  ; The states that are denoted as “  these states ” 
in the text can be found from the Chart. The rules for determining 
“  these states ”  for each set of question and answer are given 
below :—
1. When one o f the 12 gross physical states is the state o f enquiry, 
the remaining 27 physical states o f matter aggregate are taken as 
“  these states For instance, when the eye base * is dealt with, 
the remaining 27 physical states are taken as “  these states ” . Only 
then can the eye base be classified with the remaining 27 physical 
states under the same aggregate as all these physical states come 
under matter aggregate. But they cannot be classified under the 
same base and under the same element as the eye base comes under 
eye base and under eye element whereas the remaining 27 physical 
states come under other bases and under other elements. In the 
cases o f tangible object base and tangible object element, each of 
which consists o f the 3 primary physical states, earth, heat and wind, 
the remaining 25 physical states o f matter aggregate are taken as 
“  these states ” .
2. When one of the 7 consciousness elements, such as the eye 
consciousness element,* is the state of enquiry, the remaining 
6 consciousness elements are taken as “  these states Only then 
can eye consciousness element be classified with the remaining 
6 consciousness elements under the same aggregate and under the

* This refers to the number of the question in the text.
* For proper understanding refer to the analytical details and classifications of 

the particular state of enquiry given in the Internal and External Tables and the 
Chart of Chapter I. It is the same with all the other chapters.



same base as all these consciousness elements come under con
sciousness aggregate and under mind base. But they cannot be 
classified under the same element as eye consciousness element 
comes under eye consciousness element whereas the remaining 
6 consciousness elements come under other elements.
3. With eye faculty, nose faculty, etc., which are the same as eye 
base, nose base, etc., the remaining 27 physical states of matter 
aggregate are taken as “  these states ” . But in the cases o f female 
faculty and male faculty, which are subtle physical states, the 
12 gross physical states are taken as “  these states ” . Only then can 
each o f these faculties be classified with the 12 gross physical states 
under the same aggregate as all these physical states come under 
matter aggregate. But they cannot be classified under the same 
base and under the same element as the female and male faculties 
come under cognizable base and under cognizable element whereas 
the 12 gross physical states come under gross bases and gross 
elements.
4. With non-percepted becoming and one-aggregate becoming 
which are the same and include visible object base and cognizable 
base, the 11 gross physical states (visible object is excluded from 
the 12 gross physical states) are taken as “  these states ” . Only then 
can each of these becomings be classified with the 11 gross physical 
states under the same aggregate as all these physical states come 
under matter aggregate. But they cannot be classified under the 
same base and under the same element as the becomings come under 
visible object base and cognizable base and under visible object 
element and cognizable element whereas the 11 gross physical states 
come under other bases and under other elements.
5. Lamentation, which is audible object born of perverted mind, 
is the same as sound base. So the remaining 27 physical states of 
matter aggregate are taken as “  these states ” . States both visible 
and impinging is simply visible object which is the same as visible 
object base. So the remaining 27 physical states of matter aggregate 
are taken as “  these states ” .
6. States invisible but impinging consist of 11 gross physical states 
■(visible object is excluded from the 12 gross physical states). So 
visible object and the 16 subtle physical states are taken as “  these 
states ” . As all these physical states come under matter aggregate 
they can be classified under the same aggregate. But they cannot 
be classified under the same base and imder the same element as
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the states invisible but impinging come under 9 gross bases and 
under 9 gross elements whereas visible object and the 16 subtle 
physical states come under visible object base and cognizable base 
and under visible object element and cognizable element.
7. States with visibility is visible object which is the same as 
visible object base. So the remaining 27 physical states are taken 
as “  these states ” .
8. States with impinging are the 12 gross physical states. So the 
16 subtle physical states are taken as “  these states ” . As all these 
physical states come under matter aggregate, they can be classified 
under the same aggregate. But they cannot be classified under the 
same base and under the same element as the states with impinging 
come under gross bases and uniier gross elements whereas the 16 
subtle physical states come under cognizable base and under 
cognizable element.

States which are derived are the 24 physical states of matter 
aggregate. So the 3 primary physical states (water  ̂ is excluded) 
are taken as “  these states ” . As all these physical states come 
under matter aggregate, they can be classified under the same 
aggregate. But they cannot be classified under the same base and 
under the same element as the states which are derived come under 
other gross bases and under other gross elements whereas the 3 
primary physical states come under tangible object base and under 
tangible object element.

“  Those states ”  : “  Those states ”  are the same as the states that 
were taken as “  these states ” .

Unclassified : The aggregates, bases and elements under which 
each of the states taken as “  these states ”  are classified can be 
found from the classifications of the states of enquiry given in the 
Tables. The remainder are those aggregates, bases and elements 
under which “  those states ”  (which are the same as “ these states ” ) 
are not classified. For example, the 27 physical states taken as 
“  these states ”  in the first set o f question and answer are classified 
under 1 aggregate (matter aggregate), under 10 bases (9 gross bases * 
and cognizable base) and under 10 elements (9 gross elements *

 ̂ Water, which is one of the 4 primary states, is excluded because, unlike the 
other 3, it does not come under tangible object base and under tangible object 
element.

* Eye base and eye element are excluded from the 10 gross bases and 10 gross 
elements as eye base is not included in the 27 physical states.



and cognizable element). Hence “  those states ” , the same 27 
physical states, are not classified under the remaining 4 aggregates 
(feeling, perception, mental formation and consciousness aggregates), 
under the remaining 2 bases (eye base and mind base) and under the 
remaining 8 elements (eye element and 7 consciousness elements). 
This has to be similarly applied to aU “  those states ”  in the other 
questions and answers.

How to read the Chart: Take the eye base as an illustration.
Eye base is classified with these states (the remaining 27 physical 

states of matter aggregate) under the same aggregate (matter 
aggregate),.but not classified under the same base (eye base) and 
under the same element (eye element).

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states (the remaining 27 physical 
states o f matter aggregate) not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates (feeling, perception, mental formation and 
consciousness aggregates), under 2 bases (eye base and mind base) 
and under 8 elements (eye element and 7 consciousness elements).

Next comes the nose base * which is omitted in the text. Nose 
base is classified with these states (the remaining 27 physical states 
o f matter aggregate) under the same aggregate (matter aggregate) 
hut not classified under the same base (nose base) and under the 
same element (nose element).

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states (the remaining 27 physical 
states o f matter aggregate) not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates (feeling, perception, mental formation and 
consciousness aggregates), under 2 bases (nose base and mind base) 
and under 8 elements (nose element and 7 consciousness elements).

The other gross bases and gross elements are to be dealt with 
separately in a similar manner. In the case o f tangible object, 
which consists o f earth, heat and wind, the remaining 25 physical 
states of matter aggregate are taken as “  these states ” .

The kinds of “  those states ” (or “ these states ” ) : On examination

,  ’  Such states of enquiry which are omitted and those that are mentioned in each 
set of question and answer of all the chapters must be dealt with separately as 
shown above. This is not done in the text as it would become voluminous and 
besides, much time and vocal effort would be spent in recital. For the same reason 
only the first and last seta of questions and answers arc complete and serve as 
the model for each chapter. The others are abbreviated but retain the essential 
form of the method together with the answers, the questions being omitted.
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o f  the columns of “  those states ”  it is found that there are 8 kinds
o f “  those states The numbers o f the states o f enquiry which
give the same kind are shown in brackets along with the questions, 
the latter being grouped together for the same kind.

“ r/wwe States ”
(1) Remaining 27 physical states .

(2) Remaining 25 physical states .
(3) Remaining 6 consciousness elements .
(4) 12 gross physical states .
(5) U  gross physical states .
(6) Visible object +  16 subtle physical states
(7) 16 subtle physical states .
(8) Earth, heat, wind . . . .

Question Numbers
Number of 

States
171(18),173 (6), 
175(2), 177(1) 26

171 (2) 2
172 (7) 7
173 (2) 2
174 (2) 2
176(1) 1
178(1) 1
178(1) 1

Total 42

In the case o f the first 3 kinds, the figures are the same but not 
the states. For example if eye base is dealt with, 28 physical states 
excluding eye base, i.e. 27, are taken as “  those states ” . With nose 
base, 28 excluding nose base, i.e. 27, are taken.

The kinds of Answers ' : The table below the chart shows that 
there are 5 kinds of answers. The same answer is given with “  those 
states ”  which are in the same column as the table. The numbers of 
the states o f enquiry which give the same kind are shown in brackets 
along with the questions, the latter being grouped together for 
each kind.

Answers Question Numbers
Number of 
of States

(1) 4, 2, 8 178 (20), 173 (7),
175(2,, 177 (1) 30

(2) 4, 11, 12 . 172 (7) 7
(3) 4, 3, U 174 (2) 2
(4) 4, 10, 16 . n 6 ( l ) 1
(5 )4 ,1 1 ,1 7  . 178 (2) 2

Total 42

Though the numbers of aggregates, bases and elements are the 
same in each answer, the kinds are not always the same as is shown 
below the table.* This information is not provided in the text.

> Detailed explanations will not be given for the other charts to find the kinds 
of "  those states ”  and “ answers ” .

* The kinds of aggregates, bases and elements will not be given in the other 
charts but they can easily be found out.



C h a p t e r  III

3. U n c l a s s if ie d  a n d  C l a s s if ie d

12 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

179. Feeling aggregate is not classified with these states ; Percep
tion aggregate ; Mental formation aggregate ; Origin truth ; Path 
truth is not classified with these states under the same aggregate, 
but classified under the same base and under the same element.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (5).
180. . . . Cessation truth is not classified with these states under
the same aggregate, but classified under the same base and under 
the same element. . . . They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 1 base and under 1 element (1).
181. . . .  Life faculty is not classified with these states imder the
same aggregate, but classified under the same base and under the 
same element. . . . They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 2 aggregates, under 1 base and 
under 1 element (1).
182. Female faculty is not classified with these states; Male 
faculty ; Bodily pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental 
joy faculty ; Grief faculty ; Indifference faculty ; Faith faculty ; 
Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Concentration faculty ; Wis
dom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculty ; Higher 
realization faculty; He-who-has-known facu lty ; Ignorance ; 
Conditioned by ignorance, Formations; Conditioned by 6 bases. 
Contact; Conditioned by contact, Feeling ; Conditioned by feeling. 
Craving ; conditioned by craving, Clinging ; Kamma becoming is 
not classified with these states under the same aggregate, but 
classified under the same base and under the same element.. . .  They, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (22).

^183. Birth ; Ageing ; Death ; Jhana is not classified with these 
states under the same aggregate, but classified imder the same base 
and under the same element. . . . They, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification of aggregates, are classified under 2 aggregates, under 
1 base and under 1 element (4).
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184. Sorrow ; Suffering ; G rief; Despair ; Application o f mind
fulness ; Great effort; lUimitables ; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 
7 Factors of Enlightenment; Noble Eightfold Path ; Contact; 
Feeling; Perception; Volition; Decision ; Attention ; States 
which are roots; States which are roots and also have associated 
roots ; States which are roots and also associated with roots are not 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, but classified
under the same base and imder the same element They, excluding
Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified under
3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (20).
185. States not arising from 4 causes ; States not conditioned by
4 causes are not classified with these states under the same aggre
gate, but classified under the sdme base and under the same element. 
. . . They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 
1 element (2).
186. States which are cankers ; States which are both cankers 
and objects of cankers ; States which are both cankers and associated 
with cankers are not classified with these states imder the same 
aggregate, but classified under the same base and under the same 
element. . . . They, excluding Nibbana from the classification of 
aggregates, are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 
1 element (3).
187. Fetters . . . Ties . . . Floods . . . Bonds . . . Hindrances^ . . . 
States which are misapprehensions; States which are both mis
apprehensions and objects o f misapprehensions are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, but classified under 
the same base and under the same element. . . . They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified under 
3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (17).^
188. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with consciousness ; 
States which are conjoined with and are generated by conscious
ness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by and arise 
together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are 
generated by and arise successively with consciousness are not 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, but classified 
under the same base and under the same element They, excluding

‘  Only 3 from each of the S clusters are to be taken as in the case of the canker 
clusters given above. No. 186.



Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified under 
1 aggregate, imder 1 base and under 1 element (6).
189. States which arise together with consciousness ; States which 
arise successively with consciousness are not classified with these 
states under the same aggregate, but classified under the same base 
and under the same element. . . . They are not classified under any 
aggregates ; they are classified under 1 base and under 1 element (2).
190. States which are clinging. . . . States which are corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and objects of corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
both corruptions and associated with corruptions are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, but classified under the 
same base and under the same element.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification of aggregates, are classified under 
3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (7).

Mnemonic
Three aggregates, likewise truths, sixteen faculties.
Fourteen dependent originations, next fourteen.
Thirty kinds belonging to ten clusters.
Two kinds from lesser couplets, eight kinds from intermediate 

couplets.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter H I  
Subject Matter : 90 states that come under cognizable base, i.e. 

subtle matter, feeling, perception, mental formation and Nibbana, 
form the subject matter of this chapter. These are the states which 
can be classified under the same base and under the same element 
but not under the same aggregate.* All the remaining states o f the 
Text are excluded because they include gross matter and conscious
ness. The former comes under different bases and different elements 
while the latter comes under different elements. Out o f these 
90 states, 50 belong to the internal and 40 to the external states of 
enquiry.

Questions and Answers : There are 12 sets of questions and 
answers, Nos. 179-190.

♦ Refer to the chart of Chapter I.

Undassijied and Classified 63
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“ These States ”  : The rules for determining “  these states ”  are 
as follows :—
1. When the subject o f enquiry belongs to one of the 5 states, 
nam ely; subtle matter, feeling, perception, mental formation and 
Nibbana, that come under cognizable base, the remaining 4 states 
are taken as “  these states Since these 5 states come under 
different aggregates they cannot be classified under the same aggre
gates. But they come under cognizable base and under cognizable 
element and, therefore, they can be classified under the same base 
and under the same element. For example, when feeling aggregate 
is dealt with, the remaining 4 states, subtle matter, perception, 
mental formation and Nibbana are taken as “  these states ” . The 
feeling aggregate comes undef feeling aggregate and the remaining 
4 states come under different aggregates and so they cannot be 
classified under the same aggregate. But feeling aggregate comes 
under cognizable base and under cognizable element and so do the 
remaining 4 states. Thus they can be classified under the same base 
and under the same element.

The case where, like the feeling aggregate in No. 179, the remaining 
4 states are taken as “  these states ”  applies also to Nos. 180, 182, 
184, 185, 186, 187 and 190. 77 states o f enquiry are dealt with in 
this case. In Nos. 180 and 185, where Nibbana is the state of 
enquiry, it must be remembered that Nibbana is excluded from the 
classification o f aggregates.
2. When the subject of enquiry belongs to 2 out of the 5 states 
under cognizable base, the remaining 3 states are taken as “  these 
states ” . This is the case with Nos. 181 and 183 where 5 states o f 
enquiry are dealt with.

Life faculty in No. 181 consists of both physical and psychical 
life, the former comes under subtle matter and the latter under 
mental formation. So the remaining 3 states, feeling, perception and 
Nibbana are taken as “  these states ” .

Birth, Ageing and Death in No. 183 refer to both materiality and 
mentality where the former comes under subtle matter and the 
latter under mental formation and so “  these states ”  are the same 
as in life-faculty above.

Jhana in No. 183 consists of applied-thought, sustained-thought, 
rapture, bliss and one-pointedness of mind. Bliss is feeling and the 
rest are mental formations. So the remaining 3 states, subtle matter, 
perception and Nibbana are taken as “  these states ” .
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3. When the subject of enquiry belongs to 3 o f the 5 states under 
cognizable base, the remaining 2 states are taken as “  these states 
This is the case with No. 188 where 6 states o f enquiry are dealt 
with. They are all mental factors, i.e. feeling, perception and 
mental formation. So the remaining 2 states, subtle matter and 
Nibbana, are taken as “  these states ” .
4. When the subject of enquiry belongs to 4 o f the 5 states under 
cognizable base, the remaining state is taken as “  these states ” . 
This is the case with No. 189 where 2 states of enquiry are dealt 
with. Each consists of 52 mental factors and 2 intimations, the 
former coming under feeling, perception and mental formation and 
the latter under subtle matter. So the only remaining state, Nibbana, 
is taken as these states ” .

“  Those States ”  : “  Those states ”  are the same as the states 
that were taken for “  these states ” . This is shown by the sign of 
equality in the column.

Classified \ The aggregates included in “  those states ”  can be 
read off from those given in the corresponding “  these states ”  for 
the purpose o f classification under the aggregates, bases and elements. 
IVberever Nibbana is included in “  those states ”  it is excluded 
from the classification under the aggregate. As regards classification 
under bases and elements, it is always the same, namely : cognizable 
base and cognizable element. In the case of No. 189, the zero in the 
classified aggregates tabic indicates that Nibbana is excluded from 
the classification. This is similarly shown in the unclassified aggre
gates coliunn with Nos. 180 and 185, the states of enquiry being 
Nibbana.

Hoiv to read the Chart: Take the feeling aggregate as an illustra
tion. Feeling aggregate is not classified with these states (subtle 
matter, perception, mental formation and Nibbana) under the same 
aggregate (feeling aggregate) but classified under the same base 
(cognizable base) and under the same element (cognizable element).

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
bow many elements are those states (subtle matter, perception, 
mental formation and Nibbana) classified ? They, excluding Nibbana 
.from the classification of aggregates, are classified under 3 aggregates 
(matter, perception and mental formation aggregates), under 1 base 
(cognizable base) and under 1 element (cognizable element).

The kinds of “ those states ” (or “  these states ” ) : On examina
tion o f the columns of “  those states ” it is found that there are
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9 kinds o f “  those states The numbers o f the states o f enquiry 
which give the same kind are shown in brackets along with the 
questions. This can be found from the column o f “  these states

Number of
Question Numbers States

1. 179 (1), 182 (6), 184 (4) . 11
2. 179 (1), 184 (1) 2
3. 179 (3), 182 (14), 184 (15), 186 (3),

187 (17), 190 (7) . 59
4. 180 (1), 185 (2) 3
5. 181 (1), 183 (3) 4
6. 182 (2) . 2
7. 183(1) . . . . 1
8.  188 (6) . 6
9. 189(2) . . . . 2

Total 90

The kinds of Answers : The classified table below the chart shows 
that there are 5 kinds of answers. The same answer is given by a 
number o f “  those states The numbers of the states o f enquiry 
which give the same kind can be read off from the chart.

Answers Question Numbers
Number of 

States
(1) 3, 1, 1 179 (5), 182 (22), 184 (20), 186 (3),

187 (17), 190 (7) . 74
(2) 4, 1, 1 180 (1), 185 (2) . 3
(3) 2, 1, 1 181 (1), 183 (4) . 5
(4) 1, 1, 1 188 (6) . 6
(5) 0, 1, 1 189 (2) . 2

Total 90

The kinds of aggregates, bases and elements corresponding to 
the numbers can be found out from the corresponding column of 
“  these states ” . They are the same as “  those states



C h a p t e r  IV

4 . C l a s s if ie d  a n d  Cl a s s if ie d

2 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

191. Origin truth is classified with these states; Path truth is 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element. Those states are classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They are classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element (2).
192. Female faculty is classified with these states ; Male faculty ; 
Bodily pleasure faculty; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy  faculty ; 
Grief faculty; Indifference faculty; Faith faculty ; Energy 
faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Concentration faculty ; Wisdom 
faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculty ; Higher realiza
tion faculty ; He-who-has-known faculty (15).

Ignorance ; Conditioned by ignorance, Formations ; Conditioned 
by 6 bases. Contact; Conditioned by feeling. Craving ; Conditioned 
by craving. Clinging ; Kamma becoming ; Sorrow ; Lamentation ; 
Suffering ; G rief; Despair (11).

Application of mindfulness ; Great effort; Illimitables ; 5 Facul
ties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors of Enlightenment; Noble Eightfold 
Path ; Contact; Volition ; Decision ; Attention (11).

States which are roots ; States which are roots and also have 
associated roots; States which are roots and also associated with 
roots ; States which are Cankers . . .  Fetters . . .  Ties . . . Floods . . .  
Bonds . . .  Hindrances . . .  Misapprehensions . . .  Clingings* . . .  States 
which are corruptions; States which are both corruptions and 
objects o f corruptions; States which are both corruptions and 
corrupt; States which are both corruptions and associated with 
corruptions are classified with these states under the same aggregate, 
under the same base and under the same element. Those states are 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element.

* These 6 clusters are to be taken three each in the same way as canker clusters 
in No. 186. For misapprehension cluster only 2 are to be taken as in No. 187.
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Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They are classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element (30).

Mnemonic

Two truths, fifteen faculties, eleven dependent originations.
Next eleven, thirty kinds belonging to clusters.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter IV
Svhject Matter : 69 states that are the parts of mental formation 

aggregate, 5 feeling faculties, subtle matter and 3 kinds of audible 
object form the subject matter of this chapter. Each of them can be 
classified with other states in the same category (the first of “  these 
states ”  in the chart) under the same aggregate, under the same 
base and under the same element. And because they belong to the 
same aggregate, the same base and the same element, the states 
under comparison can he interchanged and classified in the same way 
as above. Out o f the 69 states, 39 belong to the internal and 30 to 
the external states of enquiry.

“  These States ” : The rules for determining “  these states ”  are 
as follows :—
1. When one of the 50 states of the mental formation aggregate 
is the state o f enquiry, the remaining 49 states, which also come 
under the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element, are taken as the first “  these states ” . On interchanging, 
the state of enquiry is taken as the second “  these states For 
example, when Origin truth is dealt with, the remaining 49 states 
o f the mental formation aggregate are taken as the first “  these 
states ” . Both Origin truth and the 49 states which come under 
mental formation aggregate, under cognizable base and under 
cognizable element can be classified under the same aggregate, 
under the same base and under the same element. On interchanging, 
the 49 states are classified with Origin truth, the state of enquiry, 
which is taken as the second “  these states ”  under the same aggre
gate, under the same base and under the same element as in the 
first case. This is shown in the second “  these states ” column of 
the chart.

In the case of Path truth, only the Supramundane Eightfold Path 
is associated with 4 Path consciousness. Since the mundane Eight
fold Path associated with wholesome consciousness and others is



not included, the 50 states of mental fonnation aggregate are taken 
as “  these states

In the cases of the states which are roots, etc., the 6 roots are 
excluded and 44 states o f mental formation aggregate are taken as 
“  these states ” .
2. When one o f 16 states o f subtle matter such as female faculty 
is the state o f enquiry, the remaining 15, which also come under 
matter aggregate, under cognizable base and under cognizable 
element are taken as the first “  these states ” . Then on interchanging, 
the state o f enquiry is taken as the second “  these states ” . This also 
applies to male-faculty.
3. When one of the 5 feeling faculties such as bodily pleasure 
faculty is the state o f enquiry, the remaining 4 faculties, which also 
come under feeling aggregate, under cognizable base and under 
cognizable element, are taken as the first “  these states ” . Then on 
interchanging, the state o f enquiry is taken as the second “  these 
states ” .
4. When one of the 3 kinds o f audible object such as lamentation 
is the state of enquiry, the remaining 2, which also come under 
matter aggregate, sound base and sound element are taken as the 
first “  these states ” . Then on interchanging, the state o f enquiry 
is taken as the second “  these states ” .

“  Those States ” : The first and second “  those states ”  are the 
same as the states taken as the first and second “  these states ”  
respectively. This can be seen from tbe chart.

How to read the Chart: Take Origin truth as an illustration.

Origin truth is classified with these states (tbe remaining 49 states 
of mental formation aggregate) under tbe same aggregate (mental 
formation aggregate), under the same base (cognizable base) and 
under the same element (cognizable element). Those states (the 
remaining 49 states o f mental formation aggregate) are classified 
with these states (Origin truth) under the same aggregate (mental 
formation aggregate), under the same base (cognizable base) and 
Tinder tbe same element (cognizable element).

Under how many aggregates, under bow many bases and under 
how many elements are those states (Origin truth) classified ? They 
are classified under 1 aggregate (mental formation aggregate), under 
1 base (cognizable base) and under 1 element (cognizable element).

Classified and Classified 69
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The kinds of the first “  these ”  and “  those ” States : The same 
kinds are grouped together and mentioned in brackets with the 
numbers of the questions :—

191 (Origin truth 1), 192 (Faith, Energy, Mindfulness, Ignorance, 
Contact, Craving, Clinging, Despair, Contact, Volition, 
Decision, Attention +  30 clusters) . . . . .

191 (Path truth), 192 (Concentration*, Wisdom, I-shall-know- 
what-I-did-not-knovr faculty. Higher realization faculty, He- 
who-has-known faculty. Formation, Kamma becoming. 
Application of mindfulness to Noble Eightfold Patb

192 Female faculty, Male f a c u l t y .......................................................
192 Bodily pleasure faculty . . . Indifference faculty (6), Sorrow,

Suffering, Grief . . . . . . . .
192 Lamentation . . . . . . . .

43

15
2

8
1

The kinds of Answers : The answers are the same with respect 
to their numbers, but the kinds o f aggregates, bases and elements 
they stand for are to be foimd in the Classified columns.

* 2 X 5 consciousness are excluded from concentration faculty. See the
classification given with the Chart of Chapter I. But one-pointedness mental factor 
itself is associated with 2 x 5  consciousness. Therefore this mental factor must 
be included with the 49 states of mental formation aggregate, making 60 in all.
This applies similarly to the others in this group.



C h a p t e r  V
5. U n c l a s s if ie d  a n d  U n c l a s s if ie d

35  q u e s t io n s  a n d  a n s w e r s

193. Matter aggregate is not classified with these states under the 
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states not classified ? They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements (1).
194. Feeling aggregate is not classified with these states ; Percep
tion aggregate; Mental formation aggregate is not classified with 
these states under the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (3).
195. Consciousness aggregate; Mind base; Eye consciousneM 
element*. . . . Mind element; Mind consciousness clem ent; Mind 
faculty is not classified with these states under the same aggregate, 
under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 
elements (10).
196. Eye base is not classified with these states. . . . Tangible 
Object base ; Eye element; . . . Tangible Object element is not 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They arc 
not classified under 4 aggregates, imder 2 bases and under 8 
elements (20).
197. Cognizable base; Cognizable element; Female facu lty ; 
Male faculty ; Life faculty is not classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are

* Ear consciouaness element to body consciouaness element ahould be taken.
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not classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 
elements (5).
198. Origin truth ; Path truth ; Cessation truth is not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (3).
199. Eye faculty . . .  Body faculty is not classified with these states 
under the same aggregate, under the same base and imder the same 
element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements (5).
200. Bodily pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy 
faculty ; Grief faculty ; Indifference faculty ; Faith faculty ; 
Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Concentration faculty ; 
Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not-know faculty ; 
Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known faculty ; Ignorance; 
Conditioned by ignorance. Formation is not classified with these 
states under the same aggregate, under the same base and under the 
same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (15).
201. Conditioned by formation. Consciousness is not classified with 
these states under the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 
elements (1).
202. Conditioned by consciousness, Mentality-Materiality is not 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 elements (1).
203. Conditioned by mentality-materiality, 6 Bases are not classi
fied with these states under the same aggregate, under the same 
base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element (1).
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204. Conditioned by 6 bases, Contact; Conditioned by oontMt, 
Feeling; Conditioned by feebng, Craving; Conditioned by craving, 
Clinging ; Kamma becoming is not classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, imder the same base and under the same 
element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (5).
205. Immaterial becoming ; Neither perception nor non-percep
tion becoming ; Four-aggregate becoming ; Road to psychic power 
is not classified with these states under the same aggregate, under 
the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 
elements (4).
206. Non-percepted becoming ; One-aggregate becoming ; Birth ; 
Ageing ; Death is not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They 
are not classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and imder 7 
elements (5).
207. Lamentation is not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They 
are not classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 
elements (1).
208. Sorrow ; Suffering ; G rief; Despair ; Application o f mind
fulness ; Great effort; Jhana; Illimitables; 5 Faculties; 5 
Strengths ; 7 Factors of Enlightenment; Noble Eightfold Path ; 
Contact; Feeling ; Perception ; Volition ; Decision ; Attention
is not classified with these states under the same aggregate, under 
the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not
classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17
elements (18).
209. Consciousness is not classified with these states under the 
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11
elements (1).
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Triplets

210. Wholesome states are not classified with these states ; Un
wholesome states ; States associated with pleasant feeling ; States 
associated with painful feeling ; States associated with feeling that 
is neither painful nor pleasant; Resultant states ; States producing 
resultant states ; States which are not acquired by clinging and not 
favourable to clinging ; Corrupt and corrupting states ; Not corrupt 
and not corrupting states; States with applied-thought and sus
tained-thought ; States without applied-thought but with sustained- 
thought ; States accompanied by rapture ; States accompanied by 
pleasure ; States accompanied by indifference ; States eradicated by 
First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths ; States together 
with roots eradicated by First Path ; States together with roots 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths ; States leading to rebirth and death ; 
States leading to N ibbana; States appertaining to Learners; 
States appertaining to Arahatta; Lofty states; Incomparable 
states ; States with limited objects ; States with lofty objects ; 
States with incomparable objects ; Low states ; Exalted states ; 
States with fixed destiny due to wrong view s; States with fixed 
destiny due to right views ; States with Path objects ; States con
ditioned by the Path ; States dominated by the Path ; States with 
past ob jects; States with future ob jects; States with present 
objects ; States with internal objects ; States with external objects ; 
States with internal and external objects are not classified with 
these states under the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 
elements (41).
211. States both visible and impinging; States invisible but 
impinging are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements (2).

Couplets

212. States which are roots are not classified with these states ; 
States which are roots and also have associated roots ; States which 
are roots and also associated with roots are not classified with these



states under the same aggregate, under the same base and under 
the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (3).
213. States which have associated roots; States which are 
associated with roots ; States which have associated roots but are 
not roots ; States which are associated with roots but are not roots ; 
States which are not roots but have associated roots are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 10 
elements (5).
214. States not arising from 4 causes; States not conditioned 
by 4 causes are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (2).
215. States with visibihty ; States with impinging are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 
elements (2).
216. States which have physical change are not classified with 
these states under the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 
elements (1).
217. States which have no physical change; States which are 
Supramundane are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 
elements (2).
218. States which are cankers; States which are both cankers 
and objects o f cankers; States which are both cankers and associated
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with cankers are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are not 
classified imder 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (3).
219. States which are not objects o f cankers ; States which are 
associated with cankers ; States which are associated with cankers 
but are not cankers ; States which are dissociated from cankers and 
are not objects of cankers are not classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, imder the same base and under the same 
element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 
elements (4).
220. States which are fetters^. . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances. . .  States which are misapprehensions ; States which are 
both misapprehensions and objects of misapprehensions are not 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are
not classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17
elements (37).
221. States which are not objects o f misapprehensions; States 
which are associated with misapprehensions; States which are 
dissociated from misapprehensions and are not objects o f mis
apprehensions ; States which have objects are not classified with 
these states under the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are
not classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10
elements (4).
222. States which have no ob jects; States which are not con
sciousness ; States which are dissociated from consciousness ; States 
which are not conjoined with consciousness; States which are 
generated by consciousness ; States which arise together with con
sciousness ; States which arise successively with consciousness; 
States which are external; States which are derived are not classified

* The cluster of fetters and so on should be taken 7 each as shown in Canker 
cluster Nos. 218 and 219.



with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and luider the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 7 
elements (9).
223. States which are consciousness are not classified with these 
states under the same aggregate, under the same base and under 
the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 
elements (1).
224. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness; States which are conjoined with conscious
ness ; States which are both conjoined with and are generated by 
consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by 
and arise together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined 
with, are generated by and arise successively with consciousness are 
not classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (6).
225. States which are internal are not classified with these states 
under the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
not classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 
element (1).
226. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions ; 
States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
both corruptions and associated with corruptions are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states. . . . They are 
nt)t classified under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 
elements (11).
227. States which are not objects of corruptions ; States which are 
corrupt; States which are associated with corruptions; States 
which are corrupt but are not corruptions; States which are
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associated with corruptions but are not corruptions; States which 
are dissociated from corruptions and are not objects o f corruptions; 
States eradicated by the First Path ; States eradicated by the 
Higher 3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by 
the First P ath ; States together with roots eradicated by the 
Higher 3 Paths; States with applied-thought; States with 
sustained-thought; States with rapture ; States which are accom
panied by rapture; States which are accompanied by pleasure; 
States which are accompanied by indifference ; States which do not 
belong to the sensuous plane ; States which belong to the fine- 
material plane; States which belong to the immaterial plane; 
States which are not included in the round of existences; States 
which lead out from the round o f existences; States which have 
fixed destiny yielded after decease or after their own occurrence ; 
States which are not with beyond; States which are causes of 
lamentation are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Those states are not classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states not classified ? They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 
elements (24).

Mnemonic

(a) All the aggregates, all the bases and elements, three truths,
All the faculties, twenty-three dependent originations,
Next sixteen, forty-three triplets.
Seventy-two clusters, seven lesser intermediate couplets. 
Eighteen belonging to greater intermediate couplets, and then 
Eighteen kinds o f last couplets. These (257) kinds o f states are 

expounded,
By the Buddha in the system of Chapter V. The remaining (114) 

are not expounded.
(b) Matter aggregate, cognizable base, cognizable element.

Female and male faculties, life faculty, mentality-materiality, 
Two becomings, birth, ageing, death, physical states.
Objectless states, non-consciousness, dissociated from conscious

ness,
Not conjoined with consciousness, generated with consciousness,



Arising together with consciousness, arising successively with 
consciousness,

External, derived states. The method o f this question and 
answer should be properly understood.

Explanation oj the.Method and Chart oj Chapter V

Subject Matter : 257 states which are a part o f the 5 aggregates 
or those that stand for Nibbana form the subject matter o f this 
chapter. These are the states that cannot be classified with other 
states (known as the first “  these states ”  in the Chart) under the 
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

Again the other states (known as “  those states ”  in the Chart) 
cannot be classified with the possible states* (known as second 
“  these states ”  in the Chart) under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element, in the second unclassification.

Those states which include both subtle matter and consciousness 
aggregate cannot be treated in this manner and are therefore ex
cluded. Out o f the 257 states, 99 belong to the internal and 158 
belong to the external states o f enquiry.

“  These states ” and “  those states ” : The rules for determining 
“  these states ”  and “  those states ”  are as follows :—
1. When matter aggregate is the subject o f enquiry, consciousness 
aggregate, which does not come under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and under the same element, is taken as the first “  these 
states ” . Matter aggregate, unlike consciousness aggregate, comes 
under 1 aggregate (matter aggregate), under 11 bases (10 gross 
bases and cognizable base) and under 11 elements (10 gross elements 
and cognizable element). So these form the first unclassified aggre
gate, bases and elements. Then consciousness aggregate (the first 
“  these states ” ) becomes the first “  those states ”  and the 28 physical 
states of matter aggregate, feeling, perception, mental formations 
and Nibbana, which do not come under the same aggregate, under 
the same base and under the same element, are taken as the second 
“  these states ”  (and then becomes the second “  those states ” ). 
The latter are not classified under 1 aggregate (consciousness 
aggregate), under 1 base (mind base) and under 7 elements 
(consciousness elements). So they form the second unclassified 
aggregates, bases and elements.

* The states which are not under the same aggregates, bases and elements.
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The classification and unclassification under the aggregates, bases \ 
and elements of the states above have been given in detail in this | 
first example. In the following examples, this will be briefly indi-1 
cated but the details are given in the chart. They can also be found 
by reference to the classification o f the states given in Chapter I.
2. When either feeling, perception, mental formations or Nibbana 
is dealt with, the 12 gi-oss physical states and consciousness aggre
gate are taken as the first “  these states ” . (I f the 28 physical 
states o f matter aggregate are taken, then some o f them, i.e. subtle 
physical states, will come under the same base and under the same 
element). \Vhen the first “  these states ”  now taken as the first 
“  those states ”  are dealt with in turn, feeling, perception, mental 
formations and Nibbana, which do not come under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element, are 
taken as the second “  these s t a t e s a n d  later becomes the second 
“  those states ” .
3. When consciousness aggregate is dealt with, 28 physical states 
o f matter aggregate, feeling, perception, mental formations and 
Nibbana are taken as the first “  these states ” . Then when the 
latter states taken as the first “  those states ” are dealt with, 
consciousness aggregate, which docs not come under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element is 
taken as the second “  these states ”  and later becomes the second 
“  those states ” .
4. When a gross physical state such as eye base is dealt with, the 
4 mental aggregates and Nibbana are taken as the first “  these 
states” . Then when the latter states taken as the first “  those 
states ”  are dealt with in turn, the 12 gross physical states are taken 
as the second “  these states ”  and later as the second “  those states 
When a subtle physical state such as female faculty is dealt with, 
consciousness aggregate is taken as the first “  these states When 
the latter state taken as the first “  those states ”  is dealt with in 
turn, 28 physical states of matter aggregate, feeling, perception, 
mental formations and Nibbana are taken as the second “  these 
states ”  and later becomes the second “  those states ” . This female 
faculty is the same as matter aggregate but it is not shown in the 
Chart.
5. When the bases (which are the 5 physical bases such as eye base, 
etc., and mind base) are dealt with, feeling, perception, mental 
formations and Nibbana are taken as the first “  these states ” .



When the latter states taken as the first “  those states ”  are dealt 
with in turn, 12 gross physical states and consciousness aggregate 
are taken as the second “  these statea ”  and later as the second 
“  those states
6. When immaterial becoming, which comprises the four mental 
aggregates is dealt with, 12 gross physical states are taken as the 
first “ these states” . When the latter states taken as the first 
“  those states ”  are dealt with in tmrn, the 4 mental aggregates and 
Nibbana are taken as the second “  these states ”  and later as the 
second “  those states ” .

The Basic Rule : When deahng with a particular state or states, 
all the other states that cannot be classified under the same aggre
gate, base and element must be taken as the comparative states.

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate is taken as an illustration. 
Matter aggregate is not classified with these states (consciousness 
aggregate) under the same aggregate (matter aggregate 1) under the 
same base (10 gross bases and cognizable base, i.e. 11) and under the 
same element (10 gross elements and cognizable element, i.e. 11). 
Those states (consciousness aggregate) are not classified with these 
states (28 physical states of matter aggregate, feeling, perception, 
mental formations and Nibbana) under the same aggregate (con
sciousness aggregate 1), under the same base (mind base 1) and under 
the same element (consciousness elements 7).

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and mider 
how many elements are those states (28 physical states o f matter 
aggregate, feeling, perception, mental formations and Nibbana) not 
classified 1 They are not classified under 1 aggregate (consciousness 
aggregate), under 1 base (mind base) and under 7 elements 
(consciousness elements 7).

The kinds of Answers : There are 6 kinds of answers. There are 
so many sets o f questions and answers in this chapter that all of 
them cannot be included in the Chart.

1. 193 (1), 197 (5), 202 (1), 206 (5), 216 (1). 222 (9) . . . 22
2. 194 (3), 198 (3), 200 (15), 204 (5), 208 (18), 212 (3), 214 (2),

218 (3), 220 (17), 224 (6), 226 ( 7 ) ............................................. 82
,  3. 195 (10), 201 (1), 209 (1), 223 ( 1 ) .........................................  13

4 .1 9 6  (20),199 (5),207 (1),211 (2),215 (2 ) . . . . 30
5. 203 (1), 225 ( 1 ) ..........................................................................2
6. 206 (4), 210 (41), 213 (6), 217 (2), 219 (4), 220 (20), 221 (4),

226 (4), 227 ( 2 4 ) ................................................................... 108

Total 257
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The kinds of aggregates, bases and elements corresponding to the 
numbers are to be found in the last unclassified column. So the 
kinds of the second “  those states ”  are the same as the aggregates, 
bases and elements o f the answers.



C h a p t e r  VI

6. A s s o c ia t io n  a n d  D is s o c ia t io n  

78 q u e s t io n s  AND a n s w e r s  

1. AGGREGATES

228. With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements is Matter aggregate associated ? With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from i  aggre
gates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (1).
229. . . . Feeling aggregate ; Perception aggregate ; Mental forma
tion aggregate is associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
7 elements; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
230. . . . Consciousness aggregate is associated with 3 aggregates ; 
partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).

2. BASES

231. With how many . . . is Eye base . . . Tangible Object base 
associated ? With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 4 aggre
gates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (10).
232. Mind base is associated with 3 aggregates ; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).

3. e l e m e n t s

233. With how many . . . is Eye element . . . Tangible Object 
element associated ? With none.
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From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 4 aggre
gates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (10).
234. Eye consciousness element . . . Mind element; Mind con
sciousness element is associated with 3 aggregates; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (7).

4. TRUTH AND SO ON

235. Origin truth ; Path truth is associated with 3 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partiaUy dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
236. With how many . . . is Cessation truth ; Eye faculty . . .  Body 
faculty ; Female faculty ; Male faculty associated 1 With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 4 aggre
gates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (8).
237. Mind faculty is associated with 3 aggregates; partiaUy 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements ; partiaUy dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
238. BodUy pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy 
facu lty ; Grief faculty is associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base 
and with 1 element; partiaUy associated with 1 base and with 
1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partiaUy dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
239. Indifference faculty is associated with 3 aggregates, with 
1 base and with 6 elements ; partiaUy associated with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partiaUy dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).



240. Faith faculty; Energy faculty ; Mindfolness facu lty ; Con
centration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not- 
know faculty; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known 
faculty ; Ignorance ; Conditioned by ignorance, Mental formations 
are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (10).
241. Conditioned by formations. Consciousness is associated with 
3 aggregates ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
242. Conditioned by 6 bases. Contact is associated with 3 aggre
gates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; partially associated with 
1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
243. Conditioned by contact, Feeling is associated with 3 aggre
gates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; partially associated with 
1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
244. Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by craving. 
Clinging; Kamma becoming is associated with 3 aggregates, with 
1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggregate, 
with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
245. With how many . . . is Fine-material becoming associated ? 
With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is not dissociated from any 
aggregates, not dissociated from any bases ; it is dissociated from 
3 elements (1).
246. With how many . . ,  is Immaterial becoming ; Neither percep
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tion nor non-perception becom ing; Four-aggregate becoming 
associated ? With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
247. With how many . . . is Non-percepted becom ing; One- 
aggregate'becoming ; Lamentation associated ? With none.

From how many is it dissociated 1 It is dissociated from 4 aggre
gates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (3).
248. Sorrow ; Suffering ; Grief is associated with 3 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 base 
and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
249. Despair; Application o f mindfulness; Great effort is 
associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 
1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
250. Road to psychic power* is associated with 2 aggregates; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
251. Jhana is associated with 2 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
I element; partiaUy associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base 
and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
252. Illimitables ; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors o f En
lightenment ; Noble Eightfold Path is associated with 3 aggregates.

* In road to psychic power os consciousness is included, partiaUy associated with 
aggregate is needed.
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with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (5).
253. Contact; Volition; Attention is associated with 3 aggre
gates, with 1 base and with 7 elements ; partially associated with 
1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
254. Feeling; Perception is associated with 3 aggregates, with
1 base and with 7 elements ; partially associated with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
255. Consciousness is associated with 3 aggregates; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
256. Decision is associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with
2 elements ; partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).

5. TRIPLETS

257. With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are Wholesome states and Unwholesome states 
associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
258. States associated with pleasant feeling; States associated 
with painful feeling are associated with 1 aggregate; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from



1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
259. States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant are associated with 1 aggregate ; partially associated with 
1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partiaUy 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
260. With how many . . . are Resultant states associated ? With 
none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
261. With how many. . .  are the States producing resultant states ; 
Corrupt and corrupting states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
262. With how many . . .  are the States which are neither resultant 
nor producing resultant states ; States which are not acquired by 
clinging but favourable to clinging associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated 1 They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 5 elements (2).
263. With how many . . . are the States which are not acquired 
by clinging and not favourable to clinging ; Not corrupt and not 
corrupting states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
264. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
partiaUy associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many are they dissociated 1 They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partiaUy 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
265. States without applied-thought but with sustained-thought; 
States accompanied by rapture are partiaUy associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated
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from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
266. With how many . . . are the States without applied-thought 
and sustained-thought associated ? With none.

'F rom  how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 1 element (1).
267. States accompanied by pleasure are associated with 1 aggre
gate ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
268. States accompanied by indifference are associated with 
1 aggregate ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partially
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
269. With how many . . . are the States eradicated by First Path ; 
States eradicated by Higher 3 Patha; States together with roots 
eradicated by First Path ; States together with roots eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths ; States leading to rebirth and death ; States leading 
to Nibbana ; States appertaining to Learners ; States appertaining 
to Arahatta ; Lofty states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (9).
270. With how many . . . are the Incomparable states ; Exalted
states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
271. With how many . . . are the States with limited objects 
associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
272. With how many . . . are the States with lofty objects ; States 
with incomparable objects ; Low states ; States with fixed destiny 
due to wrong views ; States with fixed destiny due to right views ;
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States with Path objects; States conditioned by the Path ; States 
dominated by the Path associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (8).
273. With how many . . . are the States not arisen associated ? 
With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 5 elements (1).
274. With how many . . . are the States with past objects; States 
with future objects associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
275. With how many . . . are the States with present ob jects; 
States with internal objects ; States with external objects ; States 
with internal and external objects associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements ; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
276. With how many . . .  are the States both visible and impinging; 
States invisible but impinging associated 1 With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (2).

6 . COUPLETS

277. States which are roots; States which are roots and also 
have associated roots; States which are roots and also associated 
with roots are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
1 element; partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
278. With how many . . . are the States which have associated 
roots; States which are associated with roots associated ? With 
none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated
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from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
279. States which have associated roots but are not roots ; States 
which are associated with roots but are not roots; States which 
are not roots but have associated roots are partially associated 
with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
280. With how many . . . are the States not arising from 4 causes ; 
States not conditioned by 4 causes ; States with visibility ; States 
with impinging; States which have physical change associated ? 
With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partiaUy 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).
281. With how many . . . are the States which are Supramundane 
associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases ; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (1).
282. States which are cankers; States which are both cankers 
and objects o f cankers ; States which are both cankers and associated 
with cankers are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
1 element; partiaUy associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements ; partiaUy 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
283. With how many . . . are the States which are not objects 
of cankers ; States which are dissociated from cankers and are not 
objects of cankers associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases ; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
'284. With how many . . . are the States which are associated with 
cankers associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements ; partiaUy 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
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285. States which are associated with cankers but are not cankers 
are partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 
1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
286. States which are fetters . . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances* . . . States which are misapprehensions; States which 
are both misapprehensions and objects o f misapprehensions are 
associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (37).
287. With how many . . . are the States which are not objects of 
misapprehensions ; States which are dissociated from misapprehen
sions and are not objects of misapprehensions associated ? With 
none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
288. States which are associated with misapprehensions are 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
289. With how many . . . are the States which have objects
associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
•from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
290. With how many . . . are the States which have no objects ;
States which are dissociated from consciousness ; States which are
not conjoined with consciousness; States which are derived 
associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).

* These 5 clusters are to be taken seven each as in Nos. 282, 283, 284 and 285.



291. States which are consciousness are associated with 3 aggre
gates ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
292. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness; States which are conjoined with conscious
ness ; States which are both conjoined with and are generated by 
consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by 
and arise together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined 
with, are generated by and arise successively with consciousness are 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 7 elements.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (6).
293. With how many . . . are the States which are not acquired by 
clinging associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 5 elements (1).
294. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
both corruptions and associated with corruptions are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (11).
295. With how many . . . are the States which are not objects of 
corruptions; States which are dissociated from corruptions and are 
not objects o f corruptions associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases ; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
296. With how many . . .  are the States which are corrupt; States 
which are associated with corruptions associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
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297. States which are corrupt but are not corruptions; States 
which are associated with corruptions but are not corruptions are 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, witb 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
298. With how many . . . are the States eradicated by First 
P a th ; States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States together 
with roots eradicated by First Path ; States together with roots 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
299. States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought 
are partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 
1' element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
300. With how many . . . are the States without applied-thought; 
States without sustained-thought associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 1 element (2).
301. States with rapture ; States which are accompanied by 
rapture are partially associated witb 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
302. States which are accompanied by pleasure are associated 
with 1 aggregate; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
303. States which are accompanied by indifference are associated 
with 1 aggregate; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated



from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
304. With how many . . . are the States which do not belong V» 
the sensuous plane ; States which are not included in the roxmd o f 
existences; States which are not with beyond associated ? With 
none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are not dissociated 
from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (3).
305. With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are the States which belong to the fine-material 
plane ; States which belong to the immaterial plane ; States which 
lead out from the round of existences; States which have fixed 
destiny yielded after decease or after their own occurrence ; States 
which are causes o f lamentation associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).

Mnemonic
Cognizable base, cognizable element, suffering truth, life faculty, 
Six bases, mentality-materiality, four greater becomings,
Birth, ageing, death, nineteen triplets.
Fifty clusters, eight lesser intermediate couplets.
Fifteen greater intermediate couplets, and then eighteen last 

couplets.
These 123 states are not considered here.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter VI 
Subject Matter : States that are (1) associated, (2) dissociated and

(3) both associated and dissociated.
(1) Association : The 4 mental aggregates are mutually associated 

(1 with 3 ;  3 with 1 ; 2 with 2) because (1) they arise together, 
(2) cease together, (3) have the same object and (4) the same basis. 
These are the four characteristics of association.

(2) Dissociation : The states are said to be dissociated when they 
do not comply with the 4 characteristics of association.

(a) Always Dissociated: (1) Materiality and the 4 mental 
aggregates, (2) Nibbana and the 4 mental aggregates are always 
dissociated.
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(1) Materiality produced by mind which, from the first life- 
con tinuum after rebirth-consciousness right up to death-conscious- 
ness with the exception o f the 4 immaterial resultant consciousness, 
2 x 5  sense consciousness and the last death-consciousness o f the 
Arahat arises simultaneously with each consciousness. Materiality 
produced by kamma also arises simultaneously with the mental 
aggregates at the moment of conception. These last for 17 thought 
moments or 51 phases and then cease simultaneously with some 
kind of consciousness. The two intimations produced by mind also 
arise and cease together with consciousness. Because the 4 mental 
aggregates and materiality arise and cease together as shown above, 
it is questionable whether they are associated or dissociated. To 
clear up all doubts on this matter, the Buddha expounded it here 
and also in the dissociation condition of the Patthana. In the 
latter the context is “  Materiality is related to mentality by way o f 
dissociation condition. Mentality is related to materiality by way of 
dissociation condition

(2) Nibbana is said to be mentality because the subjective con
sciousness and mental factors reahze and incline towards it as 
object. Consciousness and mental factors are also mentality. Since 
Nibbana and consciousness together with the mental factors are both 
mentality, it would appear that they are associated. But the Buddha 
has expounded here that they are dissociated and not associated.

(h) Sometimes Dissociated : With regard to the 4 mental aggre
gates, if feeling and the other 3, perception and the other 3, mental 
formation and the other 3, consciousness and the other 3 comply 
with the 4 characteristics o f association, they are associated. 
Otherwise they are dissociated.

(c) Neither Associated nor Dissociated: (1) Materiality and
Nibbana, (2) materiality and materiality, (3) feeling and feeling, 
(4) perception and perception, (5) mental formation and mental 
formation, (6) consciousness and consciousness, (7) contact and 
contact, (8) volition and volition, etc. These pairs never comply 
with the 4 characteristics o f association. So they are neither 
associated nor dissociated. Just as it cannot be said that one is 
like or unlike oneself, but only that one is like or unlike another, 
so also it cannot be said that earth is associated with or dissociated 
from earth or feeling is associated with or dissociated from feeling. 
Therefore, they are neither associated nor dissociated.

Exceptions : When it is said that mental formation and mental



formation are neither associated nor dissociated it means that with 
the 50 states of mental formation aggregate, contact and contact, 
volition and volition and so on are neither associated nor dissociated. 
But contact and volition, contact and wisdom and such pairs of 
different states o f mental formation aggregate are associated. 
Similarly, when it is said that consciousness and consciousness are 
neither associated nor dissociated this is meant in the case o f eye-con
sciousness and eye-consciousness and so on for like pairs. But the 
eye-consciousness and the remaining 6 consciousness are dissociated.

(d) Four kinds of Dissociation :
(1) Dissociation by planes : This is the difference between the 

sensuous, fine material, immaterial and supramundane planes.
(2) Dissociation by classes : This is the difference between whole

some, unwholesome, resultant, inoperative, root-conditioned and 
non-root-conditioned classes of consciousness.

The wholesome and unwholesome consciousness differ in class and, 
therefore, they are said to be dissociated by classes.

(3) Dissociation by times : This is the difference between the 
past, future and present. Although the wholesome consciousness of 
the past is the same as that of the future and the present, they 
differ in time and, therefore, they are said to be dissociated by 
times.

(4) Dissociation by continuity (Santana); This is the difference 
between that which arises in one self and another or internally and 
externally. Although the wholesome consciousness which arises in 
oneself is the same as that in another, they differ in continuity 
and therefore, they are said to be dissociated by continuity.

Note : The dissociation o f eye consciousness element from the 
remaining 6 consciousness elements comes under the dissociation 
by times.

States of enquiry : A  total o f 250 states, 92 of which belong to 
internal and 158 to the external states o f enquiry, form the subject 
matter of this chapter.

The Chart

'There are 4 main columns, 2 for association, i.e. associated (total) 
and partially associated and 2 for dissociation, i.e. dissociated 
(total) and partially dissociated.

With regard to partial association, when materiality is the subject 
o f enquiry, there is nothing to insert in this column but in the case
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o f mentality, all the associated mental factors are indicated in this 
column.

With regard to partial dissociation, when materiality is the 
subject of enquiry, the 52 mental factors that are dissociated are 
indicated in this column, but in the case o f mentality, the 16 subtle 
physical states and Nibbana, which are dissociated, are indicated 
in this column.

The Form of Question and Answer
This is similar to Chapter I. Here direct questions are asked 

about the numbers of aggregates, bases and elements which are 
associated with and dissociated from each state of enquiry.

(1) Association : When either materiality or Nibbana is dealt 
with there are no associated states and the answer invariably is 
“  With none ” . Whenever this is the answer there is no partial 
association.

Dissociation : But materiality is dissociated from mentality as 
stated above and tbe answer is “  from 4 (mental) aggregates, from 
1 (mind) base and from 7 (consciousness) elements ” . This is ob
tained by classification of the 4 mental aggregates under aggregates, 
bases and elements. This is total dissociation.

Partial Dissociation : When only part o f mentahty that comes 
under cognizable base and under cognizable element are dissociated, 
it is known as “  partial dissociation ” . This can be clearly under
stood from the example. At first it must be remembered that 
16 subtle physical states, 52 mental factors and Nibbana are the 
total number of states that come under cognizable base and under 
cognizable element. Now it has been shown that materiality and 
materiality, materiality and Nibbana are neither associated nor 
dissociated. Therefore, with regard to matter aggregate (materiality) 
the association with or dissociation from the 16 subtle physical 
states (materiality) and Nibbana of the cognizable base and cogniz
able element need not be considered. This leaves only the 52 mental 
factors o f the cognizable base and cognizable element for considera
tion. Now matter aggregate is dissociated from 52 mental factors 
since they are mentality. But as the latter forms only a part of 
cognizable base and cognizable element, matter aggregate is 
dissociated from a part of cognizable base and cognizable element. 
Thus the answer here is “  partially dissociated from 1 (cognizable) 
base and from 1 (cognizable) element ” .



(2) With feeling, perception or mental formation, each o f which 
ia mentality they are mutually associated, i.e. each is associated with 
the remaining 3 (mental) aggregates, with 1 (mind) base and with 
7 (consciousness) elements. Moreover, since each of them is also 
associated with the 52 mental factors (mentality) that form part 
o f cognizable base and cognizable element they are partially 
associated with 1 (cognizable) base and with 1 (cognizable) element. 
However, when feeling is dealt with, since feeling is not associated 
with feeling, it is excluded from the 52 mental factors and only 
51 mental factors are partially associated. Similarly with percep
tion, the perception from the 52 mental factors is excluded.

Dissociation: Mentality and materiality are dissociated. So 
feeling, perception or mental formation is dissociated from 1 (matter) 
aggregate, from 10 (gross) bases and from 10 (gross) elements. 
Each of them is ako dissociated from the 16 subtle physical states 
and Nibbana that form part o f cognizable base and cognizable 
element and is therefore partially dissociated from 1 (cognizable) 
base and from 1 (cognizable) element.

(3) Association : With consciousness aggregate, this is associated 
with the remaining 3 mental aggregates. It is not associated with 
mind base and with 7 consciousness elements because these come 
under consciousness and consciousness is not associated with con
sciousness. But it is also associated with the same three mental 
factors aggregate, i.e. the 52 mental factors, under cognizable 
base and under cognizable element. Thus it is partially associated 
with 1 (cognizable) base and with 1 (cognizable) element.

Dissociation : It is similarly dissociated as feeling aggregate since 
both are mentality.

(4) Association : With eye-consciousness, which is one kind of 
consciousness, this is similarly associated as consciousness aggre
gate. But it is associated only with the 7 primary mental factors 
and is therefore partially associated with the cognizable base and 
cognizable element.

Dissociation : Since it is mentality, it is dissociated from 1 (matter) 
aggregate and from 10 (gross) bases. As regards dissociation from 
Che elements, since eye-consciousness is neither associated nor dis
sociated with eye-consciousness, it is excluded from the 7 con
sciousness elements in dissociation. It is also dissociated from 
cognizable element as the latter comes under partial dissociation. 
It must be noted that whenever mentality is the subject o f enquiry.
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the 16 subtle physical states and Nibbana are always included in 
the partially dissociated states.

(5) Association : Origin truth is a part of the mental formation 
aggregate and, therefore, it is associated with the remaining 3 
(mental) aggregates, with 1 (mind) base and with 1 (mind-con- 
sciousness) element and also with the remaining 21 states of mental 
formation aggregate. In the latter case it is partially associated 
with the mental formation aggregate.

Dissociation : Origin truth is associated with mind-consciousness 
element which must, therefore, be excluded from the 7 consciousness 
elements in dissociation. It is also dissociated from cognizable 
element as the latter comes under partial dissociation. The rest 
is clear from the Chart.

(6) Bodily pleasure faculty is feeling and is, therefore, associated 
with the aggregates and bases in the same way as feeling aggregate. 
But since it is pleasurable feeling accompanied witb body conscious
ness, it is associated only with 1 (body consciousness) element. In 
partial association, it is associated with the 6 primary mental 
factors, feeling being excluded. In dissociation, body-consciousness 
element is excluded from the elements. The rest is clear from the 
Chart.

(7) Association : Indifference faculty is associated with 55 types 
o f consciousness accompanied by indifferent feehng and not with 
body consciousness which is, therefore, excluded. Moreover, since 
it is associated with 46 mental factors (i.e. excluding feeling, rapture, 
hate, envy, stinginess and worry from the 52 mental factors) it is 
partially associated.

Dissociation : Here body consciousness, which is not associated, 
is included. The rest is clear from the Chart.

(8) Conditioned by 6 bases. Contact is a part of the mental 
formation aggregate which is associated with the 89 types o f con
sciousness. Thus it is associated with the mental formation aggregate 
in partial association. The dissociation is the same as the mental 
aggregates.

(9) Fine-material becoming includes both mentality and 
materiality and, therefore, there is no association. Also there is no 
dissociation from the aggregates and from the bases. But since nose- 
consciousness, tongue consciousness and body consciousness are 
absent in this becoming, the materiality and mentahty concerned 
with it are dissociated from these 3 consciousness elements.



(10) Immaterial becoming consists of the 4 mental aggregates 
and, therefore, there is no association. But it is dissociated from 
matter aggregate and from the gross bases. And since this becoming 
comes under mind-consciousness and cognizable elements, these are 
excluded in the dissociation from the elements. Partial dissociation 
is clear from the Chart.

(11) Association : Road to psychic power consists of mental 
formation and consciousness aggregates and, therefore, it is associ
ated with the remaining mental aggregates, i.e. feeling and percep
tion aggregates. Since consciousness is here included, it is not 
associated with the base and with the element. And because inten
tion, energy and wisdom mental factors are its constituents, these 
are excluded and, therefore, it is associated with the remaining 
33 mental factors in partial association.

Dissociation : Since it is mentality it is dissociated from materiality 
and, excluding mind-consciousness and cognizable elements, from the 
remaming 16 elements. It is also dissociated from the 16 subtle 
physical states and Nibbana in partial dissociation.

(12) With Jhana, the 5 factors come imder feeling and mental 
formation aggregate and, therefore, it is associated with perception 
and consciousness aggregates, with mind base and with mind-con
sciousness element. In partial association it is also associated with 
mental-formation aggregate and, excluding the 5 Jhanic factors, 
with the remaining 33 mental factors. As for partial dissociation 
this is clear from the Chart.

(13) Decision, which comes imder mental formation aggregate, 
is associated with 78 types o f consciousness exclusive o f doubt 
consciousness and 2 x 5  sense-consciousness. Therefore it is 
associated with the remaining 3 mental aggregates, with mind base 
and with mind-element and mind-consciousness element but not 
with the 5 sense-consciousness elements. And, since it is a part of 
mental formation aggregate, in partial association it is associated 
with that aggregate and with 50 mental factors exclusive o f doubt 
with which it is not associated. It is dissociated from 15 
elements, i.e. the 10 gross elements and the 5 sense-consciousness 
elements.

(14) Association : States associated with pleasant feeling comprise 
the remaining 3 mental aggregates exclusive o f feeling aggregate 
and are, therefore, associated with feeling aggregate. Since con
sciousness is included, they are definitely not associated with the
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base and with the element. In partial association, it is associated 
with 63 kinds of pleasant feeling.

Dissociation; The dissociated elements are those that are not 
associated with the mentality under inquiry. This will be made 
clear. States associated with pleasant feeling include the 3 elements, 
body consciousness, mind-consciousness and cognizable elements. 
But there is only partial dissociation from cognizable element and, 
therefore, excluding body consciousness and mind consciousness 
elements, they are dissociated from the remaining elements.

(15) With states associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant, the only thing to be noted is that they are partially 
associated with the 55 kinds of indifferent feeling. As stated in the 
case o f indifference faculty above, these states are dissociated from 
body consciousness but not from the remaining 6 consciousness 
elements with which they are associated.

(16) Resultant states consist of the 4 mental aggregates and, 
therefore there is no association. They are dissociated only from 
materiality.

(17) Association: States which are neither resultant nor producing 
resultant states consist of both the 4 mental aggregates and 
materiality and, therefore, there is no association.

Dissociation : Because materiality is included in these states there 
is no dissociation from the aggregate and from the base. But with 
regard to the dissociation from the element since these states 
consist o f inoperative consciousness and materiality, they are 
dissociated only from the 5 sense consciousness elements. Again, 
because materiality is included, there is no partial dissociation.

(18) States which are not acquired by clinging and not favourable 
to clinging consist of both the 4 mental aggregates and Nibbana 
and, therefore, as in the above, there is no association and also no 
dissociation from the aggregate and from the base. But with regard 
to the dissociation from the element, since these states come under 
mind-consciousness element, the latter is excluded in dissociation 
and they are dissociated from the remaining 6 consciousness 
elements. And because Nibbana is included, there is no partial 
dissociation.

(19) Association : States with applied-thought and sustained- 
thought consist o f the 55 types o f consciousness associated with 
these two thoughts and, excluding them, the 50 mental factors. 
These belong to the 4 mental aggregates and, therefore, there can



be no association. But because applied-thougbt and sustained- 
thought, which are part o f mental formation aggregate, are not 
included in these states, the latter is associated with them. Thus 
there is partial association with mental formation aggregate and 
with applied-thought and sustained-thought.

Dissociation: The 5 sense consciousness elements are not
associated with applied-thought and sustained-thought and, there
fore, they are included in dissociation. There is no difference from 
the above with regard to partial dissociation.

(20) With States without applied-thought but with sustained- 
thought the latter is excluded and, therefore, as in the above, there 
is partial association with mental formation aggregate and with 
sustained-thought. The only difference with regard to dissociation 
is that mind consciousness element which is associated with these 
states is excluded.

(21) States without applied-thought and sustained-thought consist 
o f the 4 mental aggregates, materiality and Nibbana and, there
fore, there is no association. Also, there is no dissociation from the 
aggregate and from the base but only from mind element which is 
not associated with these states. There is no partial dissociation.

(22) States which are mental factors consist o f the 3 mental factor 
aggregates and, therefore, they are associated with consciousness 
aggregate, with mind base and with 7 consciousness elements. Since 
all the 52 mental factors are included there is no partial association. 
The aggregates, bases and elements which are materiality, are 
included in dissociation. As shown in the Chart, the 16 subtle 
physical states and Nibbana are included in partial dissociation.

Note : The method, as explained above, can be applied to aU the 
remaining states o f enquiry o f this chapter.

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate and feeling aggregate 
are taken for illustration.

(1) Matter aggregate ; With how many aggregates, with how many 
bases and with how many elements is Matter aggregate associated ? 
With none.

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 4 aggre
gates (feeling, perception, mental formation and consciousness 
aggregates), from 1 base (mind base) and from 7 elements (7 con
sciousness elements); partially dissociated from 1 base (52 mental 
factors) and from 1 element (52 mental factors).

(2) Feeling aggregate : With how many aggregates, with how
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many bases and with how many elements is Feeling aggregate 
associated ? It is associated with 3 aggregates (perception, mental 
formation and consciousness aggregates) with 1 base (mind base) 
and with 7 elements (7 consciousness elements).

From how many is it dissociated ? It is dissociated from 1 aggre
gate (matter aggregate), from 10 bases (10 gross bases) and from 
10 elements (10 gross elements); partially dissociated from 1 base 
(16 subtle physical states and Nibbana) and from 1 element (16 
subtle physical states and Nibbana).

The kinds of answers : There are 22 kinds o f answers. Since all 
the 250 states of enquiry dealt with in this chapter cannot be in
cluded in the Chart, only those with a diiferent answer are given. 
The numbers of the states of enquiry having the same answer are 
given in brackets along with the questions.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8. 
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

Question Numbers
228 (1), 231 (10), 233 (10), 236 (8), 247 (3), 276 (2), 

280 (5), 290 ( 4 ) .............................................
229 (3), 243 (1), 254 (2) .
230 (1), 232 (1), 237 (1), 241 (1), 255 (1), 291 (1)
234 ( 7 ) ....................................................................
235 (2), 240 (10), 244 (3), 249 (3), 252 (5), 277 (3), 282 (3) 

286 (17), 294 (7)
238 (4), 248 (3)
239 (1) .
242 (1), 253 ( 3 ) .......................................................
245 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
246 (3), 257 (2), 261 (2), 269 (9), 272 (8), 274 (2), 278 (2) 

284 (1), 286 (5), 294 (1), 296 (2), 298 (4), 305 (5)
2 5 0 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
2 5 1 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
256 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
258 (2), 267 (1), 302 ( 1 ) ............................................
259 (1), 268 (1), 303 ( 1 ) ............................................
260 (1), 271 (1), 275 (4), 289 (1) . . .
262 (2), 272 (1), 293 ( 1 ) ............................................
263 (2), 270 (2), 281 (1), 283 (2), 286 (10), 287 (2), 295 (2) 

296 (2), 304 ( 3 ) .......................................................
264 (1), 299 ( 2 ) .......................................................
265 (2), 279 (3), 285 (1), 286 (5), 288 (1), 294 (1), 297 (2) 

301 (2) ..................................................................
266 (1), 310 ( 2 ) .......................................................
292 ( 6 ) .............................................................................

Number of 
States

43
6
6
7

53
7
1
4
1

46
1
1
1
4
3 
7
4

26
3

17
3
6

T o ta l 250



7. A s s o c ia t e d  a n d  D is s o c ia t e d

11 QUESTIONS a n d  ANSWERS

306. Feeling aggregate is associated with these states ; Percep
tion aggregate; Mental formation aggregate; Consciousness 
aggregate ; Mind base is associated with these states. Those states 
are dissociated from these states.

From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from 
how many elements are those states dissociated 1 They are 
dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).
307. Eye consciousness element; . . . Mind element; Mind con
sciousness element is associated with these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states.

They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from 
any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (7).
308. Mind faculty is associated with these states. Those states 
are dissociated from these states.

They are dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 
7 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
309. Indifference faculty is associated with these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states.

They are not dissociated from any aggregates; not dissociated 
from any bases ; they are dissociated from 5 elements (1).
310. Conditioned by formation. Consciousness; Conditioned by 
6 bases. Contact; Conditioned by contact. Feeling; Contact; 
Feeling; Perception; Volition; Consciousness; Attention is 
associated with these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states.

They are dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 
elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (9).
311. Decision is associated with these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states.
" They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated 

from any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (1).
312. States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant; States accompanied by indifference are associated with 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states.
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They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated 
from any bases ; they are dissociated from 5 elements (2).
313. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
associated with these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states.

They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated 
from any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (1).
314. States which are consciousness; States which are mental 
factors ; States which are associated with consciousness; States 
which are conjoined with consciousness; States which are both 
conjoined with and are generated by consciousness ; States which 
are conjoined with, are generated by and arise together with con
sciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by and 
arise successively with consciousness are associated with these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states.

They are dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 
7 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (7).

■ 315. States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought 
are associated with these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states.

They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated 
from any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (2).
316. States which are accompanied by indifference are associated 
with these states. Those states are dissociated from these states.

From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from 
how many elements are those states dissociated ? They are not 
dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; 
they are dissociated from 5 elements (1).

Mnemonic

Four aggregates, one base.
Seven elements, two from faculties.
Three dependent originations, and then five states with contact 

as the fifth,
Decision, attention, three triplets,
Seven greater intermediate couplets, two applied'and sustained- 

thought.
Associated with mind element, three states accompanied with 

indifference feeling.



Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter V II

Subject matter : 37 states which are either pure consciousness or 
mental factor form the subject matter o f this chapter. Here the 
states that are associated with the state o f enquiry and the states 
that are dissociated from those associated states are considered. 
This method can be applied only to (1) feeling aggregate and others 
where the mental factors are associated with the 7 consciousness 
elements, (2) decision and others where the mental factors are 
associated with mind element and mind consciousness element and
(3) states that are pure consciousness aggregate. It is not applicable 
to (1) Origin truth. Path truth and others which are associated 
with a part o f mind consciousness element, (2) materiality and (3) 
Nibbana. Out o f the 37 states, 24 belong to the internal and 13 to 
the external states o f enquiry.

“  These states ”  and “  those states ”  : The rules for determining 
“  these states ”  and “  those states ”  are as follows :—

1. When one o f the 4 mental aggregates is the state o f enquiry 
(as in No. 306), the remaining 3 mental aggregates are taken as the 
first “  these states ” . Then the aggregate under enquiry together 
with the 3 associated mental aggregates ( “ these states ” ), making 
up the 4 mental aggregates, are taken as the first “  those states ” . 
(This is indicated in the column o f “  those states ’ ’ in the Chart 
as “  states - f  these states ”  for this has to be done with every state 
o f enquiry. The reason is that both “  these states ”  and the state 
of enquiry are dissociated in the same way— in this case from 
materiality and Nibbana. Moreover, it shows that there is a slight 
difference between the states taken as the first “  these states ”  
and “  those states ” ). Again, “  those states,”  the 4 mental aggre
gates, are dissociated from materiality and Nibbana which are taken 
as the second “  these states ”  and, later, as the second “  those 
states ” . (This is shown in the column o f the second “  these states ”  
in the Chart). The latter, materiality and Nibbana are dissociated 
from the 4 mental aggregates, from mind base and from 7 conscious
ness elements. They are also dissociated from 52 mental factors of 
co^izable base and cognizable element in partial dissociation.

2. With eye-consciousness element (No. 307), the associated 
states, the 7 primary mental factors, are taken as the first “  these 
states ” . The eye-consciousness element together with the 7 primary 
mental factors (also known as the eye-consciousness element mental
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grouping, which is the way to briefly denote consciousness and its 
associated mental factors), the first “  those states ” , are dissociated 
from 6 consciousness element mental groupings, materiality and 
Nibbana. All the latter states which are taken as the second “  these 
states ” , are not dissociated from any aggregate, not dissociated 
from any base but only dissociated from eye-consciousness element.

3. With decision (No. 311), the associated states, 78 types of 
consciousness and the 50 mental factors exclusive o f decision and 
doubt, are taken as the first “  these states ” . Then taking decision 
with its associated states, which make up 78 types of consciousness 
and 51 mental factors exclusive o f doubt, as the & st “  those states ” , 
the latter are dissociated from 2 x 5  sense consciousness elements, 
doubt mental grouping, materiality and Nibbana which are all 
taken as the second “  these states ” . The latter are not dissociated 
from any aggregate, not dissociated from any base but dissociated 
only from mind element.

4. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought (No. 313) 
are associated with these two thoughts which are taken as the first 
“  these states ” . The states with applied-thought and sustained- 
thought together with these two thoughts, which make up 55 types 
o f consciousness with applied-thought and sustained-thought and 
52 mental factors, are taken as the first “  those states ” . The latter 
are dissociated from without applied-thought and sustained-thought 
mental groupings, materiality and Nibbana, which are taken as the 
second “  these states ” . The latter are not dissociated from any 
aggregate, not dissociated from any base but dissociated only from 
mind element.

5. With indifference faculty (No. 309), which is the feeling 
associated with the 55 types o f consciousness accompanied by 
indifference, the above mental groupings, exclusive o f indifferent 
feeling are the associated states which are taken as the first “  these 
states ” . Indifferent feeling together with the associated mental 
groupings are taken as the first “  those states They are dissociated 
from the bodily pleasure, bodily pain, mental joy  and grief mental 
groupings, materiahty and Nibbana which are taken as the second 
“  these states ” . The latter are not dissociated from any aggregates, 
not dissociated from any bases but dissociated from eye-conscious
ness, ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness 
and mind elements.

6. States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor



pleasant (No. 312) are the mental groupings accompanied by in
different feeling but excludes the latter, which is the associated 
state. Indifferent feeling together with its mental groupings are 
taken as the first “  these states ”  and these are dissociated in the 
same way as indifference faculty above, i.e. from the bodily pleasure, 
bodily pain, mental joy and grief mental groupings, materiahty 
and Nibbana which are also dissociated from the 5 elements (the 
only difference from indifference faculty is in the states taken as 
the first “  these states The rest are the same).

How to read the Chart: Feeling aggregate is taken as an illustration. 
Feeling aggregate is associated with these states (89 types of con
sciousness and 51 mental factors exclusive o f feeling). Those 
(feehng and above associated states, i.e. 89 types o f consciousness 
and 52 mental factors) are dissociated from these states (materiality 
and Nibbana).

From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from how 
many elements are those states (materiality and Nibbana) dissoci
ated 1 They are dissociated from 4 aggregates (mental aggregates), 
from 1 base (mind base) and from 7 elements (7 consciousness 
elements); partially dissociated from 1 (cognizable) base (52 mental 
factors) and from 1 (cognizable) element (52 mental factors).

The kinds of answers : There are 3 kinds o f answers. The same 
answer is given by a number o f “  those states ” . The numbers o f the 
states o f enquiry which give the same kind are shown in brackets 
along with the questions.

Number of
Question Numbers States

1. 306 (5), 308 (1), 310 (9), 314 ( 7 ) ....................................................22
2. 307 (7), 311 (1), 313 (1), 316 ( 2 ) ......................................  11
3. 309 (1), 312 (2), 316 ( 1 ) ........................................................  4

Total 37
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C h a p t e r  VIII

8 . D is s o c ia t e d  a n d  A s s o c ia t e d

2 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

317. Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states. With how 
many aggregates, with how many bases and with how many elements 
are those states associated ? With none (1).
318. Feeling aggregate is dissociated from these states ; Percep
tion aggregate ; Mental formation aggregate ; Consciousness aggre
gate . . . States which are causes of lamentation ; States which are 
not causes of lamentation are dissociated from these states.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none (323).

Mnemonic
Cognizable base, cognizable element, again life faculty, mentality- 

materiality.
Six bases, birth, ageing, death, two triplets. Those states are not 

included.
Seven states from the first lesser intermediate couplets, ten clusters. 
Again fourteen greater-intermediate couplets, six last couplets. 
These also are not included. All these forty-seven states are not 

included in this negative Chapter together with Chapter 14.

Explanation of the Methods and Charts of Chapters V III and X IV
Subject matter : 324 states which are dissociated by planes, by 

classes, by times and by continuity form the subject matter o f these 
two chapters. Here the states that are dissociated from the state 
of enquiry and the states that are associated with the above 
dissociated states are considered. This method can be applied only 
to states that are pure materiality, Nibbana and mental aggregates 
and to those states which involve both materiality and mentality 
but are dissociated. Out of the 324 states, 97 belong to the internal 
and 227 to the external states o f enquiry.

All the states of enquiry are not mentioned in Chapter V III 
which has only 2 questions and answers. The reason is that all of 
them give the same negative answer, i.e. “  with none ” . However, 
they are mentioned in Chapter X IV  to which reference can be made.



Some o f them have been included here so as to show clearly the 
states that are taken as “  these states

Dissociated states : Suffering truth and supramundane mental 
groupings are dissociated by planes. The 9 great becomings are 
taken as “  these states ”  in turns because they are also dissociated 
by planes. But as explained in Chapter VI, since materiality and 
materiality are not dissociated, when percepted becoming is the 
state o f enquiry, non-percepted becoming cannot be taken as 
“  these states ” . So also with five-aggregate becoming, one-aggre
gate becoming cannot be taken as “  these states ” . However, with 
pure mentality as the state o f enquiry such as four-aggregate 
becoming and neither perception nor non-perception becoming, 
non-percepted becoming and one-aggregate becoming, which are 
pure materiality, are respectively taken as “  these states ” .

“  These states ”  : The rules for determining “  these states ”  are 
as follows :—

1. When materiality or Nibbana is the state o f enquiry, the 
dissociated 4 mental aggregates are taken as “  these states ”  and 
later as “  those states ” . Since the latter have no associated states, 
the answer is “  with none ” .

2. With mental factors such as feeling aggregate and so on 
which are associated with all kinds of consciousness and with 89 types 
o f consciousness such as consciousness aggregate, the dissociated 
states, materiality and Nibbana are taken as “  these states ” .

3. With mental factors such as Origin truth and so on which 
are not associated with aU kinds of consciousness and with one o f the 
7 consciousness elements such as eye-consciousness element and so 
on, the dissociated mentality, together with materiality and Nibbana 
are taken as “  these states ” . (Origin truth, which is greed, and hate 
or delusion are dissociated by class).

4. With rebirth becoming where both materiality and mentality 
are involved, the dissociated mental states are taken as “  these 
states ” .

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states (4 mental aggre- 
gStes). With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are those states (4 mental aggregates) 
associated ? With none.

The kinds of answers : They are all the same, i.e. “  with none ” .
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Chapter X IV
Here the states that are dissociated from the state o f enquiry as in 

Chapter V III are classified and tmclassified under the aggregates, 
bases and elements. The asterisk shows that Nibbana is not classified 
under the aggregates.

How to read the Chart; Matter aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states (4 mental aggre
gates). Under how many aggregates, imder how many bases and 
under how many elements are those states (4 mental aggregates) 
classified ? They are classified under 4 aggregates (feeling, percep
tion, mental formation and consciousness aggregates), under 2 bases 
(cognizable base and mind base) and under 8 elements (cognizable 
element and 7 consciousness elements).

Under how many are they (4 mental aggregates) not classified ? 
They are not classified under 1 aggregate (matter aggregate), under 
10 bases (10 gross bases) and under 10 elements (10 gross elements).

The kinds of answers : There are 9 kinds o f answers. The numbers 
o f states o f enquiry having the same answers are given below :—

Quution Number
1. 466 (1), 468 (20), 462 (8), 470 (4), 478 (4), 487 (2), 491 (10)

469 (6), 600 (2), 610 (10), 603 (2), 606 (6), 507 (2) 
609 (2), 516 (3)...............................................................

2. 457 (6). 466 (3), 472 (6), 604 (8) .
3. 459 (7), 473 (1), 481 (1), 512 (2) .
4. 460 (1), 476 (1), 480 (1), 486 (5), 490 (2), 495 (3), 497 (1)

499 (4), 501 (20), 502 (4), 507 (4), 508 (5), 611 (4), 516 (3) 
518 (5)...............................................................................

5. 461 (2), 463 (4), 465 (10), 467 (3), 471 (16), 474 (4), 477 (2)
482 (3), 486 (9), 489 (8), 492 (4), 494 (8), 498 (6), 60 
(28), 507 (13), 510 (4), 513 (3), 517 (5).

6. 464 (1), 476 (2), 484 (1), 514 (1) .
7. 468 (3), 479 (1), 483 (1), 506 (1) .
8. 469 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
9. 488 (1), 493 ( 2 ) .......................................................

Number of 
SUUes

81
23
11

63

131
5
6 
1 
3

Total 324



C h a p t e r  IX

9. A s s o c ia t e d  a n d  A s s o c ia t e d

34 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

319. Feeling aggregate is associated with these states ; Perception 
aggregate; Mental formation aggregate is associated with these 
states. Those states are associated with these states.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with. 7 elements; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
320. Consciousness aggregate; Mind base; Eye consciousness 
element. . .  Mind element; Mind consciousness element is associated 
with these states. Those states are associated with these states. . .  . 
They are associated with 3 aggregates; partially associated with 
1 base and with 1 element (9).
321. Origin truth ; Path truth is associated with these states. 
Those states are associated with these states. They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 elem ent; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (2).
322. Mind faculty is associated with these states. Those states 
are associated with these states. They are associated with 3 aggre
gates ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
323. Bodily pleasiure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy 
faculty ; Grief faculty is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element (4).
324. Indifference faculty is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 6 elements ; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
325. Faith faculty; Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; 
Concentration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did- 
not-know faculty ; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known 
faculty ; Ignorance; Conditioned by ignorance. Formations are 
associated with these states. Those states are associated with these
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states. They aie associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
1 element; partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element (10).
326. Conditioned by formations. Consciousness is associated with 
these states. Those states are associated with these states. They are 
associated with 3 aggregates ; partially associated with 1 base and 
with 1 element (1).
327. Conditioned by 6 bases, Contact is associated with these 
states. Those states are associated with these states. They are 
associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element (1).
328. Conditioned by contact. Feeling is associated with these 
states. Those states are associated with these states. They are 
associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; 
partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
329. Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by craving. 
Clinging ; Kamma becoming is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated 
with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
330. Sorrow; Suffering; Grief is associated with these states. 
Those states are associated with these states. They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
331. Despair; Applications o f Mindfulness; Great Effort is 
associated with these states. Those states are associated with 
these states. They are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base 
and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggregate, with
1 base and with 1 element (3).
332. Road to psychic power is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with
2 aggregates ; partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and 
with 1 element (1).
333. Jhana is associated with these states. Those states are 
associated with these states. They are associated with 2 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 
1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
334. Illimitables ; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors o f En
lightenment ; Noble Eightfold Path is associated with these states.



Those states are associated with these states. They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (5).
335. Contact; Volition ; Attention is associated with these states. 
Those states are associated with these states. They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
336. Feeling ; Perception is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 elements ; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element (2).
337. Consciousness is associated with these states. Those states 
are associated with these states. They are«associated with 3 aggre
gates ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
338. Decision is associated with these states. Those states are 
associated with these states. They are associated with 3 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 2 elements ; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element (1).

Triplets
339. States associated with pleasant feeling; States associated 
with painful feeling; States associated with feehng that is neither 
painful nor pleasant are associated with these states. Those states 
are associated with these states. They are associated with 1 aggre
gate ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
340. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought; States 
without applied-thought but sustained-thought; States accom
panied by rapture are associated with these states. Those states 
are associated with these states. They are partially associated with 
1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
341. States accompanied by pleasure; States accompanied by 
indifference are associated with these states. Those states are 
associated with these states. They are associated with 1 aggregate ; 
partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (2).

* Couplets
342. States which are roots ; States which are roots and also 
have associated roots; States which are roots and also associated 
with roots are associated with these states. Those states are 
associated with these states. They are associated with 3 aggregates.
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with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
343. States which have associated roots but are not roots ; States 
which are associated with roots but are not roots; States which are 
not roots but have associated roots are associated with these states. 
Those states are associated with these states. They are partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
344. States which are cankers; States which are both cankers 
and objects o f cankers ; States which are both cankers and associated 
with cankers are associated with these states. Those states are 
associated with these states. They are associated with 3 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
346. States which are associated with cankers but are not cankers 
are associated with these states. Those states are associated with 
with these states. They are partially associated with 1 aggregate, 
with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
346. Fetters. . .  Ties . . . Floods . . . Bonds . . . Hindrances.* . . . 
States which are misapprehensions; States which are both mis
apprehensions and objects o f misapprehensions are associated with 
these states. Those states are associated with these states. '>’hev 
are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 elemeu./, 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element (22).
347. States which are associated with misapprehensions are 
associated with these states. Those states are associated with these 
states. They are partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base 
and with 1 element (1).
348. States which are consciousness are associated with these 
states. Those states are associated with these states. They are 
associated with 3 aggregates; partially associated with 1 base 
and with 1 element (1).
349. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with consciousness ; 
States which are both conjoined with and generated by conscious
ness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by and arise 
together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are 
generated by and arise successively with consciousness are associated 
with these states. Those states are associated with these states.

* These 6 olusters are to be taken as canker clusters in Nos. 344 and 346.



They are associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 7 
elements (6).
350. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
both corruptions and associated with corruptions are associated with 
these states. Those states are associated with these states. They 
are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; 
partially associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 
element (8).
351. States which are objects o f corruptions but are not corrup
tions ; States which are associated with corruptions but are not 
corruptions ; States with applied-thougbt; States with sustained- 
thought ; States with rapture ; States which are accompanied by 
rapture are associated with these states. Those states are associated 
with these states. They are partially associated with 1 aggregate, 
with 1 base and with 1 element (6).
352. States which are accompanied by pleasure ; States which are 
accompanied by indifference are associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are those states assoeiated ? They are associated 
with 1 aggregate; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 
element (2).

Mnemonic

Four mental aggregates, only mind base.
Seven consciousness elements, two Truths, fourteen faculties. 
Twelve dependent originations, the next sixteen.
Eight triplets, forty-three clusters.
Seven greater intermediate couplets, six last couplets.

These states are mentioned in the ninth chapter.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter IX

Subject matter: 120 states, each of which is a part o f  mental 
aggregate, form the subject matter o f these two chapters. These 
are the states which comply with the 4 characteristics o f association. 
The others, which are Nibbana, pure materiality or materiality 
which involves both mentality and Nibbana are, therefore, excluded.
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Of the 120 states, 56 belong to the internal and 64 to the external 
states of enquiry.

"  These states ”  and ” those states ”  : As was shown in Chapter VI, 
the remaining mental aggregates which are associated with the state 
o f enquiry are taken as the first “  these states The latter are then 
taken as the first “  those states ” . “  Those states ”  are associated 
with the state o f enquiry which is taken as the second “  these states ”  
and, later, as the second “  those states ” . These are shown in the 
Chart. The association and partial association with the second 
“  those states ”  are the same as in Chapter VI.

How to read the Chart: Feeling aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Feeling aggregate is associated with these states (Consciousness 89, 
mental factors 62 excluding feeling =  61). Those states (con
sciousness 89, mental factors 52 excluding feeling =  61) are associ
ated with these states (feeling aggregate).

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states (feeling aggregate) associated ? They 
(feeling aggregate) are associated with 3 aggregates (remaining 
3 mental aggregates), with 1 base (mind base) and with 7 elements 
(7 consciousness elements); partially associated with 1 (cognizable) 
base (61 mental factors exclusive o f feeling) and with 1 (cognizable) 
element (61 mental factors exclusive o f feeling).

The kinds ofansioers ; There are 12 kinds o f answers. The numbers 
o f  the states o f enquiry having the same answers are given below :—

Question Number
1. 319 (3), 328 (1), 336 (2) .
2. 320 (9), 322 (1), 326 (1), 337 (1), 348 (1)
3. 321 (2), 326 (10), 329 (3), 331 (3), 334 (6), 324 (3), 344 (3) 

346 (17),360(7) .
4. 323 (4), 330 (3)
6. 324 (1) .
6. 327 (1), 336 (3)
7. 332 (1) .
8. 333 (1) .
9. 338 (1) .

10. 339 (3), 340 (2), 362 (2)
11. 340 (3), 343 (3), 845 (1), 346 (6), 347 (1), 360 (1), 361 (6)
12. 349 ( 6 ) .............................................................................

Number of 
States 

6 
13

63

Total 120



C h a p t e r  X

10. D is s o c ia t e d  a n d  D is s o c ia t e d  

56  q u e s t io n s  a n d  a n s w e r s

353. Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states.

From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from how 
many elements are those states dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
354. Feeling aggregate is dissociated from these states ; Perception 
aggregate; Mental formation aggregate ; Consciousness aggregate; 
Mind base is dissociated from these ‘ states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states. . . . They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dis
sociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).
355. Eye base . .  . Tangible Object base ; Eye elem ent. . . Tangible 
Object element is dissociated from these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states. . . . They are dissociated from 
4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (20).
356. Eye consciousness element . . . Mind consciousness element; 
Origin truth ; Path truth is dissociated from these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dis
sociated from 1 base and from 1 element (9).
357. Cessation truth ; Eye faculty . . . Body facu lty ; Female
faculty ; Male faculty is dissociated from these states. Those
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 
4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (8).
358. Mind faculty is dissociated from these states. Those states 
are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggre-

'•gate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
359. Bodily pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy  
faculty; Grief faculty is dissociated from these states. Those
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from
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1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
360. Indifference faculty is dissociated from these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
361. Faith faculty ; Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Con
centration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not- 
know faculty ; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known 
faculty ; Ignorance; Conditioned by ignorance. Formations are 
dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases 
and from 16 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (10).
362. Conditioned by formation. Consciousness; Conditioned by
6 bases. Contact; Conditioned by contact. Feeling is dissociated 
from these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. 
They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 
elements; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
363. Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by craving. 
Clinging ; Kamma becoming is dissociated from these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
364. Fine-material becoming is dissociated from these states. 
Those states are dissociated from these states. They are not dis
sociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; 
they are dissociated from 3 elements (1).
365. Non-percepted becoming ; One-aggregate becoming ; Lamen
tation is dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated 
from these states. They are dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 
1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and 
from 1 element (3).
366. Immaterial becom ing; Neither perception nor non-percep
tion becoming ; Four-aggregate becom ing; Sorrow ; Suffering; 
G rief; Despair; Application o f Mindfulness ; Great E ffort; Road 
to psychic pow er; Jhana; Illimitables; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths;
7 Factors o f Enlightenment; Noble Eightfold Path is dissociated 
from these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. 
They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16



elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (16).
367. Contact; Feeling ; Perception ; Volition ; Consciousness ; 
Attention is dissociated from these states. Those states are dis
sociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, 
from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (6).
368. Decision is dissociated from these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, 
from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (1).

Triplets.

369. Wholesome states ; Unwholesome states are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
370. States associated with pleasant feeling; States associated 
with painful feeling are dissociated from these states. Those states 
are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggre
gate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
371. States associated with feeling that is neither painful nor 
pleasant are dissociated from these states. Those states are dis
sociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, 
from 10 bases and from 11 elements; partially dissociated from 
I base and from 1 element (1).
372. Resultant states are dissociated from these states. Those 
states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated from 
1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
373. States producing resultant states ; Corrupt and corrupting 
states are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated 
from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 
10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base 
M id  from 1 element (2).
374. States which are neither resultant nor producing resultant 
states; States which are not acquired by clinging but favourable 
to clinging are dissociated from these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states. They are not dissociated from any
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aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are dissociated 
from 5 elements (2).
375. States which are not acquired by clinging and not favourable 
to clinging ; Not corrupt and corrupting states are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They 
are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any 
bases ; they are dissociated from 6 elements (2).
376. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases 
and from 15 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (1).
377. States without applied-thought but with sustained-thought; 
States accompanied by rapture are dissociated from these states. 
Those states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
378. States without applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not 
dissociated from any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (1).
379. States accompanied by pleasure are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
380. States accompanied by indifference are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
381. States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by First P ath ; 
States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States 
leading to rebirth and death ; States leading to N ibbana; States 
appertaining to Learners; States appertaining to Arahatta ; Lofty 
states are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated 
from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 
10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base 
and from 1 element (9).
382. Incomparable states; Exalted states are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They



C h a p t e r  IX

9. A s s o c ia t e d  a n d  A s s o c ia t e d

34 q u e s t io n s  a n d  a n s w e r s

319. Feeling aggregate is associated with these states ; Perception 
aggregate; Mental formation aggregate is associated with these 
states. Those states are associated with these states.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with, 7 elements ; partially 
associated with 1 base and with 1 element (3).
320. Consciousness aggregate; Mind base; Eye consciousness 
element. . .  Mind element; Mind consciousness element is associated 
with these states. Those states are associated with these states. . . . 
They are associated with 3 aggregates; partially associated with 
1 base and with 1 element (9).
321. Origin truth ; Path truth is associated with these states. 
Those states are associated with these states. They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element (2).
322. Mind faculty is associated with these states. Those states 
are associated with these states. They are associated with 3 aggre
gates ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
323. Bodily pleasure facidty ; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy  
facu lty ; Grief faculty is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 1 element; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element (4).
324. Indifference faculty is associated with these states. Those 
states are associated with these states. They are associated with 
3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 6 elements ; partially associated 
with 1 base and with 1 element (1).
325. Faith faculty; Energy facu lty ; Mindfulness faculty ; 
Concentration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shaU-know-what-I-did- 
not-know faculty ; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known 
faculty ; Ignorance; Conditioned by ignorance, Formations are 
associated with these states. Those states are associated with these
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roots ; States which are associated with roots but are not roots ; 
States which are not roots but have associated roots are dissociated 
from these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. 
They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 
elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (8). 
390. States not arising from 4 causes ; States not conditioned by 
4 causes ; States with visibility ; States with impinging ; States 
which have physical change arc dissociated from these states. 
Those states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (6).
301. States which are Supramundane are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are not 
dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; 
they are dissociated from 6 elements (1).
392. States which are cankers ; States which are associated with 
cankers; States which are both cankers and objects o f cankers; 
States which are both cankers and associated with cankers ; States 
which are associated with cankers but are not cankers are dis
sociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from these 
states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and 
from 16 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (5).
393. States which are not objects o f cankers; States which are 
dissociated from cankers and are not objects o f cankers are dissoci
ated from these states. Those states are dissociated from these 
states. They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated 
from any bases ; they are dissociated from 6 elements (2).
394. States which are fetters . . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances ♦ . . .  States which arc misapprehensions; States which are 
associated with misapprehensions ; States which are both misappre
hensions and objects o f misapprehensions are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (38).
395. States which are not objects o f misapprehensions; States 
which are dissociated from misapprehensions and are not objects 
o f misapprehensions are dissociated from these states. Those 
states ate dissociated from these states. They ate not dissociated

*  These should be Uken just os cankers above.



from any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (2).
396. States which have objects ; States which are consciousness ; 
States which are mental factors ; States which are associated with 
consciousness; States which are conjoined with consciousness ; 
States which are both conjoined with and are generated by con
sciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated by and 
arise together with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, 
are generated by and arise successively with consciousness are dis
sociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from these 
states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and 
from 10 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (8).
397. States which have no objects ; States which are dissociated 
from consciousness ; States which are not conjoined with con
sciousness ; States which are derived are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
398. States which are not acquired by clinging are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They 
are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any 
bases ; they are dissociated from 5 elements (1).
399. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions ; 
States which are corrupt; States which are associated with corrup
tions ; States which are both corruptions and objects o f corrup
tions ; States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which 
are corrupt but are not corruptions ; States which are both corrup
tions and associated with corruptions ; States which are associated 
with corruptions but are not corruptions are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (15).
400. States which are not objects o f corruptions; States which 
are dissociated from corruptions and are not objects o f corruptions 
are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not 
dissociated from any bases ; they are dissociated from 6 elements (2).
401. States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by First P ath ;
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States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are dis
sociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from these 
states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and 
from 16 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (4).
402. States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought 
are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases 
and from 16 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (2).
403. States without applied-thought; States without sustained-’ 
thought are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissoci
ated from these states. They are not dissociated from any aggre
gates, not dissociated from any bases; they are dissociated from 
1 element (2).
404. States with rapture; States which are accompanied by 
rapture are dissociated from these states. Those states arc dis
sociated from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, 
from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partiaUy dissociated from 
1 base and from 1 element (2).
406. States which are accompanied by pleasure are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They 
are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 
elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
406. States which are accompanied by indifference are dissociated 
from these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. 
They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 
elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base, and from 1 element (1).
407. States which do not belong to the sensuous plane; States 
which are not included in the round o f existences; States which 
are not with beyond are dissociated from these states. Those states 
are dissociated from these states. They are not dissociated from 
any aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are 
dissociated from 6 elements (3).
408. States which belong to the fine-material plane ; States which 
belong to the immaterial plane; States which lead out from the 
round o f existences ; States which have fixed destiny yielded after 
decease or after their own occurrence ; States which are causes of 
lamentation are dissociated from these states. Those states are 
dissociated from these states.



From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from how 
many elements are those states dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).

Mnemonic

Same as Chapter VI.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter X

Subject matter : The 250 dissociated states such as matter aggre
gate and so on dealt with in Chapter VI also form the subject matter 
o f this chapter.

“  These states ” and “ Those states ”  : The states which are 
dissociated from the state o f enquiry’ are taken as the first “  these 
states ”  and then as the first “  those states ” . Then the states which 
are dissociated from the first “  those states ”  are taken as the second 
“  these states ”  and “  those states ” . The dissociation and partial 
dissociation from aggregates, bases and elements of the latter states 
are then found.

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states (4 mental aggre
gates). Those states (4 mental aggregates) are dissociated from 
these states (matter 28, Nibbana).

From how many aggregates, from how many bases and from how 
many elements are those states (matter 28, Nibbana) dissociated ? 
They are dissociated from 4 aggregates (4 mental aggregates), from 
1 base (mind base) and from 7 elements (7 consciousness elements).

Note : In the commentary on this chapter it is stated that Nibbana 
is similar to subtle matter (Nibbanam pana sukhumarupa-gatika 
meva). Some have misinterpreted this as meaning that Nibbana 
is as subtle as subtle matter. The commentator did not mean that 
it should be taken as such. What he wanted to point out was that 
since both Nibbana and the 16 subtle physical states are classified 
under cognizable base and cognizable element, they are alike in this 
respect.

In the subcommentary, it is stated that the characteristics o f 
Nibbana and subtle matter are not shown but that Nibbana is to 
be taken in partial dissociation and, therefore, that they are alike 
in this respect.
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The hinds of answers : There are 9 kinds o f answers. The numbers 
o f the states o f enquiry having the same answers are given below :—

Qiuttion Number
1. 363 (1), 366 (20), 367 (8), 366 (3), 388 (2), 300 (6), 397 (4)
2. 364 (6), 368 (1), 362 (3), 367 (6), 372 (1), 383 (1), 387 (4)

396 ( 8 ) ..................................................................
3. 366 (9), 360 (4), 361 (10), 363 (3), 366 (16), 360 (2), 373 (2)

377 (2), 381 (9), 384 (8), 386 (2), 389 (8), 392 (6), 394 (28) 
399(18),401(4),404(2),408(6)

4. 360 (1), 371 (1), 380 (1), 406 (1) .
6. 364 ( 1 ) .............................................................................
6. 368 (1), 370 (2), 376 (1), 379 (1), 402 (2), 406 (1) .
7. 374 (2), 386 (1), 398 ( 1 ) ...........................................
8. 375 (2), 382 (2), 391 (1), 393 (2), 394 (10), 395 (2), 399 (2)

400 (2), 407 ( 3 ) .......................................................
9. 378 (1), 403 ( 2 ) .......................................................

Number of 
Statee

43

20

132
4
1
8
4

26
3

Total 260



8  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

409. Origin truth is classified with these states; Path truth is 
classified with these states under the same aggregate, under the 
same base and imder the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and With 7 elements; partially 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
410. Female faculty; Male faculty is classified with these states 
imder the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dissoci
ated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
411. Bodily pleasure faculty; Bodily pain faculty ; Mental joy  
faculty; Grief faculty is classified with these states under the
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element___
They are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 
elements ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
412. Indifference faculty is classified with these states under the 
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element. 
They are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 2 
elements ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dissoci
ated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements ; partially 
dissociated ^ m  1 base and from 1 element (1).

Chaftbb X I

11. Associated with, and D issociated prom, the Classified
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413. Faith faulty ; Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Con
centration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not- 
know facu lty ; Higher realization faculty; He-who-has-known 
faculty ; Ignorance ; Conditioned by ignorance, Formations ; Con
ditioned by 6 bases. Contact; Conditioned by feeling. Craving; 
Conditioned by craving. Clinging; Kamma becoming is classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, imder the same base 
and under the same element. They are associated with 3 aggregates, 
with 1 base and with 7 elements ; partially associated with 1 aggre
gate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dis
sociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (14).
414. Lamentation is classified with these states under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are 
dissociated from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
415. Sorrow; Suffering ; Grief is classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element.

They are associated with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 
7 elements ; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are disso
ciated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (3).
416. Despair ; Application o f Mindfulness ; Great E ffort; Illimit
ables ; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors o f Enlightenment; 
Noble Eightfold Path ; Contact; Vohtion ; Decision ; Attention ; 
States which ate roots ; States which are roots and also have 
associated roots ; States which are roots and also associated with 
roots ; States which are cankers; States which are both cankers 
and objects o f cankers ; States which are both cankers and associated 
with cankers ; States which are fetters . . .  States which are ties . . .  
States which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which 
are hindrances . . . States which are misapprehensions . . . States 
which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions ; States which 
are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions ; States which are



both corruptions and corrupt; States which are both corruptions 
and associated with corruptions are classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, under the same base and imder the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3 aggregates, with 1 base and with 7 elements; partiaUy 
associated with 1 aggregate, with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are those states dissociated ? They are dis
sociated firom 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (42).

Mnemonic

Same as Chapter IV.

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter X I

Subject matter : Here feeling, mental formation, aggregate, subtle 
matter and one kind of audible object, which are classified with 
the states o f enquiry under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element as given in Chapter IV, are now treated 
under association and dissociation as in Chapter VI.

How to read the Chart: Origin truth is taken as illustration. 
Origin truth is classified with these states (remaining 49 states o f 
mental formation aggregate) under the same aggregate (mental 
formation aggregate), under the same base (cognizable base) and 
under the same element (cognizable element).

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states (remaining 49 states o f mental 
formation aggregate) associated ? They are associated with 3 aggre
gates (remaining 3 mental aggregates), with 1 base (mind base) 
and with 7 elements (7 consciousness elements); partially associated 
with 1 aggregate (mental formation aggregate), with 1 (cognizable) 
base (Origin truth, feeling and perception mental factors) and with 
1 "(cognizable) element (Origin truth, feeling and perception mental 
factors).

From how many are those states (remaining 49 states o f mental 
formation aggregate) dissociated ? They are dissociated from 1 
aggregate (matter aggregate), from 10 bases (10 gross bases) and
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aggregates, not dissociated from any bases; they are dissociated 
from 5 elements (2).
376. States which are not acquired by clinging and not favourable 
to clinging ; Not corrupt and corrupting states are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They 
are not dissociated from any aggregates, not dissociated from any 
bases ; they are dissociated from 6 elements (2).
376. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases 
and from 15 elements ; partially dissociated from 1 base and from 
1 element (1).
377. States without applied-thought but with sustained-thought; 
States accompanied by rapture are dissociated from these states. 
Those states are dissociated from these states. They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 16 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (2).
378. States without applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated from 
these states. They are not dissociated from any aggregates, not 
dissociated from any bases ; they are dissociated from 1 element (1).
379. States accompanied by pleasure are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 15 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
380. States accompanied by indifference are dissociated from these 
states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They are 
dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 11 elements ; 
partially dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
381. States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by First P a th ; 
States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States 
leading to rebirth and death ; States leading to Nibbana ; States 
appertaining to Learners ; States appertaining to Arahatta; Lofty 
states are dissociated from these states. Those states are dissociated 
from these states. They are dissociated from 1 aggregate, from 
10 bases and from 16 elements; partially dissociated from 1 base 
and from 1 element (9).
382. Incomparable states; Exalted states are dissociated from 
these states. Those states are dissociated from these states. They
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417. Feeling aggregate is associated with these states ; Perception 
aggregate; Mental formation aggregate is associated with these 
states.

Under how many aggregates, imder how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They are classified 
under 3 aggregates, imder 2 bases and imder 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (3).
418. Consciousness aggregate; Mind base; Eye consciousness 
element. . .  Mind element; Mind consciousness element is associated 
with these states. . . . They are classified under 3 aggregates, under
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
imder 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (9).
419. Origin truth ; Path truth is associated with these states. 
They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and imder 16 elements (2).
420. Mind faculty is associated with these states. They are 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).
421. Bodily pleasure faculty ; Bodily pain facu lty ; Mental joy 
faculty ; Grief faculty is associated with these states. They are 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (4).
422. Indifference faculty is associated with these states. They are 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 11 elements (1).
423. Faith faculty ; Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Con
centration faculty; Wisdom faculty; I-shall-know-what-I-did-not- 
know faculty ; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known

Chapter X II
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faculty ; Ignorance; Conditioned by ignorance, Formations are 
associated with these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and imder 16 elements (10).
424. Conditioned by formation. Consciousness is associated with 
these states. They are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base 
and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and imder 17 elements (1).
425. Conditioned by 6 bases. Contact is associated with these 
states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 10 elements (1).
426. Conditioned by contact. Feeling is associated with these 
states. They are classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (1).
427. Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by craving. 
Clinging ; Kamma becoming is associated with these states. They 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
428. Sorrow; Suffering; Grief is associated with these states. 
They are classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
429. Despair; Application of mindfulness; Great effort is 
associated with these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
430. Boad to psychic power is associated with these states. They 
are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).



431. Jhana is associated with these states. They are classified 
under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, imder 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
432. Illimitables ; 5 Faculties ; 5 Strengths ; 7 Factors o f En- 
hghtenment; Noble Eightfold Path is associated with these states. 
They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (5).
433. Contact; Vohtion ; Attention is associated with these states. 
They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (3).
434. Feeling ; Perception is associated with these states. They are 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 10 bases and imder 10 elements (2).
435. Consciousness is associated with these states. They are 
classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).
436. Decision is associated with these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 15 elements (1).

Triplets

437. States associated with pleasant feeling; States associated 
with painful feeling ; States associated with feeling that is neither 
painful nor pleasant; States with apphed-thought and sustained- 
thought ; States without applied-thought but with sustained- 
thought ; States accompanied by rapture ; States accompanied by 
pleasure; States accompanied by indifference are associated with 
these states. They are classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base 
and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (8).
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Couplets
438. States which are roots ; States which are roots and also 
have associated roots ; States which are roots and also associated 
with roots are associated with these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
imder 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
439. States which have associated roots but are not roots ; States 
which are associated with roots but are not roots; States which 
are not roots but have associated roots are associated with these 
states. They are classified under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 
1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (3).
440. States which are cankers; States which are both cankers 
and objects o f cankers ; States which are both cankers and associated 
with cankers are associated with these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
441. States which are associated with cankers but are not cankers 
are associated with these states. They are classified under 1 aggre
gate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).
442. States which are fetters . . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances • . .  . States which are misapprehensions; States which 
are both misapprehensions and objects of misapprehensions are 
associated with these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (22).
443. States which are associated with misapprehensions are asso
ciated with these states. They are classified under 1 aggregate, under 
1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).
444. States which are consciousness are associated with these

• These should be taken just as cankers above.



states. They are classified under 3 aggregates, under 1 base and 
under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 2 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (1).
445. States which are mental factors ; States which are associated 
with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with consciousness ; 
States which are both conjoined with and are generated by con
sciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated 
by and arise together with consciousness; States which are con
joined with, are generated by and arise successively with conscious
ness are associated with these states. They are classified under
1 aggregate, under 1 base and imder 7 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 11 elements (6).
446. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
both corruptions and associated with corruptions are associated 
with these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, under
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (8).
447. States which are corrupt but are not corruptions; States 
which are associated with corruptions but are not corruptions; 
States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought; 
States with rapture ; States which are accompanied by rapture ; 
States which are accompanied by pleasure; States which are 
accompanied by indifference are associated with these states.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They are classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 1 base and under 1 element.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 11 bases and under 17 elements (8).

Mnemonic
 ̂ Same as Chapter IX .

Explanation of the Method and Chart * of Chapter X II
Here the states that are associated with the state o f enquiry as in 

Chapter IX  are classified and unclassified under the aggregates, 
• See the Chart facing page 117.
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bases and elements. The asterisk indicates the associated states 
that are to be classified and unclassified. Only the classified are 
shown in the chart and the remaining aggregates, bases and elements 
are those that are tmclassified.

How to read the Chart: Feeling aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Feeling aggregate is associated with these states (consciousness 89, 
mental factors 52 excluding feeling =  51).

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states (consciousness 89, mental 
factors 52 excluding feeling =  51) classified ? They (consciousness 
89, mental factors 52 excluding feeling =  51) are classified under 
3 aggregates (perception, mental formation and consciousness 
aggregates), under 2 bases (cognizable base and mind base) and 
under 8 elements (cognizable element and 7 consciousness elements).

Under how many are they (consciousness 89, mental factors 52 
excluding feeling =  51) not classified ? They are not classified under 
2 aggregates (matter aggregate and feehng aggregate), under 10 
bases (10 gross bases) and under 10 elements (10 gross elements).

The kinds of answers : There are 9 kinds of answers. The numbers 
o f the states o f enquiry having the same answers are shown below :—

Question Number
1. 417  (3), 426 (1), 434 ( 2 ) ..............................................
2. 418 (9), 420 (1), 424 (1), 430 (1), 435 (1), 444 (1) .
3. 419 (2), 423 (10), 427 (3), 429 (3), 432 (5), 438 (3), 440 (3

442 (17), 446 ( 7 ) .........................................................
4. 421 (4), 428 (3), 431 ( 1 ) .............................................
5. 422 (1) ................................................................................
6. 425 (1), 433 ( 3 ) .........................................................
7. 436 ( 1 ) ................................................................................
8. 437 (8), 439 (3), 441 (1), 442 (5), 443 (1), 446 (1), 447 (8)
9. 445 ( 6 ) ................................................................................

Number of 
Slates

6
14

63
8
1
4
1

27
6

T o ta l 120
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8  q u e s t io n s  a n d  a n s w e r s

448. Matter aggregate is not classified with these states under the 
same aggregate, under the same base and under the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3  aggregates; partially associated with 1 base and with 
1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (1).
449. Cognizable base is not classified with these states ; Cognizable 
element; Female faculty; Male faculty; Life facu lty ; Condi
tioned by consciousness, Mentality-materiality; Non-percepted 
becoming; One-aggregate becoming ; Birth ; Ageing ; Death is 
not classified with these states imder the same aggregate, under the 
same base and imder the same element.. . .  They are associated with
3  aggregates; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element. 

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (11).
450. Immaterial becoming; Neither perception nor non-percep
tion becoming ; Four-aggregate becom ing; Road to psychic power 
is not classified with these states under the same aggregate, under 
the same base and under the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated from
4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements ; partially dissociated 
from 1 base and from 1 element (4).

0

Triplets

451. Wholesome states ; Unwholesome states ; States associated 
with pleasant feeling ; States associated with painful feeling ; States 
associated with feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant;

Chapter X III
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Resultant states ; States producing resultant states ; States which 
are not acquired by clinging and not favourable to clinging ; Corrupt 
and corrupting states; Not corrupt and not corrupting states; 
States with applied-thought and sustained-thought; States without 
apphed-thought but with sustained-thought; States accompanied 
by rapture ; States accompanied by pleasure ; States accompanied 
by indifference ; States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated 
by  Higher 3 Paths ; States together with roots eradicated by First 
Path ; States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; 
States leading to rebirth and death; States leading to N ibbana; 
States appertaining to Learners ; States appertaining to Arahatta ; 
Lofty states ; Incomparable states ; States with limited objects ; 
States with lofty objects ; States with incomparable objects ; Low 
states; Exalted states; States with fixed destiny due to wrong 
view s; States with fixed destiny due to right views ; States with 
Path ob je ct ; States conditioned by the Path ; States dominated 
by the Path ; States with past ob ject; States with future o b je ct ; 
States with present ob ject; States with internal ob ject; States 
with external ob ject; States with internal and external object (41).

Couplets

States which have associated roots ; States which are associated 
with roots ; States which have associated roots but are not roots ; 
States which are associated with roots but are not roots ; States 
which are not roots but have associated roots are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
firom 4 aggregates, firom 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (5).
452. States which have physical change are not classified with 
these states imder the same aggregate, under the same base and 
under the same element. They are associated with 3 aggregates; 
partially associated with 1 base and with 1 element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
d issociate from 1 base and from 1 element (1).



453. States which have no physical change; States which are 
Supramundane ; States which are not objects o f cankers ; States 
which are associated with cankers ; States which are associated with 
cankers but are not cankers; States which are dissociated from 
cankers and are not objects o f cankers (6).

States which are not objects o f fetters . . . States which are not 
objects o f ties . . . States which are not objects o f floods . . . States 
which are not objects o f bonds . . . States which are not objects o f 
hindrances . . . (20).

States which are not objects o f misapprehensions ; States which 
are associated with misapprehensions; States which are dissociated 
from misapprehensions and are not objects o f misapprehensions; 
States which have objects are not classified with these states under 
the same aggregate, under the same base and under the same 
element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (4).
454. States which have no objects; States which are not con
sciousness ; States which are dissociated from consciousness ; States 
which are not conjoined with consciousness; States which are 
generated by consciousness; States which arise together with 
consciousness ; States which arise successively with consciousness ; 
States which are external; States which are derived are not classified 
with these states under the same aggregate, imder the same base 
and under the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated ? They are associated 
with 3 aggregates; partially associated with 1 base and with 1 
element.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 1 aggregate, from 10 bases and from 10 elements; partially 
dissociate from 1 base and from 1 element (9).
4fi5. States which are not objects o f clinging; States which are 
associated with clinging ; States which are associated with clinging 
but are not clinging; States which are dissociated from clinging 
and are not objects o f clinging; States which are not objects o f 
corruptions; States which are not corrupt; States which are
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associated with corruptions ; States which are corrupt but are not 
corruptions; States which are associated with corruptions but 
are not corruptions ; States which are dissociated from corruptions 
and are not objects o f corruptions; States which are eradicated 
by First P ath ; States which are eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; 
States together with roots eradicated by First P a th ; States 
together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States with 
applied-thought; States with sustained-thought; States with 
rapture ; States which are accompanied by rapture ; States which 
are accompanied by pleasure; States which are accompanied by 
indifference; States which do not belong to the sensuous plane; 
States which belong to the fine-material plane; States which 
belong to the immaterial plane ; States which are not included in 
the round o f existences ; States which lead out from the round o f 
existences; States which have fixed destiny yielded after decease 
or after their own occurrence ; States which are not with beyond ; 
States which are causes o f lamentation are not classified with these 
states under the same aggregate, under the same base and under 
the same element.

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states associated 1 With none.

From how many are they dissociated ? They are dissociated 
from 4 aggregates, from 1 base and from 7 elements; partially 
dissociated from 1 base and from 1 element (28).

Mnemonic

Same as Chapter V  (6).

Explanation of the Method and Chart of Chapter X III

Subject matter : Here the states, which are not classified with the 
states o f enquiry under the same aggregate, under the same base 
and under the same element as given in Chapter V, are now treated 
under association and dissociation as in Chapter VI. Of the 130 
states, which form the subject of this chapter, 16 belong to the 
internal and 114 to the external states o f enquiry.

How to read the Chart: Matter aggregate is taken as illustration. 
Matter aggregate is not classified with these states (consciousness 
aggr^ate) under the same aggregate (matter aggregate), under



the same base (10 gross bases and cognizable base) and under the 
same clement (10 gross elements and cognizable element).

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with how 
many elements are those states (consciousness aggregate) associated ? 
They are associated with 3 aggregates (remaining 3 mental aggre
gates) ; partially associated with 1 (cognizable) base (52 mental 
factors) and with 1 (cognizable) element (52 mental factors).

From how many are they (consciousness aggregate) dissociated ? 
They are dissociated from 1 aggregate (matter aggregate), from 
10 bases (10 gross bases) and from 10 elements (10 gross elements); 
partially dissociated from 1 (cognizable) base (subtle matter 16 and 
Nibbana) and from 1 (cognizable) element (subtle matter 16 and 
Nibbana).

The kinds of answers : There are 2 kinds of answers. The number 
o f states o f enquiry having the same answers are given below :—

Number of
Question Number States

1. 448 (1), 449 (11), 462 (1), 454 (9) . . . . 22
2. 450 (4), 451 (46), 453 (30), 455 (28) . . . .  1 08
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Note : Only 130 states o f enquiry out o f the 257 in Chapter V 
are dealt with here. Twenty-two of these are like matter aggregate 
and 108 are like immaterial becoming. The remaining 127 states 
o f Chapter V  such as feeling aggregate, etc., are excluded because 
the states, which are not classified with them under the same 
aggregate, under the same base and under the same element, are 
not associated.

An example o f this is given below with feeling aggregate. Feeling 
aggregate is not classified with these states (12 gross matter, con
sciousness aggregate) imder the same aggregate (feeling aggregate), 
under the same base (cognizable base) and under the same element 
(cognizable element).

With how many aggregates, with how many bases and with 
how many elements are those states (12 gross matter, consciousness 
aggregate) associated ? Or, from how many are they dissociated ? 
Such questions cannot be answered.
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1. Aggregates and so on

456. Matter aggregate is dissociated from these states. Under 
how many aggregates, under how many bases and under how many 
elements are those states classified ? They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (1).
467. Feeling aggregate is dissociated from these states ; Percep
tion aggregate ; Mental formation aggregate ; Consciousness aggre
gate ; Mind base; Mind faculty is dissociated from these states. 
Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified imder 
1 aggregate, under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements (6).
458. Eye base . . .  Tangible Object base; Eye element. . .  Tangible
Object element is dissociated from these states They are classified
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (20).
459. Eye consciousness element; Ear consciousness element; 
Nose consciousness element; Tongue consciousness element; Body 
consciousness element; Mind element; Mind consciousness element 
is dissociated from these states. . . . They, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified imder 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not non
classified mider any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element (7).

2. Truths and so on
460. Suffering truth is dissociated from these states. . . . They 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Chapter XIV
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
461. Origin truth ; Path truth is dissociated from these states. 
They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, ate 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (2).
462. Cessation truth ; Eye faculty . . . Body facu lty ; Female 
faculty ; Male faculty is dissociated from these states. They are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not 
classified under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (8).
463. Bodily pleasure faculty; Bodily pain faculty; Mental joy  
faculty ; Grief faculty is dissociated from these states. They, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are 
classified imder 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (4).
464. Indifference faculty is dissociated from these states. They, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are 
classified imder 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases; 
they are not classified under 5 elements (1).
465. Faith faculty ; Energy faculty ; Mindfulness faculty ; Con
centration faculty ; Wisdom faculty ; I-shaU-know-what-I-did-not- 
know faculty ; Higher realization faculty ; He-who-has-known 
faculty; Ignorance; Conditioned by ignorance. Formations are 
dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (10).
466. Conditioned by formalaon. Consciousness ; Conditioned by 
6 bases, Contact; Conditioned by contact, Fedhng is dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification
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o f aggregates, are classified under 1 aggregate, under 11 bases and 
under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and imder 7 elements (3).
467. Conditioned by feeling. Craving; Conditioned by craving. 
Clinging ; Kamma becoming is dissociated from these states. They, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (3).
468. Rebirth becom iag; Percepted becoming; Five-aggregate 
becoming is dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified 1 They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 15 elements (3).
469. Sensuous becoming is dissociated from these states. They 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 5 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and imder 13 elements (1).
470. Fine-material becoming; Non-percepted becoming; One-aggre
gate becoming; Lamentation is dissociated from these states. They are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 10 elements (4).
471. Immaterial becoming ; Neither perception nor non-percep
tion becoming ; Four-aggregate becoming ; Sorrow ; Suffering; 
G rief; Despair; Application o f Mindfiilness; Great E ffort; Road 
to psychic power; Jhana; lUimitables; 5 Faculties; 5 Strengths; 
7 Factors o f Enlightenment; Noble Eightfold Path is dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified imder any elements.

3. Seven Contact Group
472. Contact; Feeling; Perception ; Volition ; Consciousness; 
Attention is dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana



from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 1 aggregate, 
under 11 bases and under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements (6).
473. Decision is dissociated from these states. They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element (1).

4. Triplets

474. Wholesome states are dissociated from these states. Un
wholesome states ; States associated with pleasant feeling ; States 
associated with painful feeling are dissociated from these states. 
They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (4).
475. Indeterminate states are dissociated from these states. They 
are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
476. States associated with feeling that is neither painfril nor 
pleasant; Resultant states are dissociated from these states. They, 
excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified 
imder 5 aggregates, imder 12 bases and under 13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified imder 5 elements (2).
477. States producing resultant states ; Corrupt and corrupting 
states are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana 
from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
hnder 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (2).
478. States which are neither resultant nor producing resultant
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states ; States which are not acquired by clinging but favourable to 
chnging ; States which are not acquired by clinging and not favour
able to clinging ; Not corrupt and not corrupting states are dissoci
ated from these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, imder 
2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (4).
479. States which are acquired by clinging and favourable to
clinging are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 15 elements (1).
480. Not corrupt but corrupting states are dissociated from these
states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and 
under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
481. States with applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and imder 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element (1).
482. States without applied-thought but sustained-thought; 
States accompanied by rapture ; States accompanied by pleasure 
are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (3).
483. States without applied-thought and sustained-thought are 
dissociated from these states. They are classified under 4 aggre
gates, under 2 bases and under 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 15 elements (1).
484. States accompanied by indifference are dissociated from these 
states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggre



gates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 
13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 5 elements (1).
485. States eradicated by First Path ; States eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by  First P a th ; 
States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; States 
leading to rebirth and death ; States leading to Nibbana ; States 
appertaining to Learners ; States appertaining to Arahatta ; Lofty 
states are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana 
from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggre
gates, under 12 bases and tmder 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified imder any elements (9).
486. States eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths ; States together with roots eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths; States neither leading to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana ; States appertaining to neither Learners nor Arahatta; 
Limited states are dissociated from these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
imder 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (5).
487. Incomparable states; Exalted states are dissociated from 
these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases 
and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and imder 10 elements (2).
488. States with limited objects are dissociated from these states. 
They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are 
classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 12 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 6 elements (1).
489. States with lofty ob jects; States with incomparable objects ; 
Low states ; States with fixed destiny due to wrong views ; States 
with fixed destiny due to right views ; States with Path objects ; 
States conditioned by the P ath ; States dominated by the Path 
are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from
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the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (8).
490. Medium states ; States with no fixed destiny are dissociated 
from these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 
2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (2).
491. States arisen ; States not arisen ; States bound to arise ; 
Past states ; Future states ; Present states ; Internal states ; 
External states ; States both visible and impinging ; States invisible 
but impinging are dissociated from these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (10).
492. States with past ob ject; States with future ob ject; States 
with internal ob ject; States with external object are dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified tmder any aggregates, not non-classified imder any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (4).
493. States with present ob ject; States with internal and external 
object are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana 
from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggre
gates, under 12 bases and under 12 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 6 elements (2).

5. Couplets

494. States which are roots ; States which have associated roots ; 
States which are associated with roots ; States which are roots and 
also have associated roots ; States which have associated roots but 
are not roots ; States which are roots and also associated with roots ; 
States which are associated with roots but are not roots ; States



which are not roots but have associated roots are dissociated from 
these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f 
aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (8).
495. States which have no roots ; States which are dissociated 
from roots ; States which are neither roots nor have associated 
roots are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
496. States not arising from 4 causes; States not conditioned 
by  4 causes ; States with visibility; States with impinging ; States 
which have physical change ; States which are Supramundane are 
dissociated from these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 10 elements (6).
497. States which are mundane are dissociated from these states. 
They are classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 
2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (1).
498. States which are cankers ; States which are associated with 
cankers ; States which are both cankers and objects o f cankers; 
States which are both cankers and associated with cankers ; States 
which are associated with cankers but are not cankers are dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (5).
*499. States which are objects of cankers; States which are 
dissociated from cankers ; States which are object o f  cankers but 
are not cankers ; States which are dissociated from cankers but are 
objects o f cankers are dissociated from these states. They are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.
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Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (4).
500. States which are not objects o f cankers; States which are 
dissociated from cankers and are not objects o f cankers are dissoci
ated from these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, 
under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 10 elements (2).
501. States which are fetters . . . States which are ties . . . States 
which are floods . . . States which are bonds . . . States which are 
hindrances * . . . States which are misapprehensions; States which 
are associated with misapprehensions ; States which are both mis
apprehensions and objects o f misapprehensions are dissociated from 
these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f 
aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (58).
502. States which are objects o f misapprehensions ; States which 
are dissociated from misapprehensions ; States which are objects o f 
misapprehensions but are not misapprehensions ; States which are 
dissociated from misapprehensions but are objects of misapprehen
sions are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (4).
503. States which are not objects o f misapprehensions; States 
which are dissociated from misapprehensions and are not objects of 
misapprehensions are dissociated from these states. They are 
classified under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (2).
504. States which have objects ; States which are consciousness ; 
States which are mental factors ; States which are associated with 
consciousness; States which are conjoined with consciousness ; 
States which are conjoined with and are generated by consciousness ; 
States which are conjoined with, are generated by and arise together 
with consciousness ; States which are conjoined with, are generated 
by and arise successively with consciousness are dissociated from

•  These should be tak en  ju s t  as cankers above.



these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f 
aggregates, are classified under 1 aggregate, under 11 bases and 
under 11 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 1 base and under 7 elements (8).
505. States which have no objects ; States which are dissociated 
from consciousness; States which are not conjoined with con
sciousness ; States which are derived ; States which are not acquired 
by clinging are dissociated from these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (5).
506. States which are acquired by clinging are dissociated from 
these states. They are classified under 4 aggregates, imder 2 bases 
and imder 3 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 15 elements (1).
507. States which are clinging . . . States which are corruptions ; 
States which are corrupt; States which are associated with corrup
tions ; States which are both corruptions and objects o f corruptions ; 
States which are both corruptions and corrupt; States which are 
corrupt but are not corruptions ; States which are both corruptions 
and associated with corruptions ; States which are associated with 
corruptions but are not corruptions are dissociated from these states. 
They, excluding Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, 
are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 
elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (19).
508. States which are objects o f corruptions; States which are 
not corrupt; States which are dissociated from corruptions ; States 
which are objects o f corruptions but are not corruptions; States 
which are dissociated from corruptions but are objects o f corrup
tions are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4  aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (5).
509. States which are not objects of corruptions ; States which 
are dissociated from corruptions and are not objects o f corruptions
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are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 4 aggre
gates, imder 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (2).
510. States eradicated by First P ath ; States eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths; States together with roots eradicated by First 
Path ; States together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are 
dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the 
classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 
12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (4).
511. States not eradicated by First Path ; States not eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths ; States together with roots not eradicated by 
First Path ; States together with roots not eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths are dissociated from these states. They are classified under 
4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, imder 10 bases and under 16 elements (4).
512. States with applied-thought; States with sustained-thought 
are dissociated from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from 
the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, 
under 12 bases and under 17 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases ; 
they are not classified under 1 element (2).
513. States with rapture ; States which are accompanied by 
rapture ; States which are accompanied by pleasure are dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (3).
514. States which are accompanied by indifference are dissociated 
from these states. They, excluding Nibbana from the classification 
o f aggregates, are classified under 5 aggregates, under 12 bases and 
under 13 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not



non-classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any 
bases ; they are not classified under 6 elements (1).
515. States which belong to the sensuous plane ; States which 
are included in the round o f existences; States which are with 
beyond are dissociated from these states. They are classified imder 
i  aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (3).
516. States which do not belong to the sensuous p lane; States 
which are not included in the round o f existences ; States which are 
not with beyond are dissociated from these states. They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 8 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 10 elements (3).
517. States which belong to the fine-material plane ; States which 
belong to the immaterial plane; States which lead out from the 
round o f existences ; States which have fixed destiny yielded after 
decease or after their own occurrence; States which are causes 
o f lamentation are dissociated from these states. They, excluding 
Nibbana from the classification o f aggregates, are classified under 
5 aggregates, under 12 bases and under 18 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not non- 
classified under any aggregates, not non-classified under any bases 
and not non-classified under any elements (5).
518. States which do not belong to the fine-material plane ; States 
which do not belong to the immaterial p lane; States which do 
not lead out from the round of existences ; States which have not 
fixed destiny as above ; States which are not causes o f lamentation 
are dissociated from these states.

Under how many aggregates, under how many bases and under 
how many elements are those states classified ? They are classified 
under 4 aggregates, under 2 bases and under 2 elements.

Under how many are they not classified ? They are not classified 
under 1 aggregate, under 10 bases and under 16 elements (5).
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Same as Chapter VIII.^

* F o r M ethod and C h art, see Chapter V I I I .



Tongne
Body
ViublB Object
Somd
Odooi
T»te
Tangible Object ,.

Eye Cons, Element

Nose
Tongue
Body

Mind Oons. Element

Noee
Tongne
Body
Visible Object

Taste
Tangible Object .,

Feeling Aggregate
Perception
Mental Fonnations
Aggr^ate Freed

Sensitive Eye

Noee
Tongne
Body

Visible Object

Odour
Taste
TangiWe Object (B. a w .)*
Subtle Matter
Feeling Mental Facto
Perception

Eye
Ear 2
Noee 2
Tongue 2
Body „ 2

Remaining Conaoiouaneas 76
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Eye base... Taatebaae 
Eye E . .  . Taste E

Tuigiblebase 
Tangible Element

Eyeoons.E... MindE 
Mind cons. E

Eye fae.. . .  Body fae.

Female fao.... Male fao.

States both vis. and imp.

States invisible 
but impinging

States with viad>ility

States with impinging

States which ace derived

Those
States*

Kern. 6 
Cons.B

Gr. 12 ex. 
Tib.

Vis. 1 
Sub. 16

Mat-

E y e ...
Taste

Tangible

Bye... Body

Cog.

Via. Cog.

Gr. 10 ex.
Via.

Gt. 10 ex. 
Tan, Cog.

Eye . . . 
Taate

Tangible

Eye...Mind 
Mind Cons.

Eye.. .Body

Cog.

Vis. Cog.

Gr. 10 ex.
Vis.

Gr, 10 ex. 
Tan. Cog.

lA^

They* =  Those States

Rem.
27*

6 Cons. 
E«

Vis.l 
Sub 16

es, bases and dm ads

Bern. =  remaining 4
Mat. ™ matter *4
ex, =  excluding
Vis. =  Visible object Bases
Fao. =  faculty 1,3-2 = Eye and mind
Tan. =  Tangible object 2-2 = Tangible and mind
Cog. =  Cognisable 4r-2 S3 Mind and cognizable
Or. =  gross matter 6-2 Sound and mind
Imp. =  impinging 6,7-2 — Visible and mind
Sub, =  Subtle matter 16 8-11 Gross 10, cognisable 1

9-11 Gross 10, mind 1
the states taken as “ these ” and "  those ” 10-11 = Gross 10 excluding tangible =» 9, mind 1,
) the same. cognisable 1

3 = Visible, mind, cognisable
10 = Gross 10 excluding visible =  9, mind 1

Element
1,3-8 =

2-8 OE
4-8 = Conaciousneas 7, Cognizable 1

Sound 1, Conscionmess 7
6,7-8 = Visible 1, Consciousness 7

12 = Gross 10, eye cons. 1, Cognizable 1
9 Visible 1, Cons. 7. Cognisable 1

16 =
9-17

10-17 = 18 excluding Tangible
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3, Origin truth, Path truth

Feeling
P
M.-P.

life fooulty M-, M.-F.

Female faculty, Male faculty
Bodily pleasure faculty . .  . Indifference faculty
Faith fiwuUy. . .  Conditioned by 6 bases, Contact
ConditioBed by contact, feeling
Conditioned by feeling, craving. . .  Kanuna becoming

Matter
Feding
M.-F.
Feding
M.-F.

Birdi. Agdng, Death 
Jhana

M., M.-F. 
F.. M.-F.

Sorrow, Suffering, Qrief
Despair, Application of mindhilneBa. . .  Contact
Feding
Feiceptien
Volition . . .  States which are roots and also 

associated with roots

Feeling
M.-P.
Peeling
P
M.-F.

States not arising from 4 causes, States uot cwi- 
ditioned by 4 causes

186

187

States which are cankers. . .

IB which are fetters . . .

States which are mental factors . P., P.. M.-F.

States which arise together with oonsoiousneaa . . .

States which are clinging . . . State* which are both 
eormptions and Bflsooiated with corruptions

ClasBiffed Aggregates

M »  Matter 
P ^  Feeling 
P =  Perception 

M.-P. -  Mental formation
Elements
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196

Matter aggregate

Feeling IN
gate

...M.-F.aggie-

Cone. aggregate. . .  Mind faculty

Eye baae . . . Tangible object ele-

Cogniaable bane. . .  Life fecnlty

Origin truth,. .  Ceasation truth

Conditioned by cons., MentaUty- 
Mateiiali^

d by mentality-
msteriality, 6 Baaea

Immatecisl becoming . . . P^cbic

Nou-penepted beooming. . .  Death

c but impinging

States not aiiaii^ from*4 cauS6B, 
States not conditioned by 4 causes

States which are mental factors. . .  
States which are conjoined with, 

ate generated by and arise

UnuUssified

Mat.,
Con.

Cog.

Eye

Cog.

Cog.

Cog.

Cog.

Cog.

12 == Grow matter
9 =  Gross base or gross element excluding 

Visible object base and element

2nd these states*

Mat.,
Con.

Mat.,
Con.

Mat.,
Con.

Undaasified /

Those States »  2nd theae 
states*
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Associated with 
these States

Dissociated from 
theae States

Par.:
diso.

Feeling aggregate Cons. 89, 52 men
tal factors ex. 
Feeling =  SI

Cons. Bggr^te

Eye cons, ele- Piimary mental 
faotoTS 1

Cons. 78, 62 men
tal factors ex. 
decision, doubt 

1.̂ 60
States with ap- 

plied-thoT^ht 
and sustained- 
thought

Applied-thought,
sustained-
thought

Indifference
Faculty cons, and men

tal factors, ex. 
Indifference F.

Neither painful 
nor pleasant

Indifference F,

6 conn., £. and 
mental factors

Eye oons. E. 1

2 x 5  cons. 10, 
doubt and men
tal factors

Cons, without ap
plied and sus-

Bodily pleasure, 
Bo^y pain, 
Mental joy, 
Qiief cons, and 
iTftntrftl £fictorB

Eye. Ear, Nose, 
Tongue and 
Mind E. =  5
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Mental aggregfttea 4

Aasodated G]a«ified Undaaeifiiid

466

467

460

461

Matter aggregate (317)

. .  . (318).

Bye coi Remaining 6 cons, elements and mental factors

Snffering tmih Supzamnndane consobasness 8, mental factors 36

Origin truth . . . Hate rooted, delusion rooted, wholesome, re
sultant, inoperative consciousness and mental 
faotoiB.

Indiffezence fiKulty Bodily pleasure, bodily pain, mental joy, grief 
eonsoioiunesB and mental factors.

Rebirth becoming.. Whdesome, nnwholeeome, fruition, ii

9̂ ne material becoming which is mere cons, and 
mental factors, immateria! becoming, whole
some, unwholesome. Fruition, inoperative 
cons, and mental factors.

States with limited objects L o%  objects, ii 
objects.
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HKmoD Of OHAnm XII
G lM tifiei and U nohni^ti i»  Of

Feeling aggregate . . .

Eyee

Origin trnrii. .  .

Indifference faculty

Conditioaed by 6 
bases, Contact

Road to psychic power

Decision

States associated with

States with applied- 
thought and sns- 
tained-thonght. . .

Associated with theae 
states*

aggregates

Cons. 89, mental fsctors 
52 ex. feeling =  51

Primary mental factors 7

Greed tooted cons. 8, 
mental factors 22 ex. 
greed 21

primary mental fao- 
toia 7 ex. feeling 6

cons. 55, mental 
factor

Cons. 89, mental factors 
S2 ex. contact =  51

Mental factors 36 ex. 
intention, energy 
and wisdran =

Lofty cons. 27, supra- 
mnndane <xms. 8, 
mental factors 38 ex. 
Jh&nic factors =  I

decision, mental fi 
tors 52 ex. d 
and doubt

Pleasant feeling

Appliec mghtand
sustained-thought

mental
aggregates

P..C01IB. 2

Body cons. 1

Ex. Body

Mind and 
Mindoons. 2

On. Wm 1
O n  > alM M iil I 

mwUl faoion

-  B1

„  Primary 7

.Mental 
faoton 21

„  Mental
factors 51

, Pleasant 
feeling 63

„ Applied and 

thought

(lOMitUdt

Body 0(Mi8. 1, 
Cog. 1 -= 2

Ex. Body 
cons. =  6 
andCog.l= 7

Mind, Mind- 
cons., Cog.

«  8

flhe remaining are nndassified aggregates, bases and elements.
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Ditaodated and DittoeicOed

PiwocMbed from tiuae states (1st)

Mental aggregate

Diuociated from 
these states (2nd)

matter,
Nibbank

Biasociated
Partial^

diasooiatsd

Mat. 28, Nibbana

Bye oons. elemont.. 6 cons, element and mental 
factors

Syeoons. E..
Mental &«tocs 7

Indifference fseulty Bodily pleasure, bodily pain, men
tal joy, grief cons, and mental

51

Indifference accom
panied oons. 55, 
mental factoia 46

Fine-material be ing and immaterial
becoming which ate cona. and 
mental factors, wholesome, un
wholesome, fruition, in

Une-materid
becoming

s., donbt I
eons, and mental fftctoia

i, inopei
tive oons. and mental factors 52

Neither resultant nor Wholesome, nnwholesome, result
ant cons, and mental fimton 52

Not acquired by 
clinging and not 
favourable to
clingmg

Without applied- 
thought and 8US- 
tained-thought

Mundane cons. 81, mental 
factors

With appUed-thought and sus
tained-thought and without 
^lied-thought but with sus- 
tained-thonght

9 eons. ex. 2 x 6 
oons. and doubt, 
mental factors 51

Resultant cons, and 
mental factors 86

Neither resultant 
nor producing

8, mental 
30 and Nibbana

ITithont applied- 
thought and Bus- 
taioed-thought

Or. 10

Or. 10, 6 oons. E.

Or. 10. Body S. 1
=  11

Nose, ttmgue and 
body E. =  3

Or. 10
Cons, element 5

=  15
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